Wordlist Gold Pre-first (A-Z)
Word
a class of his very
own

Part of
Page Speech

Pronunciation

German

Italian

31

n phrase

klɑˌs

eine eigene Klasse

propria classe

a dream come true 55

n phrase

drɪːm

ein wahr gewordener
Traum

un sogno ch'è diventato
realtà

a fair amount

adj

feə

recht viel

un bel po'

27

French

if something is in a class of its own, it is
une classe à part
better than everything else
if something is a dream come true, it
happens after you have wanted it to
un rêve devenu réalité
happen for a long time
if you have a fair amount of something,
une quantité appréciable you have quite a large amount

a second chance
ability
absolutely

16
82
43

n
n
adv

ˈsekənd tʃɑːns
əˈbɪləti
ˈæbsəluːtli

zweite Chance
Fähigkeit
vollkommen, sehr

seconda chance
capacità
assolutamente, molto

deuxième chance
aptitude
entièrement

abstract

28

adj

ˈæbstrækt

abstrakt

astratto

abstrait

accountant

28

n

əˈkaʊntənt

Buchhalter

contabile

comptable

ache

73

v

eɪk

schmerzen, wehtun

dolere

faire mal

achieved

31

v

əˈtʃiːv

erreichen

raggiungere

accomplir

acrobatic

103

adj

ˌækrəˈbætɪk

akrobatisch

acrobatico

acrobatique

act

61

n

ækt

Tat, Akt, Darbietung

atto, rappresentazione

numéro, représentation

action

30

n

ˈækʃən

Maßnahme

provvedimento

mesure

active

21

adj

ˈæktɪv

aktiv

attivo

actif

acupuncture
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74

n

ˈækjəˌpʌnktʃə

Akupunktur

agopuntura

Definition

acupuncture

1

Example
He has achieved a level of skill that has
put him in a class of his very own.

Marriage is her dream come true.
He knows a fair amount about cars.

if you give someone a second chance it
means they have another opportunity
the state of being able to do something
used to emphasise something
existing only as an idea or quality rather
than as something real that you can see
or touch
someone whose job is to keep and
check financial accounts, calculate taxes
etc

The interview went badly, so I didn’t think
they would give me a second chance.
The test measure mathematical ability.
The water was absolutely freezing.

if part of your body aches, you feel a
continuous, but not very sharp pain there
to successfully complete something or
get a good result, especially by working
hard

His feet were aching from standing so
long.

acrobatic movements involve moving
your body or a plane in a very skilful way
a short performance on stage or
television by someone who plays music
or tells jokes
the process of doing something,
especially in order to achieve a particular
thing
an active volcano is likely to explode at
any time
a treatment for pain and disease that
involves pushing special needles into
parts of the body

There were also displays of parachuting
and acrobatic flying.

Happiness is an abstract noun.

John's father is an accountant.

Frances achieved considerable success
as an artist.

The argument was just part of their act.
Environmental groups want tougher
action on pollution from cars.
The volcano became active last year
with a series of eruptions.
He tried acupuncture for his migraines
and it was very successful.

Word
adapted

Part of
Page Speech
31

v

Pronunciation

German

Italian

French

əˈdæpt

umgebaut

accro à, dépendant

ricostruito, modificato

adapté

addicted

27

adj

əˈdɪktəd

süchtig, mit Begeisterung
tun
avido

adult

33

n

ˈædʌlt

Erwachsene / r

adulto

adulte

adulthood

33

n

ˈædʌlthʊd

Erwachsenenalter

età adulta

âge adulte

advance

22/23

n

ədˈvɑːns

Fortschritt

progresso

progrès

advertising
campaign

18

n

ˈædvətaɪtɪŋ ˌkæmˈpeɪnWerbekampagne

campagna pubblicitaria

campagne de publicité

affect

76

v

əˈfekt

betreffen

concernere

affecter

age

21

n

eɪdʒ

Alter

età

âge

agency

18

n

ˈeɪdʒənsi

Agentur

agenzia

agence

agent
agile

82
103

n
adj

ˈeidʒənt
ˈædʒaɪl

Mittel, Grund
wendig

mezzo, causa, ragione
agile

agent
agile

ahead of

42

adv

əˈhed əv

voraus

davanti

en avance sur

aimed at

56

v

eɪm

gerichtet auf

rivolgersi a

visant

allocated

77

v

ˈæləkeɪt

zuweisen

assegnare

répartir

alpine

103

adj

ˈælpaɪn

although

9

conjunction ɔːlˈðəʊ

amateur

98

adj

ambition

123

amount

Alpen…, alpin

alpino

alpin

obwohl

sebbene

bien que

ˈamətə

Amateur

dilettante

amateur

n

æmˈbɪʃən

Ehrgeiz

ambizione

ambition

19

n

əˈmaʊnt

Betrag

somma, importo

somme, montant

amused

16

adj

əˈmjuːzd

amüsiert

divertito

amusé

ancestors
ancient

7
46

n
adj

ˈænsəstə
ˈeɪnʃənt

Vorfahren
alt

antenati
vecchio, anziano

ancêtres
ancien
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Definition

Example

to change something to make it suitable
for a different purpose
if you are addicted to something, you like
it so much that you do not want to stop
doing it or having it
a fully-grown person, or one who is
considered to be legally responsible for
their actions

The car has been adapted to take
unleaded gas.

the time when you are an adult
a change, discovery, or invention that
brings progress
a series of actions to advertise specific
products or activities on television, in
newspapers etc
to do something that produces an effect
or change in something in someone's
situation
the number of years someone has lived
or something has existed
a business that provides a particular
service for people or organisations
someone or something that affects or
changes a situation
able to move quickly and easily
ideas, achievements, people etc that are
ahead of others have made more
progress or are more developed
if something is aimed at somebody, it is
intended for a particular person or group
of people
to use something for a particular
purpose, give something to particular
person etc, especially after an official
decision has been made
relating to the Alps or to mountains in
general
used to introduce a statement that
makes your main statement seem
surprising or unlikely
someone who does an activity just for
pleasure, not as their job

She is addicted to making cakes.
Some children find it difficult to talk to
adults.
Some people still can’t do maths well
even when they get to adulthood.
This is one of the great technological
advances of the 20th century.
The company are running a major
advertising campaign to launch the new
product.
Many areas were affected by the
hurricane.
Experts disagree over the age of the
drawings.
We are using a new advertising agency
to help us launch the new product.
Technological advances are the chief
agents of change.
Dogs are surprisingly agile.
At this stage, Smith appeared to be
ahead of his rivals.

The criticism wasn't aimed at you.

You should allocate the same amount of
time to each question.
We visited the Hot-air Balloon Festival in
the Swiss alpine town of Chateau d’Oex.
Although it was raining, they still went to
the beach.
Mickelson won his first major golf
tournament while still an amateur.
She had always had an ambition to be a
pilot.
They spend enormous amounts of
money buying modern art.
Ellen seemed amused by the whole
situation.

a strong desire to achieve something
a quantity of something such as time,
money, or a substance
if you are amused by something, you
think it is funny and you smile or laugh
members of your family who lived a long
time ago
My ancestors were French.
very old
That photo makes me look ancient.

Word

Part of
Page Speech

Pronunciation

German

Italian

French

Definition

Example

animal rights

123

n

ˌænəməl ˈraits

Tierrechte

animation

34

n

ˌænəˈmeɪʃən

Animation, Zeichentrick

annoy

61

v

əˈnɔɪ

verärgern

arrabbiare

embêter

the idea that people should treat animals
well, and especially not use them in tests Bill has been involved in the animal
to develop medicines or other products rights movement for years.
Disney wanted to fill his studio with
a film, television programme, computer artists capable of more fluid, more
game etc that has pictures, clay models realistic animation than had ever been
etc that seem to be really moving
attempted.
to make someone feel slightly angry and She annoyed me with her stupid
unhappy about something
questions.

annoyed

16

adj

əˈnɔɪd

verärgert

arrabbiato

fâché

slightly angry

I'll be annoyed if we don't finish by eight.

annual

33

adj

ˈænjuəl

jährlich

annuale

annuel

happening once a year

ant

80

n

ænt

Ameise

formica

fourmi

a small insect that lives in large groups

anthropologist

123

n

ˌænθrəˈpɒlədʒəst

Anthropologe

antropologo

anthropologue

The school trip became an annual event.
There were a lot of ants in the garden
last year.
Jane Goodall was given the opportunity
to work for anthropologist Louis Leakey
in Africa.

antique

65

n

ˌænˈtiːk

Antiquität

antichità

antiquité

apart

9

adj

əˈpɑːt

auseinander

a parte

éloigné

ape

123

n

eɪp

Menschenaffe

antropoide

grand singe

diritti animali

droits des animaux

animazione
animation

the scientific study of people, their
societies, cultures etc
a piece of furniture, jewellery etc that
was made a very long time ago and is
therefore valuable
if things are apart, they are not close to
each other or touching each other
an animal that is similar to a monkey but
has no tail or only a very short tail

The palace is full of priceless antiques.
They have offices in countries as far
apart as India and Peru.
She has dedicated her life to the
protection of wild apes.

appeal to

98

v

əˈpiːl

jmd. ansprechen

piacere

plaire à

appetite

39

n

ˈæpətaɪt

Appetit

appetito

appétit

applause

117

n

əˈplɔːz

Beifall

applauso

applaudissements

appliance

24

n

əˈplaɪəns

Gerät

macchina, apparechio

appareil

if someone or something appeals to you, The idea of working abroad really
they seem attractive and interesting
appeals to me.
Her husband always had a huge
a desire for food
appetite.
the sound of many people hitting their
hands together and shouting to show
She got a round of applause when she
that they have enjoyed something
finished.
a piece of equipment, especially
electrical equipment, such as a cooker or
washing machine, used in people's
There's plenty of space for all the usual
homes
kitchen appliances.

application, logiciel

a piece of computer software which does We received training on a number of
a particular job
spreadsheet and database applications.

application

91

n

ˌæplɪˈkeɪʃən

Anwendung

uso

application form

58

n

ˌæplɪˈkeɪʃən

Bewerbungsformular

modulo di domanda

formulaire de demande

appreciated

102

v

əˈpriːʃieɪt

schätzen, wertschätzen

stimare, valere

apprécier

approach

77

v

əˈprəʊtʃ

sich nähern

avvicinarsi

s'approcher

a formal, usually written request for
something such as a job, place at
university, or permission to do something
to understand how good or useful
someone or something is
to move towards or nearer to someone
or something

architecte

someone whose job is to design
buildings

architect
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10

n

ˈɑːkətekt

Architekt / in

architetto/a

3

I filled in the application form and sent it
off.
I'm not an expert, but I appreciate fine
works of art.
She heard footsteps approaching.
They want to see some of the buildings
that were designed by French architects
a century ago.

Word

Part of
Page Speech

Pronunciation

German

Italian

French

argue with

7

v

ˌɑːgjuː wɪð

streiten mit

litigare

se disputer

associate

76

v

əˈsəʊʃieɪt

in Verbindung bringen

associare

associer qc à qn

at random

119

adj

ˈrʊndəm

nach dem Zufallsprinzip

au hasard

at the last minute

12

n phrase

æt θe ˈlɑːst ˈmɪnət

in letzter Minute

in modo casuale
nell'ultimo
minuto/momento

Definition

to disagree with someone in words, often
in an angry way
We could hear the neighbours arguing.
to make a connection in your mind
between one thing or person and
I don't associate him with energetic
another
sports.

atom

123

n

ˈætəm

Atom

attract attention

103

v phrase

əˌtrækt əˈtenʃən

Aufmerksamkeit erregen attrarre l'attenzione

attirer l'attention de

au pair

66

n

əʊˈpeə

Au-Pair

ragazza alla pari

au-pair

authority

21

n

ɔːˈθɒrəti

Behörde

autorità

autorités

automatically

97

adv

ˌɔːtəˈmætɔkli

automatisch

automaticamente

automatiquement

without any definite plan, aim or pattern
the last possible time, just before it is too
late
the smallest part of an element that can
exist alone or can combine with other
substances to form a molecule
to make someone interested in
something, or make them want to take
part in something
a young person, usually a woman, who
stays with a family in a foreign country to
learn the language, and looks after their
children for a small wage
the authorities are the people or
organisations that are in charge of a
particular country or area
as the result of a situation or action, and
without you having to do anymore

availability

66

n

əˌveɪləˈbɪləti

Verfügbarkeit

disponibilità

disponibilité

details of how free or busy someone is

atomo

au tout dernier moment

atome

avatar

91

n

ˈævətɑː

Avatar

avatar

avatar

award

104

n

əˈwɔːd

Auszeichnung, Preis

premio

prix

baggy

113

adj

ˈbægi

schlabberig

largo, ampio

large, ample

bake

26

v

beɪk

backen

cuocere, fare dei dolci

cuire, faire

ballet

107

n

ˈbæleɪ

Ballett

balletto

ballet

bar

117

n

bɑː

Bar

bar

bar

base jumping

32

n

ˈbeɪs ˌdʒʌmpɪŋ

Base-Jumping

base jumping

base jumping

based on
basic
beak

94
94
80

v
adj
n

beɪs
ˈbeɪsɪk
biːk

basieren auf
grundlegend
Schnabel

basarsi
basilare, fondamentale
becco

être basé sur
élémentaire
bec

bear
beat

80
26

n
n

beə
biːt

Bär
Takt

orso
tempo, ritmo

ours
rythme
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Example

picture of a person or animal that
represents you on a computer screen,
for example in some chat rooms or when
you are playing games over the internet
something such as a prize or money
given to someone to reward them for
something they have done
baggy clothes are big and do not fit
tightly on your body
to cook something using dry heat, in an
oven
a type of dancing where the dance and
the music tell a story
a length of metal or wood put across a
door, window etc to keep it shut or to
prevent people going in or out
a sport in which people jump off tall
objects such as buildings, bridges, or
cliffs, using a parachute
to use something as the thing from which
something else is developed
at the simplest or least developed level
the hard pointed mouth of a bird
a large strong animal with thick fur, that
eats flesh, fruit, and insects
a regular repeated noise

The gang picked their victims at random.
He cancelled his trip to England at the
last minute.
Unfortunately splitting the atom led to the
development of the atom bomb.
The balloons attracted a lot of attention
for many miles around.

We're looking for an au pair to look after
the children.
The authorities are doing their best to
protect the environment
The door opened automatically as we
approached.
Please let us know your availability for
interview.

Marc has a fire-breathing dragon as his
avatar.

The movie has won a number of awards.
She was wearing jeans and a baggy Tshirt.
I'm baking some bread.
She studied ballet as a child.
There was a bar across the door of the
old house.
He discovered base jumping when he
was 19 years old.
Their relationship was based on mutual
respect.
The farm lacks even basic equipment.
The toucan has a very large beak.
We saw brown bears when we visited
Canada last year.
She moved her feet to the Cuban beat.

Word

Part of
Page Speech

Pronunciation

German

Italian

French

beauty

28

n

ˈbjuːti

Schönheit

bellezza

beauté

became involved

31

adj

ɪn ˈvɒlvd

beteiligt sein

coinvolto nel

être engagé dans

beetle

89

n

ˈbiːtl

Käfer

coleottero

scarabée

behaviour
being your own
boss

61

n

bɪˈheɪvjə

Verhalten

comportement

61

n

bɒs

sein eigener Chef sein

comportamento
essere il proprio
capo/padrone

être son propre patron

benefited

42

v

ˈbenəfɪt

profitieren von

profittare di

bénéficier de

best deal

48

n

diːl

bester Preis

miglior prezzo

meilleur prix

best wishes

12

n

best ˈwɪʃəs

Mit herzlichen Grüßen

(con) cordiali saluti

meilleurs voeux

bill

26

n

bɪl

Rechnung

conto

facture

biologist

61

n

baɪˈɒlədʒəst

Biologe / Biologin

biologo, biologa

biologiste

bitter

84

adj

ˈbitə

erbittert

aspro

acharné

block

19

n

blɒk

Block, (Wohnblock)

caseggiato

bloc, pâté de maisons

block

103

n

blɒk

Block

blocco

bloc, pâté de maisons

blood

50

n

blʌd

Blut

sangue

sang

board game

10

n

ˈbɔːd geɪm

Brettspiel

gioco da tavola

jeu de société

boiler
boiling

86
43

n
adj

ˈbɔɪlə
ˈbɔɪlɪŋ

Boiler
kochend heiß

boiler
bollente

chauffe-eau
bouillant

bone

85

n

bəʊn

Knochen

osso

os

bonus

53

n

ˈbəʊnəs

Bonus

bonus, premio

bonus

booby

20

n

ˈbuːbi

Tölpel (Vogelart)

sula

fou de Bassan

book launch

53

n

lɔːntʃ

Buchveröffentlichung

pubblicazione del libro

lancement du livre
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Definition
a quality that people, places, or things
have that makes them very attractive to
look at
if you become involved, you take part in
an activity or event, or are connected
with it in some way
an insect with a round hard back that is
usually black
the things that a person or animal does
if you are your own boss, you work for
yourself
if you benefit from something, or it
benefits you, it gives you an advantage,
improves your life or helps you in some
way
if you get the best deal, you get the best
price or value for money when you buy
something
used at the end of a letter before you
sign your name
a written list showing how much you
have to pay for services you have
received, work that has been done etc
someone who studies or works in the
scientific study of living things
a bitter argument, battle etc is one in
which people oppose or criticise each
other with strong feelings of hate and
anger

Example
Millions of dollars are spent each year on
beauty products.
More than 30 software firms were
involved in the project.
The desert beetle inspired his invention.
It is important to reward good behaviour.
Since I'm my own boss, my hours are
flexible.

Many thousands have benefited from the
new treatment.
When I buy something new I always look
online to get the best deal.
With best wishes, Celia.
The repair bills came to more than
£1000.
To become a marine biologist, I did a
biology degree followed by an MSc and
a doctorate.

The countries are still bitter enemies.
A new block of flats has been built on the
large building divided into separate parts site of the old supermarket.
a piece of hard material such as wood or
stone, with straight sides
They cut blocks of ice from the river.
the red liquid that your heart pumps
around your body
Her body was found in a pool of blood.
an indoor game played on a specially
designed board made of thick card or
wood
My favourite board game is Scrabble.
a container for boiling water that is used I'm afraid the boiler's not working at the
to provide heating in a house
moment.
very hot
The weather's boiling today.
one of the hard parts that together form
the frame of a human, animal or fish
The X-ray showed that the bone was
body
broken in two places.
something good that you did not expect Another bonus was that she met and fell
in a situation
in love with Bruce Taylor.
Boobies hunt by diving into the sea from
a type of tropical sea bird
a great height.
when a new product, book etc is made
The launch of her new book takes place
available or made known
next week.

Word

Part of
Page Speech

Pronunciation

German

Italian

French

Definition

break-dancing

103

n

ˈbreɪkˌdɑːnsɪŋ

Breakdancing

break-dance

breathing

40

v

briːð

atmen

respirare

breed

88

n

briːd

Rasse

razza

tired and impatient because you do not
think something is interesting, or
qui s'ennuie
because you have nothing to do
to use something that belongs to
someone else and that you must give
emprunter qc à qn
back to them later
always telling other people what to do, in
autoritaire
a way that is annoying
someone whose job is to make scientific
botaniste
studies of wild plants
if a ball or other object bounces, or you
bounce it, it immediately moves up or
rebondir
away from a surface after hitting it
a small shop that sells fashionable
boutique
clothes or other objects
to get together with other people in order
to try and develop ideas and think of
faire un brainstorming
ways of solving problems
a type of product made by a particular
company, that has a particular name or
marque
design
someone who does a type of dancing to
popular music that involves a lot of
danseur de break dance jumping and rolling on the floor
if a car or machine breaks down, it stops
tomber en panne
working
a type of dancing to popular music that
involves a lot of jumping and rolling on
faire du breakdance
the floor
to take air into your lungs and send it out
respirer
again
a type of animal that is kept as a pet or
race
on a farm

bright idea

78

adj

braɪt

geniale Idee

una idea geniale

idée géniale

brings in

61

phrasal v

ˈbrɪŋ ɪn

einbringen

rendere

rapporter

broadcaster

20

n

ˈbrɔːdkɑːstə

Fernsehpersönlichkeit,
Moderator

conduttore (-trice)
televisivo

présentateur

brought up

30

phrasal v

ˈbrɪŋ ʌp

aufziehen

crescere da

élever

browse

48

v

braʊz

durchsehen

guardare, controllare

regarder

bruise

39

n

bruːz

Bluterguss

ematoma

bleu

bucket

84

n

ˈbʌkət

Eimer

secchio

seau

buffet

52

n

ˈbʊfeɪ

Büffet

buffet

buffet

bored

16

adj

bɔːd

gelangweilt

annoiato

borrowing

52

v

ˈbɒrəʊ

etwas ausleihen

prestare

bossy

63

adj

ˈbɒsi

herrisch

imperioso, dispotico

botanist

123

n

ˈbɒtənəst

Botaniker

botanico

bounced

109

v

baʊns

springen

saltare

boutique

60

n

buːˈtiːk

Boutique

boutique

brainstorm

51

vs.

ˈbreɪnstɔːm

brainstormen

brainstorming

brand

48

n

brænd

Marke

marca

break dancer

31

n

ˈbreɪkˌdɑːmsə

break dancer

break down

46

phrasal v

ˈbreɪk daʊn

Breakdancer
kaputt gehen, eine
Panne haben
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andare in tilt

6

Example
After a while, I got bored and left.

Can I borrow your pen for a minute?
Jennifer is extremely bossy and is
difficult to work with.
Her early ambition was to be a botanist.
The ball bounced off the post and into
the goal.
She bought a beautiful necklace from the
new boutique.
Employees got together to brainstorm
ideas.

What brand of detergent do you use?
Stella McGowan hasn’t always been a
champion break dancer.
The car broke down just north of Paris.
The festival includes demonstrations of
rap and break-dancing.
Relax and breathe deeply.

Spaniels are my favourite breed of dog.
He is constantly coming up with bright
a bright idea is a very good idea
ideas for making money.
to earn a particular amount or produce a The sale of the house will only bring in
particular amount of profit
about £45,000.
Sir David Attenborough is, without a
someone who speaks on radio or
doubt, Britain’s most famous TV
television programmes
naturalist and broadcaster.
to look after and influence a child until he
or she is grown up
He was brought up by his grandparents.
to look at the goods in a shop without
Jon was browsing through the
wanting to buy any particular thing
photographs.
a purple brown mark on your skin that
you get because you have fallen, been He suffered minor cuts and bruises
hit etc
when he fell.
an open container with a handle used for We've got a compost bucket in the
carrying and holding things, especially
kitchen where all the waste vegetable
liquids
material is put.
a meal at a party or other occasion, in
which people serve themselves at a
The price includes morning coffee, buffet
table and then move away to eat
lunch, and afternoon tea.

Word

Part of
Page Speech

Pronunciation

German

Italian

French

bump into

10

phrasal v

ˈbʌmp ˈɪntuː

zufällig begegnen

rintoppare

tomber sur

by chance

11

n

baɪ ˈtʃɑːns

zufällig

chance, occasione

par hasard

cable

32

n

ˈkeɪbəl

Kabel

cavo

câble

calculated

38

v

ˈkælkjəleɪt

berechnen

calcolare

calculer

canal

32

n

kəˈnæl

Kanal

canale

canal

cancel

73

v

ˈkænsəl

stornieren

stornare

annuler

candidate

58

n

ˈklændədət

Kandidat

candidato

candidat

can't stand

12

v

kəˈmɜːʃəl

nicht ausstehen können

non reggere qu

ne pas supporter qc.

canteen

53

n

kænˈtin

Kantine

mensa

cantine

carnivore

39

n

ˈkɑːnəvɔː

Fleischfresser

carnivoro

carnivore

cartoon

34

n

kɑːˈtuːn

Zeichentrickfilm

cartoni animati

dessin animé

cash

92

n

kæʃ

Bargeld

denaro contante

espèces

castle

88

n

ˈkɑːsəl

Schloss

castello

château

catastrophe

22/23

n

kɛˈtæstrəfi

Katastrophe

catastrofe

catastrophe

catch

61

n

kætʃ

Fang

pesca, preda

prise

catch on

84

phrasal v

ˈcætʃ ɒn

begreifen

comprendere, afferrare

saisir, piger

categorise

76

v

ˈkætəgəraɪz

kategorisieren

categorizzare

catégoriser

caught

75

v

kætʃ

geraten in

essere sorpreso da

être pris, capturé

celebrate

103

v

ˈseləbreɪt

feiern

celebrare

célébrer

celebration

105

n

ˌseləˈb reɪʃən

Feier

celebrazione

fête

cells

95

n

sel

Zelle

cellula

cellule
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Definition

Example

to meet someone who you know, when
you were not expecting to
the way some things happened without
being planned or caused by people

I bumped into Jean in town.
I bumped into her quite by chance in
Oxford Street.

a plastic or rubber tube containing wires
that carry telephone messages,
electronic signals, television pictures etc
to guess something using as many facts
as you can find
a long passage dug into the ground and
filled with water, either for boats to travel
along, or to take water to a place
to decide that something that was
officially planned will not happen
someone who is being considered for a
job or is competing in an election
If you can’t stand someone or
something, you do not like someone or
something at all
a place in a factory, school etc where
meals are provided, usually quite
cheaply

The office was full of cables.
Researchers calculated that this group
was at a higher risk of heart disease.
We walked along by the side of the
canal.
Our flight was cancelled.
There are only three candidates for the
job.

I can't stand that man, he's so rude.

She usually has lunch in the canteen.
The Komodo dragon is a carnivore with
an animal that eats flesh
an enormous appetite.
a short film that is made by
My favourite cartoon character is Donald
photographing a series of drawings
Duck.
money in the form of coin or notes rather The shop charges less if the customer
than cheques, credit cards etc
pays in cash.
a very large strong building, built in the
past as a safe place that could be easily We visited Edinburgh Castle while we
defended against attack
were on holiday.
a terrible event in which there is a lot of The Black Sea is facing ecological
destruction, suffering, or death
catastrophe as a result of pollution.
the quantity of fish that has been caught The fishermen put the catch on the deck
at one time
and our work begins.
to begin to understand or realise
It was a long time before the police
something
caught on to what he was really doing.
to put people or things into groups
according to the type of person or thing The population is categorised according
they are
to age, sex, and social group.
if you get caught in something, you are in
a situation that you cannot easily get out
of or in which you do not have something We got caught in the rainstorm on the
you need
way here.
to show that an event or occasion is
important by doing something special or It's Dad's birthday and we're going out
enjoyable
for meal to celebrate.
an occasion or party when you celebrate The show is a celebration of new young
something
talent.
the smallest part of a living thing that can Our brains are busy making connections
exist independently
between different cells.

Word
cemetery

Part of
Page Speech
10

n

Pronunciation
ˈsemətri

central heating

84

n

ˌsentrəl ˈhiːtɪŋ

chain store

48

n

ˈtʃeɪn stɔː

German
Friedhof

Zentralheizung
Filialgeschäft,
Kettengeschäft

Italian
cimitero

riscaldamento centrale
filiale

French
cimetière

chauffage central
chaîne de magasins,
chaîne

challenge

53

n

ˈtʃæləndʒ

Herausforderung

sfida, esigenza

défi

challenging

58

adj

ˈtʃæləngʒɪŋ

schwierig

difficile

exigeant

champion

31

n

ˈtʃæmpiən

Sieger

vincitore, (-trice)

champion

charity

26

n

ˈtʃærəti

Wohltätigkeitsorganisatio organizzazione di
n
beneficenza

charité

chat

7

v

tʃæt

chatten

chiacchiere

bavarder, chatter

chat

50

n

tʃæt

Gespräch

conversazione

conversation

check out

26

phrasal v

ˈtʃek aʊt

überprüfen

controllare, verificare

vérifier

check-out assistant 63

n

ˈtʃek-ɑʊt əˌsistənt

Kassierer/in

cassiere / cassiera

caissière

check-up

75

n

ˈtʃek-ʌp

Untersuchung

visita

check-up

chef

28

n

ʃef

Chefkoch, Koch

capocuocoa, cuoco

chef, cuisinier

chest

40

n

tʃest

Brust

petto

poitrine

chill out

98

v

ˈtʃɪl aʊt

faulenzen

oziare, essere pigro

se relaxer

chimpanzee
chopping

123
107

n
v

ˌtʃɪmpænˈziː
tʃɒp

Schimpanse
schneiden, hacken

scimpanzé
tagliare, tritare

chimpanzé
hacher, émincer

circumstance

21

n

ˈsɜːkəmstæns

Umstand

circostanza

circonstances

civilisation

22/23

n

ˌsɪvəlaɪˈzeɪʃən

Zivilisation

civiltà

civilisation

classic

27

adj

ˈklæsɪk

klassisch

classico

classique

classical

107

adj

ˈklæsɪkəl

klassisch

classico

classique
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8

Definition

Example

a piece of land, often belonging to a
church, in which dead people are buried
a system of heating buildings in which
water or air is heated in one place and
then sent around the rest of the building
through pipes etc
one of a group of shops, all of which are
owned by one organisation
something that tests strength, skill, or
ability, especially in a way that is
interesting

She used to visit her mother's grave in
the local cemetery every week.

if you chill out, you relax completely
instead of feeling angry, tired, or nervous
an intelligent African animal that is like a
large monkey without a tail
to cut something into smaller pieces
the conditions that affect a situation,
action, event etc
a society that is well organised and
developed, used especially about a
particular society in a particular place or
at a particular time
admired by many people and having a
value that has continued for a long time
belonging to a traditional style or set of
ideas

I spent the afternoon chilling out in front
of the TV.
An important part of Jane’s work was
studying chimpanzees.
Can you chop up some carrots for me?
Different circumstances produce
different results.

The central heating works really well in
this house.
I like shopping more in independent
shops than chain stores.

Martin now faces the biggest challenge
of his career.
Teaching young children is a challenging
difficult in an interesting or enjoyable way and rewarding job.
someone or something that has won a
Usain Bolt is an Olympic champion in
competition, especially in sport
three events.
an organisation that gives money,
goods, or help to people who are poor,
Several charities sent aid to the flood
sick etc
victims.
to talk in a friendly informal way,
especially about things that are not
Several of us go online to chat every
important
evening.
I've had a long chat with her about the
an informal friendly conversation
problem.
to make sure that something is actually I made a phone call to check out his
true, correct, or acceptable
address.
the person in a supermarket who takes
the money for the goods you have
She works in Waitrose as check-out
collected
assistant.
a general medical examination that a
doctor or dentist gives you to make sure
you are healthy
It's important to have regular check-ups.
a skilled cook, especially the main cook
in a hotel or restaurant
The chef was busy preparing the food.
the front part of your body between your
neck and your stomach
Her heart was pounding in her chest.

The book explores the relationship
between religion and civilisation.
The rock star has a huge collection of
classic cars.
She wanted to study classical ballet.

Word

Part of
Page Speech

Pronunciation

German

Italian

French

Definition
a sharp curved nail on an animal, bird, or
some insects
what you do with your mouse when you
are working on a computer
finishing or being played, fought etc with
both sides almost equal
if something is close to home you are
directly affected by it

Example

claw

80

n

klɔː

Kralle

artiglio, unghia

griffe

click

49

n

klɪk

Klick

clic

clic

close

77

adj

kləʊs

eng, nah beieinander

stretto

proche

closer to home

10

adj

ˈkləʊsə tə həʊm

näher an Zuhause

vicino

plus près de la maison

clubbing

27

n

ˈklʌbɪŋ

in Nachtclubs gehen

andare per locali notturni sortir en boîte

the activity of going to nightclubs

coast

13

n

kəʊst

Küste

costa

côte

code

123

n

kəʊd

Code

codice

code

the area where the land meets the sea
a system of words, letters, or symbols
that you use instead of ordinary writing,
so that the information can only be
understood by someone else who knows They didn’t realise that we'd broken their
the system
secret code.

kəˈlæps

nachgeben,
zusammenbrechen

collapsed

collar bone

collection

73

30

60

v

n

n

ˈkɒləbəʊn

kəˈlekʃən

Schlüsselbein

Kollektion

cedere, crollare

clavicola

collezione

s'écrouler

clavicule

collection

colonie

92

n

ˈkɒləni

Kolonie

colonia

colonie

colour scheme

76

n

ˈkʌlə skiːm

Farbschema

combinazione di colori

palette de couleurs

colourful

56

adj

ˈkʌləfəl

bunt

colorato

coloré

come in

95

phrasal v

ˈkʌm ɪŋ

sich erweisen als

rivelarsi

se montrer

comforting

84

adj

ˈkʌmfətɪŋ

beruhigend

rassurant

comment

14

v

ˈkɒmənt

Bemerkungen machen

rassicurante, calmante
commentare, fare
commenti

commercial

10

adj

kəˈmɜːʃəl

geschäftlich

d'affari

commercial

commit

33

v

kəˈmɪt

sich entscheiden für

professare qc/qu

opter pour

commitment

33

n

kəˈmɪtmənt

Einsatz

impegno

engagement

common

76

adj

ˈkɒmən

häufig, verbreitet

comune

courant

community

14

n

kəˈmjuːnəti

Gemeinde

comune

commune
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faire des remarques

9

to suddenly fall down or become
unconscious because you are ill or weak
one of the pair of bones that go from the
bottom part of your neck to your
shoulders
the clothes designed by a fashion
company for a particular season, or the
clothes selected by a shop for a
particular season
a group of people who are similar in
some way and who live together, or the
place where they live
the combination of colours that someone
chooses for a room, painting etc
having bright colours or a lot of different
colours

The cat dug his claws into my leg.
It’s so much easier to buy things with just
a few clicks of the mouse.
It was a close game that could have
gone either way.
The riots were happening closer to home
than we expected.
She always goes clubbing when she's in
New York.
We drove along the Pacific coast to
Seattle.

Marion's legs collapsed under her.
I broke my collar bone when I was
eleven years old.

We're looking for unusual clothes for this
summer's collection.
In 2060 humans will be living in colonies
on the moon.

Make sure that you include red
somewhere in your colour scheme!
The actors wore very colourful costumes
in the play.
This information could come in quite
to prove to be
useful.
making you feel less worried, unhappy, It's comforting to know I can call my
or upset
parents any time.
to express an opinion about someone or People were always commenting on his
something
size.
related to the ability of a product or
Gibbons failed to see the commercial
business to make a profit
value of his discovery.
to give someone your love or support in He has not yet committed to any of the
a serious and permanent way
candidates.
the hard work and loyalty that someone
gives to an organisation, activity, person Having children demands a lot of
etc
commitment from the parents.
happening often and to many people or Bad dreams are fairly common among
in many places
children.
the people who live in the same area,
The new arts centre will serve the whole
town etc
community.

Word

compared to

Part of
Page Speech

39

v

Pronunciation

kəmˈpeə

German

Italian

French

Definition

verglichen mit

in confronto a,
paragonato con

par rapport à
avoir un avantage
concurrentiel

when you compare something to
something else, you are considering the
size, quality, or amount of it in relation to
something similar
determined or trying very hard to be
more successful than other people or
businesses

entièrement

to the greatest degree possible
consisting of many different parts and
often difficult to understand

competitive

81

adj

kəmˈpetətɪv

konkurrenzfähig

competitivo,
concorrenziale

completely

7

adv

kəmˈpliːtli

vollkommen

completamente

complex

77

adj

ˈkɒmpleks

komplex

complesso

complexe

compose

107

v

kəmˈpəʊz

komponieren

comporre

composer

compost

84

n

ˈkɒmpɒst

Kompost

composta

compost

concentrate

75

v

ˈkænsəntreɪt

sich konzentrieren

concentrarsi

se concentrer

concern

71

n

kənˈsɜːn

Sorge, Besorgnis

preoccupazione

souci

condition

102

n

kənˈdɪʃən

Bedingung

condizione

condition

condition

9

n

kənˈdɪʃən

Leiden

sofferenza

maladie

conditions

conduct

conference

74

107

61

n

v

n

kənˈdɪʃənz
kənˈdʌkt

Umstände, Verhältnisse

dirigieren

conferenza
sicuro (di sé), avere
fiducia in se stesso

assuré

confuso

confus, perdu

39

adj

ˈkɒnfədənt

confused

16

adj

kənˈfjuːzd

verwirrt, durcheinander

n

diriger

Konferenz

confident

9

dirigere

conditions

ˈkɒnfərəns

vertrauensvoll,
selbstsicher

connectivity

condizioni

ˌkɒnekˈtɪvəti

Vernetzungsgrad

connettività

conférence

connexion

conscience

123

n

ˈkɒnʃəns

Gewissen

coscienza

conscience, sens moral

conscious

38

adj

ˈkɒnʃəs

bewusst

cosciente

conscient

conservation
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21

n

ˌkɒnsəˈveɪʃən

Erhaltung

conservazione

conservation

10

to write a piece of music
a mixture of decayed plants, leaves etc
used to improve the quality of soil
to think very carefully about something
that you are doing
a feeling of worry about something
important
the situation in which people live or work,
especially the physical things that affect
the quality of their lives
an illness or health problem that affects
you permanently or for a very long time
the weather at a particular time,
especially when you are considering how
this affects people
to stand in front of a group of musicians
or singers and direct their playing or
singing
a large formal meeting where a lot of
people discuss important matters such
as business, politics, or science,
sometimes for several days
sure that you have the ability to do things
well or deal with situations successfully
unable to understand or think clearly
about what someone is saying or what is
happening
the ability of computers and other
electronic equipment to connect with
other computers or programs
the part of your mind that tells you
whether what you are doing is morally
right or wrong
noticing or realising something
the protection of natural things such as
animals, plants, forests etc, to prevent
them from being spoiled or destroyed

Example
Compared to our small flat, Bill's house
seemed like a palace.
Some US industries are not as
competitive as they have been in the
past.
He had never completely recovered from
his illness.
Peter seemed to have an understanding
of the most complex issues.
Barrington has composed the music for
a new production of 'A midsummer
Night's Dream'.
We put all our left over vegetables in the
compost bin.
Adrian was finding it difficult to
concentrate.
The recent rise in crime is a matter of
considerable concern.

Conditions at the prison were really bad.
She has a serious heart condition.
In cold conditions you'll need a sleeping
bag with a hood.
The orchestra will be conducted by John
Williams.

He's attending the annual sales
conference in New York.
I feel much more confident about myself
and my abilities these days.
I'm totally confused. Could you explain
that again?
There is a growing demand for highspeed connectivity.
It was his guilty conscience that made
him offer to help.
I became conscious of someone
watching me.
The charity is concerned with the
conservation of elephants.

Word

Part of
Page Speech

Pronunciation

German

Italian

French

consider

31

v

kənˈsɪdə

ansehen als

considerare come

considérer comme

consist of

21

phrasal v

kənˈsɪst əv

bestehen aus

consistere su

consister en

constructed

106

v

kənˈstrʌkt

erbauen

costruire

construire

container

63

n

kənˈteɪnə

Behälter

contenitore

boîte

contented

71

adj

kənˈtentəd

zufrieden

contento, soddisfatto

content, satisfait

continent

10

n

ˈkɒntənənt

Kontinent

continente

continent

convenient

48

adj

kənˈviːniənt

praktisch

pratico

pratique

convincing

102

adj

kənˈvɪnsɪŋ

überzeugend

convincente

convaincant

Cool!

51

ad

kuːl

cool! Klasse!

figo

sympa

cotton

113

n

ˈkɒtn

Baumwolle

cotone

coton

counsellor

85

n

ˈkaʊnsələ

Anwalt

avvocato

avocat, avocate

cover

50

n

ˈcʌvə

Buchdeckel

copertina di libro

jaquette

cover

103

v

ˈkʌvə

zuhalten

coprire

couvrir

crash

91

v

kræʃ

abstürzen

cadere

se planter

creation

103

n

kriˈeɪʃən

Kreation

creazione

création

creature

20

n

ˈkriːtʃə

Lebewesen

creatura

créature

crew

44

n

kruː

Team

team

équipe

crew

61

n

kruː

Besatzung

equipaggio

équipe

crime

38

n

kraɪm

Kriminalität

criminalità

criminalité

crocodile

80

n

ˈkrɒkədaɪl

Krokodil

coccodrillo

crocodile

crossword

27

n

ˈkrɒswɜːd

Kreuzworträtsel

cruciverba

mots croisés

cruel

115

adj

ˈkyuːəl

graumsam

crudele

cruel

cruelty

115

n

ˈkruːəlti

Grausamkeit

crudeltà

cruauté
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Definition

Example

to think of someone or something in a
particular way or to have a particular
opinion
to be formed from two or more things or
people
to build something such as a house,
bridge, road etc
something such as a box or bowl that
you use to keep things in
happy and satisfied because your life is
good

I consider it a life skill.
The Galapagos consist of a dozen big
islands and many smaller ones.
The skyscrapers were constructed
entirely of concrete and glass.
She keeps all her photographs in old ice
cream containers.

mass of land surrounded by sea
useful to you because it saves you time,
or does not spoil your plans or cause
you problems
making you believe that something is
true or right
used to say that you agree with
something, that you understand it, or that
it does not annoy you
cloth or thread made from the white hair
of the cotton plant
someone whose job it to help people
with problems
the outer front or back part of a
magazine, book etc
to put something over or be over
something in order to hide, close, or
protect it
if a computer crashes, or if you crash the
computer, it suddenly stops working

I feel warm, cosy and contented.
He ran three marathons in three different
continents in one week.
Mail-order catalogues are a convenient
way to shop.
Courtenay played the role in an utterly
convincing way.

That's cool. We'll do that then.
This shirt is made from 100% cotton.
Are you seeing a counsellor?
I chose the book because I like the
picture on the cover.

She covered her ears because the noise
was so loud.
The system crashed and I lost three
hours' worth of work.
The dress is a stunning creation in
something that has been created
green, gold, and white.
Goats in the Galapagos islands have
anything that is living, such as an animal, been a threat to the other creatures that
fish, or insect, but not a plant
live there.
a group of people working together with The TV camera crew were waiting to get
special skills
pictures of the Prime Minister.
all the people who work on a ship or
He joined the crew of a large fishing
plane
boat.
We moved here because there was very
illegal activities in general
little crime.
a large reptile with a long mouth and
many sharp teeth that lives in lakes and They couldn’t swim in the river because
rivers in hot wet parts of the world
it was infested with crocodiles.
a word game in which you write the
answers to questions in a pattern of
numbered boxes
I like to sit down and do the crossword.
making someone suffer or feel unhappy
behaviour or actions that deliberately
cause pain to people or animals

Sometimes life seems unbearably cruel.
The children had suffered cruelty and
neglect.

Word

Part of
Page Speech

Pronunciation

German

Italian

French

Definition

Example

putting a person in an extremely cold
place for a short period can help with
pain

The doctors used cryotherapy to deal
with his pain.

cryotherapy

74

n

ˌkraɪəʊˈθerəpi

Kältetherapie

terapia del freddo

cryothérapie

cultural

77

adj

ˈkʌltʃərəl

kulturell

culturale

culturel

belonging or relating to a particular
society and its way of life
the beliefs, way of life, art, and customs
that are shared and accepted by people
in a particular society
a piece of furniture with doors, and
sometimes shelves, used for storing
clothes, plates, food etc
a medicine or medical treatment that
makes an illness go away
the system or type of money that a
country uses
a continuous movement of water in a
river, lake, or sea

There are very real historical and cultural
differences between our two societies.

He is currently working on his first novel.
You need to cut the amount of fat and
sugar in your diet.
By getting the design right, you can cut
down on accidents.
The baby's so cute.

In our culture, it is rude to ask someone
how much they earn.

culture

12

n

kʌltʃə

Kultur

cultura

culture

cupboard

123

n

ˈkʌbəd

(Geschirr)schrank

armadio

placard

cure

74

n

kjʊə

Heilmittel

cura

remède

currency

39

n

ˈkʌrənsi

Währung

valuta

devise

current

39

n

ˈkʌrənt

Strömung

corrente

courant

currently

66

adv

ˈkʌrəntli

gegenwärtig

al momento, attualmente actuellement

at the present time

cut

26

v

kʌt

reduzieren

ridurre

réduire

to reduce the amount of something

cut down
cute

75
123

phrasal v
adj

ˈkʌt daʊn
kjuːt

reduzieren
niedlich

ridurre
carino

réduire
mignon

CV

58

n

ˌsiː ˈviː

Lebenslauf

curriculum vitae

résumé

dared

103

v

deə

wagen

osare, tentare

oser

daughter-in-law

7

n

ˈdɔːtə ɪn lɒː

Schwiegertochter

nuora

belle-fille

day off

14

n

deɪ ˈɒf

freier Tag

giorno libero

jour de congé

daylight

78

n

ˈdeɪlaɪt

am Tag, Tageslicht

luce del giorno

journée, lumière de jour

deafening

43

adj

ˈdefənɪŋ

ohrenbetäubend

assordante

assourdissant

deck

61

n

dek

Deck

ponte

pont

dedicate

33

v

ˈdedəkeɪt

sich widmen

dedicarsi

se consacrer à

dedicated

123

v

ˈdedəkeɪt

sich widmen

dedicarsi

se consacrer à

degree

27

n

dɪˈgri

Abschluss

diplôme

deliberately

21

adv

dɪˈlɪbərətli

absichtlich

laurea, diploma
con intenzione,
intenzionale

to reduce the amount of something
very pretty or attractive
(curriculum vitae) a short written
document that lists your education and
previous jobs, which you send to
employers when you are looking for a
job
Have you prepared your CV yet?
to be brave enough to do something that
is risky or that you are afraid to do
He wanted to ask her, but he didn’t dare.
Simon's mother doesn’t like her daughteryour son's wife
in-law very much.
a day when you do not go to work,
school etc because you have a holiday On my days off, you'll probably find me in
or because you are sick
my back garden.
the light produced by the sun during the The park is open to the public during
day
daylight hours.
They heard a deafening roar as the
very loud
water rushed through the village.
the outside top level of a ship that you
can walk or sit on
Let's go up on deck.
to give all your attention and effort to one The actress now dedicates herself to
particular thing
children's charity work.
to give all your attention and effort to one The actress now dedicates herself to
particular thing
children's charity work.
a course of study at a university or
college, or the qualification that is given
to you when you have successfully
She got her degree from Cambridge
completed the course
University.

intentionnellement

done in a way that is intended or planned He deliberately upset her.
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The cupboard doors were open.
There is still no cure for AIDS.
The bank can supply you with foreign
currency.
Strong currents can be very dangerous
for swimmers.

Word

Part of
Page Speech

Pronunciation

German

Italian

French

Definition

Example

delighted
delightful

39
123

adj
adj

dɪˈlaɪtəd
dɪˈlaɪtfəl

erfreut
entzückend

contentissimo
incantevole

ravi
charmant

deliver

44

v

dɪˈlɪvə

zustellen, liefern

fornire, consegnare

distribuer

very pleased and happy
very pleasant
to take goods, letters, packages etc to a
particular place or person

Sandy will be delighted to see you.
The whole house is delightful.
The morning mail has just been
delivered.

demonstration

103

n

ˌdemənˈstreɪʃən

Vorführung

rappresentazione

démonstration

dentist

63

n

ˈdentəst

Zahnarzt/ärztin

dentista

dentiste

dependent

9

adj

dɪˈpendənt

abhängig

dipendente

dépendant

depress

76

v

dɪˈpres

deprimieren

deprimere

déprimer

desert

89

n

ˈdezət

Wüste

deserto

désert

deserve

33

v

dɪˈzɜːv

verdienen

meritare

mériter

design

26

n

dɪˈzaɪn

Design

design

designer
desire

56
32

adj
n

dɪˈzaɪnə
dɪˈzaɪə

Designer
Wunsch, Verlangen

designer
desiderio

design
designer, créateur de
vêtements
envie, désir

desperately

39

adv

ˈdespərətli

verzweifelt

disperato

désespérément

despite

9

prep

dɪˈspaɪt

trotz

nonostante

malgré

destination

11

n

ˌdestəˈneɪʃən

Reiseziel, Fahrtziel

destinazione

destination

details

14

n

ˈditeɪlz

Einzelheiten, Details

dettagli

détails

developed

82

v

dɪˈveləp

entwickelt

sviluppato

développé

diagnose

74

v

ˈdaɪəgnəʊz

diagnostizieren

diagnosticare

diagnostiquer

disappoint

33

v

ˌdɪsəˈpɔɪnt

enttäuschen

deludere

décevoir

disapproving

112

adj

ˌdɪsəˈpruːvɪŋ

missbilligend

disapprovare

désapprobateur

disaster

46

n

dɪˈzɑːstə

Katastrophe

catastrofe, disastro

catastrophe

disease

92

n

dɪˈzɪːz

Krankheit

malattia

maladie

display

103

n

dɪˈspleɪ

Schau

esibizione

présentation
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an act of explaining and showing how to The festival includes demonstrations of
do something or how something works
rap, break-dancing, and graffiti writing.
someone whose job is to treat people's
teeth
I'm going to the dentist this afternoon.
needing someone or something in order Jan's mother is dependent on her for
to exist, be successful, be healthy etc
physical care.
The thought of taking the exam again
to make someone feel very unhappy
depressed him.
a large area of land where it is always
very dry, and there is a lot of sand
This area of the country is mostly desert.
to have earned something by good or
bad actions or behaviour
We didn’t deserve to win.
the art or process of making a drawing of
something to show how you will make it
or what it will look like
He is studying website design at college.
made by a well-known and fashionable
designer
My friend always buys designer clothes.
a strong hope or wish
She expressed a desire to visit us.
in a way that shows you are willing to do
anything to change a very bad situation, The doctors tried desperately to save her
and not caring about danger
life.
used to say that something happens or is
true even though something else might Despite all our efforts to save the school,
have prevented it
the authorities decided to close it.
the place that someone or something is Allow plenty of time to get to your
going to
destination.
information that helps to complete what Full details of the incident were recently
you know about something
revealed.
to design or make a new idea, product, Scientists have developed a new drug to
system etc over a period of time
treat arthritis.
to find out what illness someone has, or
what the cause of a fault is after doing
tests, examinations etc
The illness was diagnosed as mumps.
to make someone feel unhappy because
something they hoped for did not
happened or was not as good as
expected
I hated to disappoint her.
showing that you think someone or
She looked at him with a disapproving
something is bad or wrong
stare.
something that is very bad or a failure,
especially when this is very annoying or Because of the weather, the parade was
disappointing
a total disaster.
an illness which affects a person, animal She suffers from a rare disease of the
or plant
brain.
the public performance of something that There were also displays of parachuting
is intended to entertain people
and acrobatic flying.

Word

Part of
Page Speech

Pronunciation

German

Italian

dissatisfaction

56

n

dɪˌsætəsˈfækʃən

Unzufriedenheit

insoddisfazione

district

19

n

ˈdɪstrɪkt

Stadtteil

quartiere

divided

9

v

dəˈvaɪd

geteilt

diviso

diving board

32

n

ˈdaɪvɪŋ bɔːd

Sprungbrett

trampolino

divorced

7

adj

dəˈvɔːst

geschieden

divorziato

French

Definition

DNA

123

n

ˌdiː en ˈeɪ

DNA

do more damage
do someone a
favour

84

n phrase

ˈdæmɪdʒ

mehr Schaden anrichten fare più danni

109

n phrase

ˈfeɪvə

jmd. einen Gefallen tun

fare un favore

do very well

40

adv

wel

es geht sehr gut

andare molto bene

documentary

34

n

ˌdɒkjəˈmentəri

Dokumentarfilm

documentario

donkey

46

n

ˈdɒŋki

Esel

asino

a feeling of not being satisfied
an area of a town or the countryside,
quartier, arrondissement especially one with particular features
if something divides, or if you divide it, it
divisé
separates into two or more parts
a board above the edge of a swimming
plongeoir
pool which people dive from
no longer married to your wife or
divorcé
husband
(deoxyribonucleic acid) a substance that
carries genetic information in the cells of
ADN
the body
if you do damage to someone or
faire plus de dommages something, you cause them harm
something that you do for someone in
rendre un service à qn
order to help them or be kind to them
if you have been ill and are doing well,
aller très bien
you are becoming healthy again
a film or a television or radio programme
that gives detailed information about a
documentaire
particular subject
a grey or brown animal like a horse, but
âne
smaller and with long ears

DNA

insatisfaction

Example
30% of customers expressed
dissatisfaction with the service.
Her house is in a particularly pleasant
suburban district.
The book is divided into six sections.
He jumped from the highest diving board
at the swimming pool
Anne is divorced from Simon's father.
A DNA test showed that he was not the
baby's father.
When volcanoes erupt they do more
damage to the planet than I do.
Could you do me a favour and tell Kelly I
can't make it?
After a long rest, he is now doing very
well.
A local film crew is making a
documentary about volcanoes.
They had to ride donkeys to get to the
top of the mountain.
One actor described the time that her
dress got caught on the doorframe just
as she was going on stage.
Never exceed the recommended dose of
painkillers.

doorframe

109

n

ˈdɔːfre~ɪm

Türrahmen

infisso

encadrement (d'une
porte)

dose

74

n

dəʊs

Dosis, Gabe

dose

dose

the frame that supports a door
the amount of medicine or a drug that
you should take

double-vitrage

glass on a window or door in two
separate sheets with a space between
Now we’ve got double glazing
them, used to keep noise out and heat in throughout the house.

double glazing

86

n

ˌdʌbəl ˈgleɪzɪŋ

Doppelverglasung

doppi vetri

double helix

123

n

ˌdʌbəl ˈˈhiːlɪks

Doppelhelix

doppia elica

double hélice

downhill

46

adv

ˌdaʊnˈhɪl

bergab

in discesa

en descente

download

91

v

ˌdaʊnˈləʊd

herunterladen

caricare, download

télécharger

downside

9

n

ˈdaunsaɪd

Nachteil

svantaggio

inconvénient

dragonfly

80

n

ˈdrægənflaɪ

Libelle

libellula

libellule

a shape consisting of two parallel spirals
that twist around the same centre, found
especially in the structure of DNA
towards the bottom of a hill or towards
lower land

It was her first X-ray images that led to
the discovery of the double helix
structure.
I was going downhill and my brakes
failed.
Many games can be downloaded free
from the internet.
The downside of the book is that it is
written in a rather boring style.

drama

34

n

ˈdrɑːmə

Drama

dramma

drame

to move information or programs from a
computer network to a small computer
the negative part or disadvantage of
something
a brightly-coloured insect with a long thin
body and transparent wings which lives
near water
a play for the theatre, television, radio
etc, usually a serious one, or plays in
general

dramatic

103

adj

drəˈmætɪk

dramatisch

drammatico

dramatique

exciting or impressive
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You can see lots of dragonflies here in
the summer.
Downton Abbey is a very successful
costume drama.
Some of the most dramatic events in
American history happened here.

Word

Part of
Page Speech

Pronunciation

German

Italian

French

dramatised

102

v

ˈdræmətaɪz

verfilmen

filmare

adapter pour l'écran

dress code

103

n

kəʊd

Kleiderordnung

codice di abbigliamento

code vestimentaire

drop

60

v

drɒp

entfernen, streichen

cancellare

supprimer, écarter

drowning

38

v

draʊn

ertrinken

affogare

se noyer

dust

46

n

dʌst

Staub

polvere

poussière

eager

9

adj

ˈɪːgə

eifrig, erwartungsvoll

desideroso, instancabile

impatient

ecologically

21

adv

ˌIːkəˈlɒdzɪkəli

ökologisch

ecologico

écologiquement

edges

21

n

edʒ

Rand

bordo

bord

effect

21

n

ɪˈfekt

Auswirkung

effetto

effet

effective

83

adj

ɪˈfektɪv

effektiv, wirkungsvoll

effettivo

efficace

efficient

22/23

adj

ɪˈfɪʃənt

effizient

efficiente

efficace

election

90

n

ɪˈlekʃən

Wahl

elezione

élection

electrician

33

n

ɪˌlekˈtrɪʃən

Elektriker

elettricista

électricien/ne

electrode

94

n

ɪˈlektrəʊd

Elektrode

elettrodo

électrode

element

116

n

ˈeləmənt

Element

elemento

élément

embarrassed
emotional

106
106

adj
adj

ɪmˈbærəst
ɪˈməʊʃənəl

peinlich berührt
emotional

imbarazzato
emozionale

gêné
émotif

emotions

17

n

ɪˈməʊʃən

Gefühle

emozione

émotions

ended up

31

phrasal v

ˈend ʌp

letztlich enden

energy-efficient

86

adj

ɪˈfɪʃənt

energieeffizient

ritrovarsi
con alta efficienza
energetica

se retrouver, finir
à haute efficacité
énergétique

enormous

19

adj

ɪˈnɔːməs

enorm, riesig

énorme

enormously

19

adv

ɪˈnɔːməsli

enorm, überaus

enorme, gigante
enormamente,
estremamente

entertaining

26

v

ˌentəˈteɪn

unterhaltsam

divertente, piacevole

divertissant
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Definition

Example

to make a book or event into a play or
film
a dress code is a set of rules that tell
people what to wear
to decide not to include someone or
something
to die from being under water for too
long, or to kill someone in this way
dry powder consisting of extremely small
bits of earth or sand
very keen and excited about something
that is going to happen or about
something you want to do
connected with the way plants, animals,
and people are related to each other and
to their environment

Her novel has just been dramatised for
television.
There were plans to introduce a dress
code for civil servants.
His name was dropped from the list.
Many people drowned when the boat
overturned.
The wind was blowing dust and leaves
up from the ground.
I was eager to get back to work as soon
as possible.

The islands remained isolated
ecologically until quite recently.
Put the eggs in the centre of the dish,
the part of an object that is furthest from with the vegetables and herbs around
the centre
the edge.
a change that is caused by an event,
I could feel the effects of the mountain
action etc
air.
successful, and working in the way that The cheaper drugs are just as effective
was intended
in treating arthritis.
if someone is efficient, they work well
without wasting time, money, or energy Lighting is now more energy efficient.
when people vote to choose someone
The Labour Party won the 2001 election
for an official position
by a huge majority.
someone whose job is to connect or
We had to get an electrician to fix the
repair electrical wires or equipment
problem.
a small piece of metal or a wire that is
The monkeys have electrodes implanted
used to send electricity through a system into their brains to measure their brain
or through a person's body
activity.
an amount, usually small, of a quality or There is an element of truth in your
feeling
argument.
feeling uncomfortable or nervous and
worrying about what people think of you,
for example because you have made a
silly mistake, or because you have to talk He looked embarrassed when I asked
or sing in public
him where he'd been.
making people have strong feelings
The film was very emotional.
strong human feeling such as love, hate,
or anger
She was good at hiding her emotions.
to be in a particular situation, state, or
place after a series of events, especially I wondered where the pictures would
when you did not plan it
end up after the auction.
if something is energy-efficient, it works
well without wasting any energy
Lighting is now more energy efficient.
He spent an enormous amount of money
very big in size or in amount
on his new house.
The project has benefited enormously
very or very much
from Jan's knowledge.
to amuse or interest people in a way that She entertained the children with stories,
gives them pleasure
songs and drama.

Word

Part of
Page Speech

Pronunciation

German

Italian

French

enthusiast

116

n

ɪnˈθjuːziæst

Fan, Anhänger

fan, tifoso

amateur, passionné de

enthusiastic

9

adj

ɪnˌθjuːziˈæstɪk

begeistert

entusiastico

enthousiaste

environmental

83

adj

ɪnˌvaɪrənˈmentəl

Umwelt…

ecologico

écologique

environmentalist

84

n

ɪnˌvaɪrənˈmentələst

Umweltschützer

ecologista

écologiste

envy

56

n

ˈenvi

Neid

invidia

envie, jalousie

erupt

84

v

ɪˈrʌpt

ausbrechen

erompere

entrer en éruption

establishment

123

n

ɪˈstæblɪʃmənt

Einrichtung, Gründung

istituzione

fondation

eventually

39

adv

ɪˈventʃuəli

schließlich

alla fine

finalement

evidence

122

n

ˈevədəns

Beweis

prova

preuve

exact

8

adj

ɪgˈzækt

exakt, genau

esatto

exact, précis

exaggeration

103

n

ɪgˌzædʒəˈreɪʃən

Übertreibung

esagerazione

exagération

excited
exhausted

9
16

adj
adj

ɪkˈsaɪtəd
ɪgˈzɔːstəd

aufgeregt, begeistert
erschöpft

eccitato
esaurito

enthousiaste
épuisé

exhibit

65

n

ɪgˈzɪbət

Ausstellung

esposizione, mostra

exposition

expect

12

v

ɪkˈspekt

erwarten

aspettare

s'attendre à

expense

103

n

ɪkˈspensəz

Ausgabe

spese

dépense

experiment

9

n

ɪkˈsperəmənt

Experiment

esperimento

expérience

experimental

104

adj

ɪkˌsperəˈmentl

experimentell

sperimentale

expérimental

exploit

112

v

ɪkˈsplɔɪt

ausbeuten

sfruttare

exploiter

ex-students

8

prefix

ˈeks-stjuːdənts

ehemalige Studenten

ex studenti

ex-étudiants

extended family

7

n

ɪkˈstendəd ˈfæməli

entfernte Verwandtschaft parenti lontani

famille élargie

extent

71

n

ɪkˈstent

Ausmaß, Umfang

étendue
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Definition
someone who is very interested in a
particular activity or subject
feeling or showing a lot of interest and
excitement about something
concerning or affecting the air, land, or
water on Earth
someone who is concerned about
protecting the environment
the feeling of wanting something that
someone else has
if a volcano erupts, it explodes and
sends smoke, fire and rock into the sky
the act of starting an organisation,
relationship, or system
after a long time, or after a lot of things
have happened
facts or signs that show clearly that
something exists or is true
precise (e.g. amount or time)
a statement or way of saying something
that makes something seem better,
larger etc than it really is
happy, interested, or hopeful because
something good has happened or will
happen
extremely tired
something, for example a painting, that is
put in a public place so that people can
go to see it
to think that something will happen
because it seems likely or has been
planned

Example
My sister is a keep-fit enthusiast.
All the staff are enthusiastic about the
project.
The increase in car users has had a
serious environmental impact.
Jacob is a keen environmentalist.
He watched the others with envy.
The volcano last erupted over two
hundred years ago.
This led to the establishment of the
Manhattan Project.
He eventually escaped and made his
way back to London.
At present we have no evidence of life
on other planets.
He came into the room at the exact
moment I mentioned his name.
It would be an exaggeration to say that
we were close friends.
Maria's getting very excited about the
wedding.
You look absolutely exhausted.

The exhibits date from the 17th century.

I got back later than expected.
He sold some photographs which
money that you spend on things such as covered the cost of their expenses at the
travel, hotels and food etc
festival.
a scientific test done to find out how
something reacts under certain
They are doing experiments to find out
conditions, or to find out if a particular
more about the effect of alcohol on the
idea is true
brain.
There were several experimental,
using new ideas or methods
amateur shows at the festival.
to treat someone unfairly by asking them
to do things for you, but giving them very Homeworkers can easily be exploited by
little in return
employers.
past pupils of a school, college,
It's an online magazine for ex-students of
university etc
the University.
a family group that consists not only of
parents and children but also of
We have a large extended family so
grandparents, aunts, etc
family parties are great fun.
used to say how true something is or
We all to some extent remember the
how great an effect or change is
good times and forget the bad.

Word

Part of
Page Speech

Pronunciation

German

Italian

French

Definition

Example

extraordinary

10

adj

ɪkˈstrɔːdənəri

außerordentlich

straordinario

extraordinaire

It looks an extraordinary amount of work.

extreme sport

32

adj

ɪkˈstriːm

Extremsport

sport estremo

sport extrême

face

32

v

feɪs

gegenüberstehen

affrontare

faire face à

very unusual or surprising
an extreme sport is one that is done in a
way that has much more risk and so is
more dangerous than an ordinary form of
the sport
if you face or are faced with a difficult
situation, or if a difficult situation faces
you, it is going to affect you and you
must deal with it
if two people are standing face to face,
they are very close and are looking at
each other

someone or something that is familiar is
well-known to you and easy to recognise
someone who like a particular sport or
performing art very much, or admires a
famous person
to like or want something or want to do
something

The voice on the phone sounded
familiar.

face to face

7

n

ˈfeɪs tə ˈfeɪs

einander gegenüber

di fronte a altra

en face à face

fairy tale
fall out with

103
89

n
phrasal v

ˈfeəri teɪl
ˈfɔː ˌaʊt wið

Märchen
sich zerstreiten mit

fiaba
contrariarsi con

conte de fées
se brouiller avec

falling over

43

phrasal v

ˈfɔːl əʊvə

hinfallen

cadere

tomber

familiar

106

adj

fəˈmɪliə

vertraut

familiare

familier

fan

10

n

fæn

Fan

fan, tifoso

fan supporteur

fancy

50

v

ˈfænsi

etwas mögen

amare, volere

plaire à qn

fancy dress

103

n

ˌfænsi ˈdres

Kostüm

costume

costume

fantasy
fascinating

34
43

n
adj

ˈfæntəsi
ˈfæsəneɪtɪŋ

Fantasy-Film
faszinierend

film di fantasia
affascinante

film fantastique
fascinant

favour

77

v

ˈfeɪvə

bevorzugen

preferire

favoriser, préférer

feather

80

n

ˈfeðə

Feder

penna

plume

feature

103

n

ˈfiːtʃə

Merkmal

caractéristique

fed up

28

adj

ˈfed ʌp

genug haben von

segno caratteristico
essere stufo di, averne
abbastanza di

feed on

20

phrasal v

ˈfiːd ɒn

fressen

mangiare

se nourrir de

feel like

103

v

fiːl

Lust haben auf

sentire come

avoir envie de faire

ferry

13

n

ˈferi

Fähre

traghetto

ferry
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en avoir marre de

17

Extreme surfers will ride waves that
reach heights of more than fifty feet.

The President faces the difficult task of
putting the economy back on its feet.

It is easier to explain things face to face
than by text.
When they are lit up with lights and
a children's story in which magical things lasers it’s like something out of a fairy
happen
tale.
to have a quarrel
Carrie's always falling out with people.
to fall onto the ground or to fall from an
upright position
Tommy fell over and cut his knee badly.

clothes that you wear, especially to
parties, that make you look like a famous
person, a character from a story etc
a story, film etc that is based on
imagination and not facts
extremely interesting
to prefer someone or something to other
things or people, especially when there
are several to choose from
one of the light soft things that cover a
bird's body
a part of something that you notice
because it seems important, interesting,
or typical
annoyed or bored, and wanting
something to change
if an animal feeds on a particular food, it
usually eats that food
to want to have something or do
something
a boat that carries people or goods
across a river or a narrow area of water

He's big fan of Elvis Presley.
Sorry but I don't fancy going out tonight.

We're going to a fancy dress party
tonight.
The show is a surrealist fantasy set in a
South American village.
I found him quite fascinating.

Both countries favour the agreement.
Women used to wear ostrich feathers on
their heads.
An important feature of Van Gogh's
paintings is their bright colours.
She felt tired and a bit fed up.
Owls feed on mice and other small
animals.
He didn’t feel like going to work.
We caught the cross-channel ferry at
Portsmouth.

Word

Part of
Page Speech

Pronunciation

German

Italian

French

festival

103

n

ˈfestəvəl

Festival

festival

festival

fierce

117

adj

fɪəs

heftig

forte

féroce

fierce

123

adj

fɪəs

wütend, böse

arrabbiato

féroce, sauvage

figurative

104

adj

ˈfɪgjərətɪv

figurativ

figurativo

figuratif

fill up

84

phrasal v

ˈfil ʌp

auffüllen

riempire

emplir

fin

80

n

fɪn

Flosse

pinna

aileron, nageoire

financial

19

adj

fəˈnænʃəl

finanziell

finanziario

financier

find out

10

phrasal v

ˈfaɪnd aʊt

herausfinden

(ri-)trovare, scoprire

découvrir, apprendre

fingers

74

n

ˈfɪŋgə

Finger

dito

doigts

firework

103

n

ˈfaɪəwɜːk

Feuerwerk

fuochi d'artificio

feu d'artifice

first aid

40

n

ˌfɜːst ˈeɪd

Erste Hilfe

pronto soccorso

premiers secours

Definition
an occasion when there are
performances of many films, plays,
pieces of music etc, usually happening in
the same place every year
fierce cold, heat, or weather is much
colder, hotter etc than usual.
a fierce person or animal is angry or
ready to attack, and looks very
frightening
art which shows objects, people, or the
countryside as they really look
if a container or place fills up, or if you fill
it up, it becomes full
one of the thin body parts that a fish
uses to swim
relating to money or the management of
money
to get information, after trying to discover
it or by chance
one of the four long thin parts on your
hand, not including your thumb
a small container filled with powder that
burns or explodes to produce coloured
lights and noise in the sky
simple medical treatment that is given as
soon as possible to someone who is
injured or who suddenly becomes ill

first night

107

n

ˌfɜːst ˈnaɪt

erste Nacht

prima notte

première nuit

fit

66

adj

fɪt

fit

in forma

en forme

fit in

78

phrasal v

ˈfɪt ɪn

einschieben

intercalare

rajouter

fixed

8

adj

fɪkst

festgelegt

fisso, determinato

fixe

the evening when the first public
performance of a show, play etc is given
someone who is fit is strong and healthy,
especially because they exercise
regularly
to manage to do something or see
someone, even though you have a lot of
other things to do
fixed times, amounts, meanings etc
cannot be changed

flight

55

n

flaɪt

Flug

volo

vol

a journey in a plane or space vehicle

floating

103

v

fləʊt

schweben

fluttuare

flotter

flood

46

n

flʌd

Hochwasser

acqua alta, alta marea

inondation

flowery

113

adj

ˈflaʊəri

geblümt

a fiori

fleuri

foolish

31

adj

ˈfuːlɪʃ

dumm

stupido

bête, stupide

foot

46

n

fʊt

Fuß

piede

pied
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Example
She goes to the Glastonbury festival
every year.
There was a fierce wind blowing that
day.

She turned round, looking very fierce.
Fernando Botero is famous for his
figurative art.
Shall I fill the car up with petrol?
They could see the shark's fin as it
approached the boat.
It was a wonderful film, but not exactly a
financial success.
Did you find out whether there are any
seats left?
We ate with our fingers.
There was a firework display after the
parade.
Being given first aid at the scene of the
accident probably saved his life.
Everyone was very nervous just before
the first night.
You must be very fit if you do so much
running.

I wanted to fit in a swim before breakfast.
The classes begin and end at fixed
times.
He immediately booked a flight to
Toulouse.
There is no lovelier sight than dozens of
brightly coloured hot-air balloons floating
through the sky.

if something floats, it moves slowly
through the air or stays up in the air
a very large amount of water that covers
an area that is usually dry
The village was cut off by floods.
She bought a new dress with a flowery
decorated with a pattern of flowers
pattern.
a foolish action, remark etc is stupid and
shows that someone is not thinking
sensibly
It would be foolish to ignore his advice.
The town was at the foot of the Atlas
the lowest or bottom part of something
Mountains.

Word

Part of
Page Speech

Pronunciation

German

Italian

French

Definition

foreign

14

adj

ˈfɒrən

fremd

straniero, estraneo

étranger

from or relating to a country that is not
your own

formal

14

adj

fɔːməl

formell

formale

soutenu, officiel

made or done officially or publicly

former

26

adj

ˈfɔːmə

ehemalig

ex, di una volta

ancien, ex-

having a particular position in the past
a strong building or group of buildings
used by soldiers or an army for
defending an important place
someone who is fortunate has
something good happen to them, or is in
a good situation

fort

fortunate

46

71

n

adj

fɔːt
ˈfɔːtʃənət

Fort, Befestigungsanlage forte

vom Glück begünstigt

fortunato

fort

chanceux

fossil fuel

92

n

ˈfɒsəl ˌfjuːəl

fossiler Brennstoff

carburante fossile

combustible fossile

fought

44

v

faɪt

kämpfen

lottare

lutter

free gift

51

no

gɪft

Geschenk

presente

cadeau

free sample

52

n

ˈsɑːmpəl

Gratismuster

campionie gratuito

échantillon gratuit

freestyle

30

n

ˈfriːstaɪl

Freestyle

freestyle

libre

freezing

43

adj

ˈfriːzɪŋ

eiskalt

gelido, freddissimo

glacial

fries

85

n

fraɪz

Pommes frites

patate frite

frites

frog

110

n

frɒg

Frosch

rana

grenouille

frustrated

71

adj

frʌˈstreɪtəd

frustriert

frustrato

frustré

fuel

39

n

ˈfjuːəl

full stop

27

interjection ˌfʊl ˈstɒp

full-time

28

adj

Brennstoff

combustibile

combustible

Punkt

punto

point

ˌfʊlˈtaɪm

Vollzeit

a tempo pieno, full-time

à temps complet

fun-packed

110

adj

ˈfʌnpækt

qualcosa che fornisce un
etw., das viel Spaß bietet sacco di divertimento
plein de fun

fur

80

n

fɜː

Fell

pelo

fourrure

further

26

adj

ˈfɜːðə

weitere

altri

supplémentaire

fusion

107

n

ˈfjuːʒən

Fusionsküche

cucina fusion

cuisine fusion
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Example
Can you speak any foreign languages?
You must write a formal letter of
complaint to them.
My former husband now lives in
Australia.
One morning we decided to look for an
old fort in the desert.
I've been fortunate to find a career that I
love.

a fuel such as coal or oil that is produced Environmentalists would like to see fossil
by the very gradual decaying of animals fuels replaced by renewable energy
or plants over millions of years
sources.
She fought her way back into the first
to try hard to do or get something
team.
a free gift is something that you give
someone to encourage them to use your The newspaper offered free gifts to try to
service or buy your products
get more people to buy it every day.
a small amount of a product that people They were handing out free samples of
can try in order to find out what it is like the new cereal in the supermarket.
a sports competition in which
competitors can use any movements
they choose
He enjoys freestyle skateboarding.
It's freezing in the house. Can’t I turn on
extremely cold
the heating?
long thin pieces of potato that have been We had steak and fries last night for
cooked in hot oil
dinner.
a small green animal that lives near
One of her favourite songs is about a
water and has long legs for jumping
frog.
feeling annoyed, upset, and impatient,
because you cannot control or change a He gets frustrated when people don't
situation
understand what he's trying to say.
a substance such as coal, gas, or oil that
can be burned to produce heat or energy
used at the end of a sentence to
emphasise that you do not want to say
any more about a subject
for all the hours of a week during which it
is usual for people to work, study etc
if an experience or activity is fun-packed,
it is full of very enjoyable and exciting
things
the thick soft hair that covers the bodies
of some animals, such as cats, dogs,
and rabbits
more or additional
a combination of separate qualities or
ideas

Coal is one of the cheapest fuels.
I don’t have a reason. I just don't want to
go, full stop.
She works full-time and has two children.
The Festival is a fun-packed day with
lots of singing, dancing and eating!

He was wearing a fur-lined coat.
For further details please contact Mr
Jones.
The restaurant has the best fusion
cuisine I've ever tasted.

Word

Part of
Page Speech

Pronunciation

German

Italian

French

Definition
a small, useful, and cleverly-designed
machine or tool

I've just bought a new gadget for
sharpening knives.
He gained a reputation for being very fairto obtain or achieve something
minded.
a public entertainment or performance to They attended a wonderful charity gala
celebrate a special occasion
evening at the Savoy Hotel.
a large building where people can see
There is an exhibition of African art at the
famous pieces of art
Hayward Gallery.

gadget

9

n

ˈgædʒət

Gerät, Apparat

apparecchio, macchina

gadget

gained

123

v

geɪn

gewinnen

vincere

gagner

gala

26

n

ˈgɑːlə

Gala

gala

gala

galleries

12

n

ˈkɑːnt stænd

Galerien

galleria

galéries

gangster

34

n

ˈgæŋstə

Verbrecher

delinquente

gangster

gateway

22/23

n

ˈgeɪtweɪ

Tor

portone

porte, entrée

generation

91

n

ˌdʒenəˈreɪʃən

Generation

generazione

génération

get away

39

phrasal v

ˈget əˌweɪ

fliehen, flüchten

fuggire

s'enfuir

get in

60

phrasal v

ˈget ɪn

ankommen

arrivare

arriver

get rid of

21

adj

get ˈrɪd əv

loswerden

fare a meno di

se débarrasser de

giant

20

adj

dʒaɪənt

Riesen-

gigante

géant

giraffe

88

n

dʒəˈrɑːf

Giraffe

giraffa

girafe

give up

10

phrasal v

ˈgɪv ʌp

aufgeben

smettere

abandonner

glide

32

v

glaɪd

gleiten, segeln

scivolare, veleggiare

planer

global

22/23

adj

ˈgləʊbəl

global

globale

global

glove

43

n

glʌv

Handschuh

guanto

gant

go fishing

40

n

ˈfɪʃɪŋ

Fischen gehen

andare a pescare

aller à la pêche

a piece of clothing that you wear on your
hand in order to protect it or keep it warm
to do the sport or business of catching
fish

en ligne

to connect to other computers through
the internet

go online

7

v phrase

gəʊ ˈɒnlaɪn

online, auf dem Internet

entrare in rete

Example

a member of a violent group of criminals He enjoys movies about gangsters.
To me a home in the country is a
the way of achieving something
gateway to happiness.
Like most of my generation, I have never
all people of about the same age
known a war.
to escape from someone who is chasing
you or trying to catch you
The three men got away in a stolen car.
if a train, plane etc or person gets in at a
particular time, they arrive at that time
I usually get in at about 8.30 a.m.
if you get rid of something, you throw
away or destroy something you do not
want any more
It's time we got rid of all these old toys.
extremely big, and much bigger than
The Galapagos islands were famous for
other things of the same type
the giant tortoise.
a tall African animal with a very long
neck and legs and dark spots on its
There is a wonderful giraffe sanctuary in
yellow-brown fur
Nairobi, Kenya.
to stop doing something, especially
She gave up her job and started writing
something you do regularly
poetry.
to move smoothly and quietly, as if
without effort
Kennedy seemed to glide through life.
We are taking a global view of our
effecting or including the whole world
business.
She put on her gloves as it was very cold
outside.
Terry's going fishing at Lake Arrowhead
next weekend.
For me the best way to find out about a
future career would be to go online and
read as much information about it as I
can find.
They discovered that goalkeepers felt far
less confident facing a penalty from a
red-shirted player than one who was
wearing white or blue.

goat

20

n

gəʊt

Ziege

capra

chèvre

the player in a sports team whose job is
to try to stop the ball going into the goal
an animal that has horns on top of its
head and long hair under its chin, and
can climb steep hills and rocks. Goats
live wild in the mountains or are kept as
farm animals.

goes off
goes on

85
95

phrasal v
phrasal v

ˈgəʊ ɒf
ˈgəʊ ɒn

verderben
vor sich gehen

rovinare, guastare
succedere

se gâter
se passer

if food goes off, it become too bad to eat I'm afraid the milk's gone off.
to happen
I don’t know what's going on.

goalkeeper
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77

n

ˈgəʊlˌkiːpə

Torwart

portiere

gardien de but

20

When men arrived they deliberately put
goats on the islands to provide meat.

Word

Part of
Page Speech

Pronunciation

German

Italian

French

Definition

used to tell someone that you hope they
will be successful in something they are Good luck in this enormous project you
going to do
are undertaking.

good luck

78

n

ˌgʊd ˈlʌk

viel Glück

buona fortuna

bonne chance

gorge

46

n

gɔːdʒ

Schlucht

gola

gorge

got lost

46

adj

lɒst

sich verirren

(s)perdersi

s'égarer

got over

39

phrasal v

ˈget ˌəʊvə

überwinden

superare, vincere

se remettre de

graffiti

103

n

græˈfiːti

Graffiti

graffito

graffiti

grateful

66

adj

ˈgreɪtfəl

dankbar

grato

reconnaissant

gravity

116

n

ˈgrævəti

Schwerkraft

gravità

gravitation

greeter

10

n

ˈgriːtə

Empfangsperson

addetto di ricevimento

hôte, hôtesse

grew up

31

phrasal v

ˈgrəʊ ʌp

aufwachsen

crescere

grandir

grill

85

v

grɪl

grillen

cuocere sulla griglia

faire cuire au gril

groceries

90

n

ˈgrəʊsəriz

alimentari

articles d'épicerie

growing up

61

phrasal v

ˈgrəʊ ʌp

Lebensmittel
heranwachsen,
aufwachsen

crescere

grandir

guesswork

94

n

ˈgeswɜːk

Raten

congetture

conjecture

guest

76

n

gest

Gast

ospite

invité

guide book

10

n

ˈgaɪd bʊk

Führer

guida

guide

habitat
haircut

123
38

n
n

ˈhæbətæt
ˈheəkʌt

Lebensraum
Haarschnitt

spazio vitale
taglio

habitat
coupe (de cheveux)

hallucinations

9

n

həˌluːsəˈneɪʃɛn

Halluzinationen

allucinazione

hallucinations

hard on

46

adj

hɑːd

anstrengend für

faticoso

dur pour

hard work

95

adj

hɑːd

harte Arbeit

lavoro duro

dur travail

harden

97

v

ˈhɑːdn

fest werden

diventare duro, indurire

durcir
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a deep narrow valley with steep sides
if you get lost, you do not know where
you are and are unable to find you way
somewhere
to begin to feel better after a very
upsetting experience
rude, humorous, or political writing and
pictures on the walls of buildings, train
etc
feeling that you want to thank someone
because of something kind that they
have done, or showing this feeling
the force that causes something to fall to
the ground or to be attracted to another
planet
someone who greets people politely as
they enter a place, especially someone
who does this as a job
to develop from being a child to being an
adult
if you grill something, or if it grills, you
cook it by putting it on a flat metal frame
with bars across it, above or below
strong direct heat
food and other goods that are sold by a
grocer or a supermarket
to develop from being a child to being an
adult
the method of trying to find the answer
to something by guessing
someone who is invited to an event or
special occasion
a book or piece of writing that provides
information on a particular subject or
location
the natural home of a plant or animal
the style your hair is cut in
something which you imagine you can
see or hear, but which is not really there,
or the experience of this
if something is hard on something, it has
a bad effect on something
using or involving a lot of mental or
physical effort
to become firm or stiff, or to make
something firm or stiff

Example

We recommend a 16-kilometre walk
from Xania through the Samaria Gorge.

I got lost on the way here.
She never got over the death of her son.

The walls are covered in graffiti.
I am very grateful to all those who took
the trouble to write to me.
The first ‘switchback’ (up and down)
gravity railway was built in 1827.
Greeters are local people who volunteer
to show visitors around their town or
area.
I grew up in Chicago.

Grill the bacon until it is crisp.
Have you ordered the groceries online
yet?
When I was growing up I used to get
bored with things very quickly.
There's a lot of guesswork in these
calculations.
You are here as my guests.
The guide book gives you all the
historical facts about the castle.
The grassland is an important habitat for
many wild flowers.
Do you like my new haircut?
The patients suffered hallucinations
caused by the drug.
Standing all day is very hard on the feet.
To be successful in sport requires hard
work and a great deal of determination.
It will take about 24 hours for the glue to
harden.

Word

Part of
Page Speech

Pronunciation

German

Italian

French

hardship

33

n

ˈhɑːdʃɪp

Not, Bedrängnis

miseria, difficoltà

épreuve

harmony

84

n

ˈhɑːməni

Harmonie

armonia

harmonie

harvest

110

n

ˈhɑːvəst

Ernte

raccolta

récolte

infestato (dai fantasmi)

hanté

provare (di fare qc)

essayer (de faire qc.)

avere l'impressione che
il momento/tempo
migliore della tua vita

avoir l'impression
le meilleurs temps de ta
vie

haunted

117

adj

ˈhɔːntəd

von Geistern bewohnt,
Spuk-

have a go
have the
impression
have the time of
your life!

94

n

ˌhæv ə ˈgəʊ

es (mal) probieren

21

n

hæv ði ɪmˈpreʃən

26

n phrase

den Eindruck haben
die beste Zeit deines
hæv ðə ˈtaɪm əv jə ˌlaɪfLebens

heart rate

73

n

ˈhɑːt reɪt

Puls

polso

rythme cardiaque

heroine

109

n

ˈherəʊɪn

Heldin

eroina

héroïne

high-level

95

adj

ˌhaɪˈlevəl

auf hohem Niveau

su livello alto

de haut niveau

highlight

103

n

ˈhaɪlaɪt

Höhepunkt

apice, momento clou

un temps fort

historical drama

34

n

hɪˈstɒrɪkəl

Historienfilm

film storico

film historique

holidaymaker

39

n

ˈhɒlədiˌmeɪkə

Urlauber

villeggiante

vacancier

homeopathy

74

n

ˌhəʊmiˈɒpəθi

Homöopathie

omeopatia

homéopathie

hooked on

27

adj

hʊkt

süchtig nach, total
begeistert von

essere schiavo di

accro à

horrified

109

adj

ˈhɒrəffaɪd

entsetzt

indignato

horrifié

horror

34

n

ˈhɒrə

Horror

orrore

film d'horreur

montgolfière

femme au foyer

hot-air balloons

103

n

bəˈluːn

Heißluftballon

mongolfiera, (pallone)
aerostatico

housewife

90

n

ˈhaʊswaɪf

Hausfrau

casalinga
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Definition
something that makes your life difficult or
unpleasant, especially a lack of money,
or the condition of having a difficult life
when people live or work together
without fighting or disagreeing with each
other
the time when crops are gathered from
the fields, or the act of gathering them
a haunted building is believed to be
visited regularly by the soul of a dead
person
an attempt to do something
if you have the impression, you believe
that something is true when it is not
if you have the time of your life, you
enjoy yourself very much

how fast your heart beats
a woman who is the main character in a
book, film, play etc
involving very technical or complicated
ideas
the most important, interesting, or
enjoyable part of something such as a
holiday, performance, or sports
competition
a historical drama is a story based on
events in the past
someone who has travelled to a place on
holiday
a system of medicine in which a disease
is treated by giving extremely small
amounts of a substance that causes the
disease
if you are hooked on something, you
enjoy it very much and you want to do it
as much as possible

Example
Many students are suffering severe
financial hardship.
I do believe it is possible for different
ethnic groups to live together in
harmony.
It rained for the potato harvest.
Many people believed that the forest was
haunted.
On the tour, everyone can have a go at
making a pot.
They have the impression that they are
the only ones in a particular place.
Julie went to a wedding at the weekend
and had the time of her life.
If you increase your heart rate for 20
minutes a day, it’s very good for your
health.
A large opera singer was playing the
tragic heroine.
A lot of high-level thinking goes on in the
front part of our brains.

That weekend in Venice was definitely
the highlight of our trip.
Some people enjoy watching historical
dramas.
Five holidaymakers were looking forward
to an enjoyable day out.

She used homeopathy to control her hay
fever.

I got hooked on TV when I was sick.
Henry was horrified by what had
feeling very shocked and upset or afraid happened.
a film or television programme in which
strange and frightening things happen
I never watch horror films.
a large bag of strong light cloth filled with
gas or heated air so that it can float in
the air. It has a basket hanging below it We took a balloon flight over the
for people to stand in
Yorkshire Moors.
a married woman who works at home
doing the cooking, cleaning etc, but does
not have a job outside the house
Jenny is a housewife.

Word

Part of
Page Speech

Pronunciation

German

Italian

French

gros bisous

work that you do to take care of a house,
for example washing, cleaning etc
used to make a suggestion about what to
do
used when you are adding a fact or
piece of information that seems
surprising, or seems very different from
what you have just said
the action of putting your arms around
someone and holding them tightly to
show love or friendship
hugs and kisses or love and kisses are
used at the end of a letter to a close
friend
someone who looks for or collects a
particular type of thing
to injure yourself or someone else

housework

27

n

ˈhaʊswɜːk

Hausarbeit

faccende domestiche

tâches ménagères

how about

51

adv

ˈhaʊ əˌbaʊt

wie wäre es mit

che ne dite con

pourquoi pas …

however

9

adv

haʊˈevə

jedoch

però, tuttavia

cependant, toutefois

hug

97

n

hʌg

Umarmung

abbraccio

câlin

hugs and kisses

14

n

kɪs

Umarmungen und Küsse baci e abbracci

hunter
hurt

55
45

n
v

ˈhʌntə
hɜːt

Jäger/in
verletzen

cacciatore, -trice
ferire

chasseur / chasseuse
se blesser à

hypermarket

48

n

ˈhaɪpəˌmɑːkət

Supermarkt

supermercato

hypermarché

I couldn’t believe
my eyes.
icy

19
43

v phrase
adj

bəˈliːv
ˈaɪsi

Ich konnte meinen Augen io non potevo credere ai
nicht trauen
miei occhi
vereist, glatt
ghiacciato

Je n'en croyais pas mes
yeux
verglacé

identify

7

v

aɪˈdentəfaɪ

identifizieren

identifier

identificare

illustration

104

n

ˌiləˈstreɪʃən

Illustration

image

18

n

ˈɪmɪdʒ

Image, Erscheinungsbild immagine

image, réputation

imagine

24

v

ɪˈmædʒən

sich vorstellen

immaginarsi

s'imaginer

impersonal

98

adj

ɪmˈpɜːsənəl

unpersönlich

impersonale

impersonnel

implication

95

n

ˌɪmpləˈkeɪʃən

Auswirkung

effetto

insinuation, implication

impressed

102

adj

ɪmˈprest

beeindruckt

impressionato

impressionné

improve

49

v

ɪmˈpruːv

verbessern

migliorare

améliorer

in a bit of a panic

50

n

ˈpænɪk

eine leichte Panik

un lieve panico

au bord de la panique

illustrazione

illustration

In my opinion

19

n phrase

ɪn ˈmaɪ əˌpɪnjən

meiner Ansicht nach

a mio avviso

à mon avis

in reality

27

n

ɪn riˈæləti

in Wahrheit, tatsächlich

in realtà

en réalité
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Definition

23

a very large supermarket
if you can’t believe your eyes, you are
very surprised by something you see or
hear
covered in ice
to recognise and correctly name
someone or something
a picture in a book, article etc, especially
one that helps you understand it
a picture that you have in your mind,
especially about what someone or
something is like or the way they look
to form a picture in your mind about what
something could be like
not showing any feelings of sympathy,
friendliness etc
a possible future effect or result of an
action, event, decision etc
feeling admiration and respect for
something or someone
to make something better
if you are in a panic, you have a sudden
strong feeling of fear or nervousness
that makes you unable to think clearly or
behave sensibly
in my opinion is used when saying what
your ideas or beliefs about a particular
subject are
in reality is used to say that something is
different from what people think

Example
I don’t like doing housework.
How about going out this evening?

This is a cheap and simple process.
However, there are dangers.

Paul gave me a big hug.

Hugs and kisses from us all.
Joan is a first class bargain hunter,
always getting the best deals on
anything she buys.
He hurt his knee playing football.
They travel to the French hypermarket
every month to buy wine and cheese.
When I returned home, I couldn’t believe
my eyes. Everything had changed so
much.
The road was dangerously icy.
He was too far away to be able to
identify faces.
The book contains 62 pages of
illustrations.
The company's image is old-fashioned
now and should be updated.
Imagine that you have just won a million
pounds.
Business letters do not have to be
impersonal and formal.
This election has profound implications
for the future of US democracy.
We were very impressed by the
standard of work.
They should try to improve the customer
experience.

She got in a bit of a panic when she
couldn't find the tickets.
In my opinion, the law should be
changed.
In reality, violent crimes are still
extremely rare.

Word

Part of
Page Speech

Pronunciation

German

Italian

French

Definition

Example

having happened or started only in the
past few years

The situation has improved in recent
years.
I keep in touch with all my family, even
though we live in different countries.
We apologise for the delay and any
inconvenience caused.
The knife had pierced his heart, but
incredibly he was still alive.

in recent years

19

adj

ɪn ˈriːsənt jɪəz

in den letzten Jahren

recentemente

les dernières années

in touch with

7

n

ɪn ˈtʌtʃ wɪð

in Kontakt mit

in contatto con

en contact avec

inconvenience

85

n

ˌinkənˈviːniəns

Unannehmlichkeit

fastidio

inconvénient

incredibly

72

adv

ɪnˈkredəbli

unglaublicherweise

incredibilmente

incroyablement

talking or writing to someone
problems caused by something which
annoys or affects you
in a way that is hard to believe
an independent organisation is not
owned or controlled by, or does not
receive money from, another
organisation or the government
one of the foods that you use to make a
particular food or dish

independent

48

adj

ˌɪndəˈpendənt

unabhängig

indipendente

indépendant

ingredient

106

n

ɪŋˈgfriːdiənt

Zutat

ingrediente

ingrédient

initially

123

adv

ɪˈnɪʃəli

ursprünglich

in origine

initialement

injured

31

adj

ˈɪndʒəd

verletzt

ferito

blessé

at the beginning
having a wound or damage to part of
your body

There are several independent shops in
the high street.
Combine all the ingredients in a large
bowl.
Stan initially wanted to go to medical
school.
The car accident left him badly injured.

insect

80

n

ˈɪnsekt

Insekt

insetto

insecte

a small creature such as a fly or ant, that Don’t forget to take insect repellent when
has six legs and sometimes wings
you go camping, or you will get bitten.

inspire

81

v

ɪnˈspaɪə

inspirieren

ispirare

inspirer

to encourage someone by making them He inspired many young people to take
feel confident and eager to do something up the sport.

inspired

31

adj

ɪŋˈspaɪəd

inspiriert

ispirato

inspiré

inspiring

123

adj

ɪnˈspaɪərɪn

inspirierend

che ispira

qui inspire, exaltant

installed

86

v

ɪnˈstɔːl

installieren

installare

installer

insulated

86

v

ˈɪnsjəleɪt

isolieren

isolare

isolé

intended
intention

102
50

v
no

ɪnˈtend
ɪnˈtenʃən

beabsichtigen
Absicht

intendere
intenzione

avoir l'intention de
intention

interact

29

v

ˌɪntərˈækt

mit anderen umgehen

trattare con gli altri

interagir

interactive

97

adj

ˌɪntərˈaktɪv

interaktiv

interattivo

interactif

interactive
whiteboard

19

n

ˌɪnteræktɪv ˈwaitbɔːd interaktives Whiteboard

lavagna interattiva

tableau interactif

interest

98

v

ˈɪntrəst

interessare

intéresser
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interessieren

24

having very exciting special qualities that
are better than anyone or anything else
giving people the feeling of excitement
and a desire to do something great
to put a piece of equipment somewhere
and connect it so that it is ready to be
used
to cover or protect something with a
material that stops electricity, sound,
heat etc from getting in or out
to have something in your mind as plan
or purpose
a plan or desire to do something
if people interact with each other, they
talk to each other, work together etc
an interactive computer program,
television system etc allows you to
communicate directly with it, and does
things in reaction to your actions
a large board, for example in a
classroom, which is connected to a
computer so that information from the
computer can be shown on it and
controlled by touching the board
to make someone want to pay attention
to something and find out more about it

Hew gave an inspired performance.
King was a great orator and an inspiring
leader.
They've installed a new computer
network at last.
Pipes may need insulating against the
cold.
I intended to spend the night there.
I have no intention of retiring yet.
Lucy interacts well with other children in
the class.

The museum has got some wonderful
interactive exhibits.

There are interactive whiteboards in
every classroom.
Here's an article which might interest
you.

Word

Part of
Page Speech

Pronunciation

German

Italian

interview

58

n

ˈɪntəvjuː

Vorstellungsgespräch

colloquio di
presentazione

invent

33

n

ɪnˈvent

erfinden

inventare

inverted

116

adj

ɪnˈvɜːtəd

kopfunter, umgekehrt

inverso

French

entretien d'embauche
inventer

inversé

iridology

74

n

ˌɪrɪˈdɒləðʒi

Augendiagnose

diagnosi di occhio

iridologie

iris

74

n

ˈaɪərəs

Iris

iride

iris

island

20

n

ˈaɪlənd

Insel

isola

île

isolated

21

adj

ˈaɪsəleɪtəd

abgelegen

isolato

isolé

issue

8

n

ˈɪʃuː

Ausgabe

edizione

édition

it is considered

98

v

kənˈsɪdə

gelten als …

essere considerato come être considéré comme

item

107

n

ˈaɪtəm

Artikel

articolo

article

jealousy

33

n

ˈdʒeləsi

Eifersucht

gelosia

jalousie

judo

27

n

ˈdʒuːdəʊ

Judo

judo

judo

keen

9

adj

kiːn

eifrig, leidenschaftlich

appassionato

motivé

key
kids

60
31

adj
n

kiː
kɪd

entscheidend, wichtig
Kinder

kids’ corner

51

no

ˈbreɪnstɔːm

Kinderecke

decisivo, importante
bambini
un spazio arredato per i
bambini

essentiel
enfants
espace consacré aux
enfants

kingfisher

80

n

ˈkɪŋˌfɪʃə

Eisvogel

martin pescatore

martin-pêcheur

knelt

40

v

niːl

hinknien

inginocchiarsi

s'agenouiller

knock down

19

phrasal v

nɒk

abreißen

abbattere

démolir

knowledge

10

n

ˈnɒlɪdʒ

Wissen

sapere

savoir

Komodo dragon

39

n

kəˌməʊdəʊ ˈdrægən Komodowaran

drago di Komodo

dragon de Komodo

label

113

n

ˈleɪbəl

marca

marque
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Marke
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Definition
a formal meeting at which someone is
asked questions in order to find out if
they are suitable for a job, course of
study etc
to make, design, or think of a new type of
thing
to put something in the opposite position
to the one it was in before, especially by
turning it upside down
looking at someone’s eyes and studying
the iris to help diagnose health problems
the round coloured part of your eye, that
surrounds the black pupil
a piece of land completely surrounded
by water
an isolated building, village etc is far
away from any others
a magazine or newspaper printed for a
particular day, week, or month
to think of someone or something in a
particular way
a single, usually short , piece of news in
a newspaper or magazine, or on
television
a feeling of being unhappy because
someone has something you wish you
had
a Japanese sport or method of defence,
in which you try to throw your opponent
onto the ground
wanting to do something or wanting
something to happen very much

Example
I've got an interview for that job I applied
for last week.
Alexander Graham Bell invented the
telephone in 1876.
Nemesis was Europe’s first inverted
roller coaster.
Most people think that iridology doesn't
work.
He said he could find out what was
wrong with my eye by studying my iris.
No cars are allowed on the island.
Not many people visit this isolated spot.
The next issue comes out on 1st
November.
The school is considered to be one of
the best in the country.
I also saw that news item in the Sunday
Times.
Polly felt a sharp pang of jealousy when
she saw Paul with Suzanne.
He goes to judo classes three times a
week.
He told me that he was keen to help.
The President makes all the key
decisions on foreign policy.
He's married with three kids.

very important or necessary
a child
a kid's corner is a special area or part of
a room for children
There was a kids’ corner in the library.
Sometimes you can see the kingfishers
a small brightly coloured bird
along the river.
to be in or move into a position where
your body is resting on your knees
Tom knelt down and patted the dog.
They want to knock the house down and
to destroy a building or part of a building rebuild it.
the information, skills, and understanding
that you have gained through learning or He did not have much knowledge of
experience
American history.
Another danger was waiting for them –
an extremely large monitor lizard that
the Komodo dragon, the world’s largest
lives in Indonesia
lizard.
the small piece of cloth attached to a
piece of clothing which has the name of Fancy designer labels tend to come with
the designer or maker
fancy price tags to match.

Word

Part of
Page Speech

Pronunciation

German

Italian

French

laboratory

94

n

ləˈbɒrətɔːri

Labor

laboratorio

laboratoire

landing

32

n

ˈlændɪŋ

Landung

atterraggio

atterrissage

landlines

22

n

ˈlændlaɪn

Festnetz

telefonia fissa

ligne fixe

landscape

78

n

ˈlændskeɪp

Landschaft

paesaggio

paysage

laser

103

n

ˈleɪzə

Laser

laser

laser

last-minute

52

adj

ˌlɑːstˈmɪnət

in letzter Minute

last minute

de dernière minute

lead

114

n

led

Blei

piombo

plomb

lead

123

v

liːd

führen

portare, indurre

mener, vivre

learn the basics
least

26
62

n phrase
adv

lɜːn ðə ˈbeɪsɪks
liːst

die Grundlagen lernen
am wenigsten

apprendre l'essentiel
le moins

lecturer

61

n

ˈlektʃərə

Dozent/in

apprendere le basi
almeno
professore,
professoressa

less

62

adv

les

weniger

meno

moins

professeur

letter of application 58

n

ˌæplɪˈkeɪʃən

Bewerbungsschreiben

domanda d'impiego

lettre de demande

licence

108

n

ˈlaɪsəns

Lizenz

licenza

licence

lid

85

n

lɪd

Deckel

coperchio

couvercle

life expectancy

73

n

ˌlaɪf ɪkˈspektənsi

Lebenserwartung

vita media

espérance de vie

life guard

66

n

ˈlaɪfgɑːd

Rettungsschwimmer/in

nuotatore/nuotatrice) di
salvataggio

maître-nageur

light

66

adj

lait

leicht

leggero, facile

léger

lighted

103

adj

ˈlaitəd

angezündet

acceso

allumé

lighten

109

v

ˈlaɪtən

leichter machen

alleggerire

alléger

lights up

73

phrasal v

ˈlaɪt ʌp

sich aufhellen

schiarirsi, illuminarsi

s'éclairer
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Definition
a special room or building in which a
scientist does tests or prepares
substances
the action of bringing an aircraft down to
the ground after being in the air
a telephone connection that uses wires,
as opposed to a mobile phone
an area of countryside or land of a
particular type, used especially when
talking about its appearance
a piece of equipment that produces a
powerful narrow beam of light that can
be used in medical operations, to cut
metals, or to make patterns of light for
entertainment
happening or done as late as possible
before something else happens
a soft heavy grey metal that melts easily
and is poisonous, used to cover roofs, or
in the past, for water pipes. It is a
chemical element: symbol Pb
if you lead a particular kind of life, that is
what your life is like
the most important and necessary facts
about something, from which other
possibilities and ideas may develop
the smallest amount
someone who give lectures, especially in
a university
not so much or to a smaller degree
a letter of application is one where the
purpose of the letter is to get an
interview
an official document giving you
permission to own or do something for a
period of time
a cover for the open part of a pot, box, or
other container
the length of time that a person or animal
is expected to live
someone whose job at a beach or
swimming pool is to help swimmers who
are in danger
not heavy or a not a lot
a lighted candle, match or torch etc is
burning at one end
to reduce the weight of something, or to
become less heavy
to give light to a place or to shine a light
on something

Example
We carried out some experiments in the
laboratory.
The pilot guided the plane to a smooth
landing.
I'll be at home, so you can call me on the
landline.
The landscape is incredible, isn’t it?

The ice sculptures were lit up with lights
and lasers.
There were a few last-minute changes to
the recording script.

They used to put lead in the white
makeup of the Elizabethan era.
If the operation succeeds, Carly will be
able to lead a normal life.
Here are some of the basics you will
need to know.
He is the least confident person I know.
She's a brilliant lecturer.
Tickets were less expensive than I had
expected.
He sent out several letters of application,
but didn’t get any replies.

The dealer applied for an export licence.
He carefully lifted the lid of the box.
If you eat healthily you will increase your
life expectancy.
She works as a life guard at the beach in
summer.
The au pair will have to do some light
housework for us too.
Each man carried a lighted torch, which
was incredibly dramatic.
We need to lighten our luggage or we'll
have to pay for excess baggage.
And if people eat chocolate a certain part
of the brain lights up!

Word

Part of
Page Speech

Pronunciation

German

Italian

French

limit

21

v

ˈlɪmɪt

begrenzen

limitare

limiter

link

17

n

lɪŋk

Verbindung

link, allacciamento

lien

liquid

28

n

ˈlɪkwəd

Flüssigkeit

liquido

liquide

lit up

103

phrasal v

ˈlait ʌp

erleuchtet

illuminato

illuminé

literature

107

n

ˈlɪtərətʃə

Literatur

letteratura

littérature

litter

87

n

lɪtə

Abfall

immondizia

ordures

live

94

adj

laɪv

lebend, echt

vivente

vivant

lizard

39

n

ˈlɪzəd

Echse

sauro

lézard

local

10

adj

ˈləʊkəl

vor Ort

locale, in loco

du coin

location

12

n

ləuˈkeɪʃən

Ort, Standort

luogo, posto

endroit

loft

86

n

lɒft

Dachboden

soffitta

grenier

log-in information

49

phrasal v

ˈlog ɪn

Anmeldedaten

dati di accesso

code d'accès

logo

48

n

ˈləʊgəʊ

Logo

logo

logo

look forward to

8

phrasal v

lʊk ˈfɔːwəd tuː

sich freuen auf

guardare

avoir hâte de faire qc.

look up

22

phrasal v

ˈlʊk ʌp

nachschauen

chercher

looking after

27

phrasal v

ˈlʊk ˌɑːftə

sich kümmern um

cercare
preoccuparsi di,
attendere a

loose
lose touch with

113
7

adj
n

luːs
ˈluːz tʌtʃ wɪð

weit
grande, comodo
den Kontakt verlieren zu perdere il contatto con

s'occuper de

lâche
perdre contact avec

lose yourself

26

v

ˈluːz jɔːˈself

aufgehen in

perdere, essere tutto
dedito a

loss

9

n

lɒs

Verlust

perdita

perte

ˈluːz kənˌtrəʊl əv

die Kontrolle verlieren
über

perdere il controllo di

perdre le contrôle de

lost control of
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44

n phrase

se perdre dans

27

Definition

Example

to stop an amount or number from
increasing beyond a particular point
a way in which two things or ideas are
related to each other
a substance that is not a solid or a gas,
for example water or milk
to give light to a place or to shine light on
something
books, plays, poems etc that people
think are important and good
waste paper, cans etc that people have
thrown away and left on the ground in a
public place

The government made a decision to limit
imports of foreign cars.
There are a number of links between the
two theories.
Add a little more liquid to the sauce.
The fountain is lit up at night.
He has read many of the major works of
literature.

People who drop litter can be fined in
some cities.
We were so excited to see real live
nor dead or artificial
elephants.
a type of reptile that has four legs and a The Komodo dragon is the world's
long tail
largest lizard.
relating to the particular area you live in, The students would rather go to a dance
or the area you are talking about
hall where the local people go.
a particular place, especially in relation His apartment is in a really good
to other areas, buildings etc
location.
a room or space under the roof of a
building, usually used for storing things
in
We put all the old boxes in the loft.
to do the necessary actions on a
computer system that will allow you to
You need to have your log-in information
begin using it
ready.
a small design that is the official sign of a Some people like to wear well-known
company or organisation
brands and logos.
to be excited and pleased about
something that is going to happen
I'm really looking forward to our holiday.
if you look up information in a book, on a
computer etc, you try to find it there
I'll just look up the train times.
to be responsible for dealing with
A lot of youngsters are interested in
something
looking after their own cars.
He like wearing a loose sweatshirt and
loose clothes are big and do not fit your baggy tracksuit trousers when he got
body tightly
back from work.
stop talking or writing to someone
I've lost touch with all my school friends.
if you lose yourself in something, you are
paying so much attention to something
that you do not notice anything else
the fact of no longer having something,
or of having less of it than you used to
have, or the process by which this
happens
if you lose control of someone or
something, you do not have the ability or
power to make someone or something
do what you want or make something
happen in the way you want

She listened intently to the music, losing
herself in its beauty.

Jenny has lost her mobile phone.

Unfortunately he lost control of the car.

Word
low

Part of
Page Speech
118

adj

Pronunciation
ləʊ

German
schwach

Italian
fioco

French
faible

loyalty card

51

n

lɔːntʃ

Treuekarte

carta fedeltà

carte de fidélité

luggage

38

n

ˈlʌgɪdʒ

Gepäck

bagaglio

bagages

luxury

48

n

ˈlʌkʃəri

Luxus

lusso

luxe

lyric

103

n

ˈlɪrɪk

Liedtext

testo (di canzone)

paroles

mad

27

adj

mæd

verrückt

pazzo

fou, frénétique

magical

78

adj

ˈmædʒɪkəl

magisch, zauberhaft

magico

magique

magician

60

n

məˈdʒɪʃən

Zauberer / Zauberin

mago

magicien / ne

maintenance

27

n

ˈmeɪntənəns

Wartung, Pflege

manutenzione

entretien

la prima impressione che faire une première
rende
impression
desiderio

make a first
impression

16

n phrase

meɪk ən ɪmˈpreʃən

einen ersten Eindruck
machen

make a wish

109

n

wɪʃ

sich etwas wünschen

faire un voeu

make an excuse

109

n

ɪkˈskjuːs

sich entschuldigen

scusarsi

excuser

make friends

6

n

meɪk frendz

Freunde werden

essere amici

se faire des amis

make jokes about

18

n phrase

meɪk ˈdʒəʊks əbaʊt

Witze machen über

battute

plaisanter

make money

109

n

ˈmʌni

Geld verdienen

guadagnare soldi

gagner de l'argent

das Beste aus einer
Situation machen

profittare/sfruttare al
meglio di una situazione

profiter à plein d'une
situation

make the most of a
situation
109

v phrase

ˌmeɪk ðə ˈməʊst əv

make trouble

109

n

ˈtrʌbəl

make us bankrupt

85

adj

causer des problèmes

ˈbæŋkrʌpt

Ärger machen
noie, fare guai
in den Bankrott getrieben essere guidato in
werden
fallimento
fare dei progressi cosi
velocemente

faire des progrès
tellement rapides
mammifère

être déclaré en faillite

making such quick
progress
92

n phrase

meɪk ˈprəʊgres

so schnelle Fortschritte
machen

mammal

80

n

ˈmæməl

Säugetier

mammifero

managed to

45

v

ˈmænɪdʒ

schaffen, hinbekommen

farcela, essere capace di réussir à
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Definition
a light that is low is not bright
a card that is given by a shop,
supermarket, etc to its regular customers
allowing them to have advantages such
as lower prices, money back on goods
etc
the cases, bags etc that you carry when
you are travelling
something expensive that you do not
need, but you buy for pleasure

Example
Use low lighting to give the room a
romantic atmosphere.

The supermarket offers its customers
loyalty cards.
They searched his luggage for illegal
drugs.
She enjoys buying luxury products like
perfume and jewellery.
He wrote some great music, but the
lyrics weren't that good.

the words of a song
if you are mad about something, you like
it very much
He's mad about computer games.
very enjoyable, exciting, or romantic, in a
strange or special way
We spent a magical evening together.
The best thing about being a magician is
an entertainer who performs magic tricks being your own boss.
the repairs, painting etc that are
necessary to keep something in good
The caretaker is responsible for the
condition
maintenance of the school buildings.
to leave someone with an opinion or
feeling about you because of the way
Think about what sort of impression you
you seem
want to make.
a silent request for something to happen She made a wish as blew out the
as if by magic
candles on her birthday cake.
if you make an excuse, you give reasons
which try to explain why someone has
made a mistake or behaved badly
to make friends means to become
friendly with people
if you make a joke about something, you
treat something serious as if it was
intended to be funny
if you make money, you make a profit or
earn money
if you make the most of something, you
get as much advantage as you can from
a situation while you are able to
if you make trouble, you cause problems
or difficulties
without enough money to pay what you
owe
the process of getting better at doing
something, or getting closer to finishing
or achieving something
a type of animal that drinks milk from its
mother's body when it is young
to succeed in doing something difficult,
especially after trying very hard

His mother was always making excuses
for her son's behaviour.
Jenny has always found it easy to make
friends.
People used to make jokes about the
cars.
They made several hundred pounds
from the sale of their old furniture.
We've only got one day in Paris, so we'd
better make the most of it.
He was always making trouble for the
teacher.
Mr Trent lost his house when he was
made bankrupt.
Scientists are making such quick
progress these days.
Humans, dogs, and whales are all
mammals.
I finally managed to push the huge
animal away.

Word

Part of
Page Speech

Pronunciation

German

Italian

French

Definition

material

71

adj

məˈtɪəriəl

materiell

materiale

matériel

matter

77

v

ˈmætə

eine Rolle spielen

importare

importer

a drawing of a particular area, for
example a city or country, which shows
its main features, such as its roads,
rivers, mountains etc
relating to the sea and the creatures that
live there
a marine iguana is a type of large
tropical American lizard that lives on land
and water
a particular country or area or group of
people to which a company sells its
goods or services
enormously, greatly
to learn a skill or language so well that
you have no difficulty with it
to put two people or things together that
are similar to or somehow connected
with each other
a solid substance such as wood, plastic,
or metal
relating to your money, possessions,
living conditions etc rather than the
needs of your mind or soul
to be important, especially to be
important to you, or to have an effect on
what happens

mattress

109

n

ˈmætrəs

Matratze

materasso

matelas

the soft part of a bed that you lie on

mature

95

adj

məˈtʃʊə

reif

maturo

mûr

mechanic

27

n

mɪˈkænɪk

Mechaniker

meccanico

mécanicien

meet up with

10

phrasal v

ˈmiːt p wɪð

sich treffen mit

incontrarsi

se retrouver

fully grown and developed
someone who is skilled at repairing
motor vehicles and machinery
to meet someone in order to do
something together

melt away

103

phrasal v

ˈmelt əˌweɪ

sich in Luft auflösen

andare in fumo

fondre, se disperser

mental

38

adj

ˈmentl

geistig, mental

mentale

mental, psychique

mess up

20

phrasal v

ˈmes ʌp

vermasseln, vermurksen rovinare, incasinare

gâcher

mindless

106

adj

ˈmaɪndləs

hirnlos, sinnlos

senza senso, assurdo

stupide, bête

mixed blessing

21

n

ˈblesɪŋ

ein zweifelhafter Segen

una benedizione mista

du bon et du mauvais

model

27

n

ˈmɒdl

Modell

modello

modèle

map

10

n

mæp

Plan, Karte

mappa, pianta

carte

marine

61

adj

məˈriːn

Meeres-

di mare

marine

marine iguana

20

n

ˈmərˈine ˌɪgwɑːnə

Meerechse

iguano marino

iguane marin

market
massively

60
86

n
adv

ˈmɑːkət
ˈmæsɪvli

Markt
sehr, enorm

mercato
enorme, molto

marché
extrêmement

master

31

v

ˈmɑːstə

beherrschen, meistern

superare

maîtriser

concordare con,
corrispondere a

associer à

materiale

matière

match with

10

v

ˈmætʃ wɪð

übereinstimmen mit,
passen zu

material

28

n

məˈtɪəriəl

Material

molten

monitor
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21

91

adj

n

ˈməʊltən
ˈmɒnɪtə

geschmolzen

Bildschirm

fuso, sciolto

monitore

fondu

écran

29

to gradually disappear
relating to the health or state or
someone's mind
to spoil or ruin something, especially
something important or something that
has been carefully planned
completely stupid and without any
purpose
a mixed blessing is a situation that has
both good and bad parts
a particular type or design of vehicle or
machine
molten metal or rock has been made into
a liquid by being heated to a very high
temperature
a television or part of a computer with a
screen, on which you can see pictures or
information

Example

According to the map we should turn left.
The sea around the island has a large
variety of marine life.
Marine iguanas can only be found on the
Galapagos Islands.
Then they put the catch on the deck and
our work begins.
The president was massively popular.
I never quite mastered the art of walking
in high heels.
Then the organisation matches you with
a suitable volunteer
Some animals depend on plant material
for food.
This society places high importance on
material rewards.

Will it matter if I'm a little late?
She needs to get a new mattress
because hers is rather old now.
The human brain isn’t fully mature until
about age 25.
You should get a mechanic to look at
your car.
I've got to go now, but I'll meet up with
you later.
Her determination to take revenge slowly
melted away.
Stress has an effect on both your
physical and mental health.

She felt she'd messed up her whole life.
His actions were completely mindless
and upset everyone around him.
Having children so early in their marriage
was a mixed blessing.
Ford are introducing three new models
at the car show.
These are where molten rocks come to
the surface and form volcanoes.
She was staring at her computer
monitor.

Word

Part of
Page Speech

Pronunciation

German

Italian

French

monk

52

n

mʌŋk

Mönch

monaco

moine

monologue
mood

106
76

n
n

ˈmɒnəlɒg
muːd

Monolog
Stimmung, Laune

monologo
umore

monologue
humeur

mosquitoes

20

n

məˈskiːtəʊ

Mücke, Stechmücke

zanzara

moustique

motivated

61

adj

ˈməʊtəveɪtəd

motiviert

motivato

motivé

move

21

n

muːv

Schritt

passo

pas

musical

12

n

ˈmjuːzɪkəl

Musical

musical

musical

My heart went out

33

n phrase

hɑːt

Meine Gedanken sind bei
mes pensées
…
i miei pensieri sono da... accompagnent …

named after

20

v

neɪmd ˈɑːftə

benannt nach

denominato

être appelé comme

natural selection

21

n

ˌnætʃərəl səˈlekʃən

natürliche Auslese

selezione naturale

sélection naturelle

naturalist

20

n

ˈnætʃərələst

Naturforscher

naturalista

naturaliste

navy

23

n

ˈneɪvi

Marine

marina

marine

necessary evil

21

adj

ˈnesəseri ˌiːvəl

notwendiges Übel

male necessario

mal nécessaire

needles

74

n

ˈniːdl

Nadel

ago, spillo

aiguille

nervous

17

adj

ˈnɜːvəs

nervös, aufgeregt

nervoso, eccitato, agitato nerveux

net

61

n

net

Netz

rete

réseau

neurologist

94

n

njʊˈrɒlədʒɪst

Neurologe

neurologo

neurologue

neutral

77

adj

ˈnjuːtrəl

neutral

neutrale

neutre

nightmare

43

n

ˈnaɪtmeə

Alptraum

incubo

cauchemar

nominated
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30

v

ˈnɒməneɪt

ernannt

nominato

nominé

30

Definition

Example

a member of an all-male religious group
that lives apart from other people in a
They imagined I would be living like a
monastery
monk, never going out.
Henry looked up, then continued his
a long speech by one person
monologue.
the way you feel at a particular time
You're in a good mood this morning!
a small flying insect that sucks the blood
of people and animals, sometimes
spreading the disease malaria
very keen to do something or achieve
something, especially because you find it
interesting or exciting
something that you decide to do in order
to achieve something
a play or film that includes singing and
dancing
if your heart goes out to somebody, you
feel sympathy for someone and are
thinking about them
give someone or something the same
name as another person or thing
the process by which only plants and
animals that are naturally suitable for life
in their environment will continue to live
and breed, while others will die out

someone who studies plants or animals
the part of a country's military forces that
fights at sea
a necessary evil is something bad or
unpleasant that you have to accept in
order to achieve what you want
a long, very thin piece of metal used in
acupuncture
worried or frightened about something,
and unable to relax
something used for catching fish,
insects, or animals which is made of
threads or wires woven across each
other with regular spaces between them
a person who studies the nervous
system and its diseases
a neutral colour is a colour such as grey,
light brown or cream
a very difficult, unpleasant, or frightening
experience or situation
to officially suggest someone or
something for an important position, duty
or prize

There were a lot of mosquitoes on the
island.

The students are all highly motivated.
She's still thinking about her next move.
Carroll appeared in a number of
musicals on Broadway,

Our hearts go out to the victim's family.
He was named after his father.

The Galapagos are an example of the
theory of natural selection.
Sir David Attenborough is, without a
doubt, Britain’s most famous TV
naturalist.
Is your brother still in the navy?
Mr Hurst regarded work as a necessary
evil.
She put needles in different parts of my
body.
She was so nervous about her exams
that she couldn't sleep.

At the fishing site the crew pull a big net
along the seabed.
My brother is a research neurologist at
the local hospital.
Neutral tones give the room a feeling of
space.
The traffic was a nightmare.
Ferraro was the first woman to be
nominated for the job of vice president.

Word

Part of
Page Speech

Pronunciation

German

Italian

French

notice

16

v

ˈnəʊtəs

bemerken

notare

remarquer

novel

107

n

ˈnɒvəl

Roman

romanzo

roman

nuclear fission

123

n

ˌnjuːkliə ˈfɪʃən

Kernspaltung

fissione nucleare

fission nucléaire

number

26

n

ˈnʌmbə

Nummer

numero

numéro

observe

94

v

əbˈzɜːv

beobachten

osservare

observer

obsessive

85

adj

əbˈsesɪv

etw. unbedingt wollen

ossessivo

obsédé

occurrence

60

n

əˈkʌrəns

Ereignis

evento, avvenimento

événement

official

23

adj

əˈfɪʃəl

offiziell

ufficiale

officiel

oil

26

n

ɔɪl

Öl

olio

huile

old-fashioned

18

adj

ˌəʊld ˈfæʃənd

altmodisch

fuori moda

démodé

Definition
if you notice something or someone, you
realise that they exist, especially
because you can see, hear, or feel them
a long written story in which the
characters and events are usually
imaginary
the splitting of the nucleus of an atom
which results in a lot of power being
produced
a piece of popular music that forms part
of a longer performance
to see and notice something
thinking or worrying about something all
the time, so that you do not think about
other things enough
something that happens
approved of or done by someone in
authority, especially the government
a smooth thick liquid that is used to
make machines run easily or is burned
to produce heat
not considered to be modern or
fashionable any more
if you do something on account of
something, it is because of something
else
If you buy things on credit, you have an
arrangement with a shop, bank etc that
allows you to buy something and pay for
it later

on account of

45

n

əˈkaʊnt

Ursache

causa, ragione

à cause de

on credit

48

n

ˈkredɪt

auf Kredit

a credito

à crédit
être en très mauvais
termes avec qqn
enfant unique
sur place

if you are on bad terms with someone,
you have a bad relationship with them
a child who has no brothers or sisters
at the place or on the area of land that
you are talking about

esprit ouvert

if you have an open mind, you
deliberately do not make a decision or
form a definite opinion about something

on really bad terms 85
only child
7

n
adj

tɜːmz
ˈəʊnli tʃaɪld

sehr schlecht
andare d'accordo male
miteinander auskommen con qu
Einzelkind
figlio unico

on-site

adj

ˈɒnˌsaɪt

vor Ort

open mind

106

123

adj

ˈəʊpən maɪnd

offene Einstellung

in loco

aperto

operator

117

n

ˈɒpəreɪtə

Betreiber

esercente

opérateur

opportunity

13

n

ˌɒpəˈtjuːnəti

Gelegenheit

opportunità

occasion

optimistic

10

adj

ˌɒptəmɪstɪk

optimistisch

ottimistico

optimiste
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Example
He noticed a woman in a black dress
sitting across from him.

I've just read the new Lee Child novel.
She went on to do exciting work on
nuclear fission.
Madonna sang several numbers from
her latest album.
Scientists have observed a drop in
ozone levels over the Antarctic.
I try to stay fit, but I'm not obsessive
about it.
Laughter was a rare occurrence in his
classroom.
You will have to get official permission
first.
You should change the oil in your car
once a year.
She wears really old-fashioned clothes.
She was told to wear flat shoes, on
account of her back problem.

Most new cars are bought on credit.
One couple we know are on really bad
terms.
Jeremy is an only child.
Accommodation is provided on-site.

It's important to keep an open mind as
you study the topic.
At the back, two ride operators press the
‘on buttons’ and our car begins to slide
slowly up a hill.

someone who operates a machine or
piece of equipment
a chance to do something or an
occasion when it is easy for you to do
I'd like to take this opportunity to thank
something
you all.
believing that good things will happen in
the future
He is optimistic about his exam results.

Word

Part of
Page Speech

Pronunciation

German

Italian

French

orchestra

107

n

ˈɔːkestrə

Orchester

orchestra

orchestre

ordeal

39

n

ɔːˈdiːl

Martyrium, Qual

martirio

épreuve, supplice

organic

53

adj

ɔːˈgænɪk

ökologisch

ecologico

biologique

origin

103

n

ˈɒrədʒən

Herkunft

origine

origine

originally

10

adv

əˈrɪdʒɪnəli

ursprünglich

in origine

à l'origine

otherwise

39

adv

ˈʌðəwaɪz

andernfalls

altrimenti

sinon

out of date

71

adj

ˌaʊt əv ˈdeɪt

veraltet

antiquato

démodé

out of place

123

n

pleɪs

fehl am Platz

fuori luogo

pas à sa place

out of touch with

7

n

ˈaʊt əv tʌtʃ wɪð

ohne Bezug, fern

senza relazione, lontano avoir perdu le sens de

outline
outstanding

98
106

v
adj

ˈaʊtlaɪn
aʊtˈstændɪŋ

skizzieren
herausragend

schizzare
eccezionale

outweigh

13

vs.

aʊtˈweɪ

überwiegen

prevalere, predominare

overlooks
overnight
overslept
owl

19
31
40
80

v
adj
v
n

ˌəʊvəˈlʊk
ˌəʊvəˈnaɪt
ˌəʊvəˈsliːp
aʊl

blicken auf
über Nacht
verschlafen
Eule

con vista su
da un giorno all'altro
non svegliarsi in tempo
civetta

a large group of musicians playing many
different kinds of instruments and led by
a conductor
a terrible and painful experience that
continues for a period of time
relating to farming or gardening methods of growing goods without using
artificial chemicals, or produced or grown
by these methods
the country, race, or type of family which
someone comes from
in the beginning, before other things
happened or before things changed
used when saying what bad thing will
happen if something is not done
if information is out of date, it is not
recent and may no longer be correct
if you feel out of place, you feel
uncomfortable and as if you do not
belong there

package holiday

106

n

ˌpækɪdʒ diːl

Pauschalreise

viaggio tutto compreso

painkillers

72

n

ˈpeɪnˌkɪlə

Schmerzmittel

analgesico

paint

106

v

peɪnt

malen

dipingere

peindre

panic attack

9

n

ˈpænɪk

Panikattacke

attacco di panico

crise de panique

parade

103

n

pəˈreɪd

Parade

parata

parade

paradise

39

n

ˈpærədaɪs

Paradies

paradiso

paradis

paramedic

40

n

Sanitäter

paramedico

SAMU, les secours

32

Example
She used to play the violin with the
National Youth Orchestra.
He was beginning to wonder if he would
survive the ordeal.

Organic farming is better for the
environment.
Two thirds of the pupils are of Asian
origin.
The family originally came from France.
Put your coat on, otherwise you'll miss
your bus.
The information in the tourist guide is
already out of date.
A lot of girls are put off a career in
science because they feel uncomfortable
and out of place.

to not have the latest knowledge about a
subject, situation, or the way people feel I'm out of touch with modern technology.

to describe something in a general way,
giving the main points but not the details
extremely good
to be more important or valuable than
l'emporter sur
something else
if a house, room etc overlooks
something, it has a view of it, usually
avoir vue sur
from above
instantané, immédiat
happening surprisingly quickly
se réveiller en retard
to sleep longer than you intended
hibou
a bird with large eyes that hunts at night
a holiday organised by a company at a
fixed price that includes the cost of
voyage organisé
travel, hotel etc
a medicine which reduces or removes
analgésique, antidouleur pain
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exposer les grandes
lignes de
extraordinaire

Definition

The new president outlined plans to deal
with crime, drugs, and education.
His performance was outstanding.
The benefits of the scheme outweigh the
disadvantages.

Our room overlooks the ocean.
The show was an overnight success.
Sorry I'm late. I overslept.
An owl was sitting in the tree above us.

They went on a package holiday to
Tenerife last year.
You'll probably need some painkillers
until your leg has recovered.
Turner is famous for painting
to make a picture, design etc using paint landscapes.
a sudden strong feeling of fear or
nervousness that makes you unable to
think clearly or behave sensibly
She suffers from terrible panic attacks.
a public celebration when musical
At around seven o’clock there was a
bands, brightly decorate vehicles etc
parade of men dressed as Viking
move down the street
fighters.
a place or situation that is extremely
The hotel felt like paradise after two
pleasant, beautiful, or enjoyable
weeks of camping.
someone who has been trained to help When the ambulance arrived with the
people who are hurt or to do medical
paramedics five minutes later, he had
work, but is not a doctor or nurse
started breathing again.

Word

Part of
Page Speech

Pronunciation

German

Italian

French

parenting

28

n

ˈpeərəntɪŋ

Erziehungs-, erzieherisch di educazione, educativo parental

participation

110

n

paːˌtɪsəˈpeɪʃən

Teilnahme

partecipazione

participation

part-time

59

adj

ˌpɑːtˈtaɪm

Teilzeit

part-time

à temps partiel

passion for

84

n

ˈpæʃən

Leidenschaft für

passione

passion pour

passionate

27

adj

ˈpæʃənət

leidenschaftlich

appassionato

passionné

password

91

n

ˈpɑːswɜːd

Passwort

password

mot de passe

pastry

26

n

ˈpeɪstriz

Gebäck

biscotti, dolci

pâte, pâtisserie

patient

71

adj

ˈpeɪʃənt

geduldig

paziente

patient

pattern

61

n

ˈpætən

Muster

modello

dessin

pavement

43

n

ˈpeɪvmənt

Bürgersteig, Gehweg

marciapiede, pedonale

trottoir

paw

80

n

pɔː

Pfote

zampa

patte

payment

10

n

ˈpeɪmənt

Zahlung

pagamento

paiement

peeling

85

n

ˈpiːlɪŋz

Schale

buccia, guscio

peau

penalty

77

n

ˈpenəlti

Elfmeter

calcio di rigore

pénalité

penguin

88

n

ˈpengwən

Pinguin

pinguino

manchot

performing

30

v

pəˈfɔːm

ausführen, vollführen

eseguire

réalisier, accomplir

period

9

n

ˈpɪəriəd

Zeitraum

periodo

période

permanent

8

adj

ˈpɜːmənənt

dauerhaft

permanente, costante

permanent

personally

14

adv

ˈpɜːsənəli

persönlich

di persona

personnellement

pessimist

92

n

ˈpesəmɪst

Pessimist/in

pessimista

pessimiste

petty crime

31

adj

ˈpeti

Kleinkriminalität

microcriminalità

infractions mineures

photographer

103

n

fəˈtɒgrəfə

Fotograf/in

fotografo

photographe

physicist

123

n

ˈfɪzəsəst

Physiker

fisico

physicien/ne
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Definition

Example

the skill or activity of looking after your
own children
the act of taking part in an activity or
event
someone who has a part-time job works
for only part of each day or week
a very strong belief or feeling about
something
if you are passionate about something,
you like it a lot
a secret group of letters or number that
you must type into a computer before
you can use a system or program

The classes aim to teach young men
parenting skills.
We want more participation in the
decision-making.
She wants to find a part-time job while
she's studying at university.

a small sweet cake, made using pastry
able to wait calmly for a long time or to
accept difficulties, people's annoying
behaviour etc without becoming angry
the regular way in which something
happens, develops, or is done
a hard level surface or path at the side of
a road for people to walk on
an animal's foot that has nails or claws
an amount of money that has been or
must be paid
a piece of skin that has been removed
from a fruit or vegetable
a chance to kick the ball in a game of
football, given because the other team
has broken a rule
a large black and white Antarctic sea
bird, which cannot fly but uses its wings
for swimming
to do something especially difficult or
useful
a particular length of time with a
beginning and an end
continuing to exist for a long time or for
all the time in the future
used to emphasise that you are only
giving your own opinion about something
someone who always expects that bad
things will happen
a petty crime is one that is not serious,
for example stealing things that are not
very valuable
someone who takes photographs,
especially as a professional or as an
artist
a scientist who has special knowledge
and training in physics

He has a passion for football.
I've always been passionate about
football.
Enter your password, then click on the
'proceed' icon.
She had a cappuccino and a Danish
pastry at the café.

You'll just have to be patient with me.
Weather patterns have changed in
recent years.
A small group of journalists waited on the
pavement outside her house.
The dog got something stuck in its paw.
You can make a payment in any bank.
Put the potato peelings on the compost
heap.
Rooney kicked a penalty in the last
minute.
The children loved the penguins at the
zoo.
He was performing stunts on the
skateboard at a very early age.
Tomorrow's weather will be dry with
sunny periods.
Fiona has finally found a permanent job.

I personally think it's too cold to go out.
Don’t be such a pessimist.
When she left school, she became
involved in petty crime.
As a keen photographer I had always
wanted to go the annual International
Hot-air Balloon Festival.
She worked with physicist Otto Hahn in
Berlin.

Word

Part of
Page Speech

Pronunciation

German

Italian

French

Definition

to let someone get into your car, boat etc
and take them somewhere
I'll pick you up at the station.

pick up

11

phrasal v

ˈpɪk ʌp

jmd. mitnehmen

dare un passaggio a qu

passer prendre

picking up

95

phrasal v

ˈpɪk ʌp

aufschnappen, lernen

imparare

apprendre

pile

22

n

paɪl

previous

14

adj

ˈpriːviəs

to learn something
a group of several things that are put on
Stapel
pila
pile, tas
top of each other
to discover or explain exactly the real
facts about something or the cause of a
identifizieren
identificare
identifier
problem
a job, usually as part of a course of
Stellenvermittlung,
study, which gives you experience of a
Einstellung
collocamento, impiego
placement
particular type of work
without anything added or without
einfach, schlicht
semplice
simple
decoration
a very large round object in space that
Planet
pianeta
planète
moves around the Sun or another star
eine wichtige Rolle
giocare un ruolo
if something or someone plays a part in
spielen
importante
jouer un rôle important
something else, they are involved in it
a particular way of thinking about or
Sichtweise, Standpunkt punto di vista
point de vue
judging a situation
worthless or not likely to have any useful
nutzlos
inutile
inutile
result
a substance that can cause death or
Gift
veleno
poison
serious illness if you eat or drink it
someone who works in politics,
especially an elected member of the
Politiker / Politikerin
politico / politica
politicien / ne
government
all of the people who live in a particular
Bevölkerung
popolazione
population
area
something that you own or have with you
Besitz
proprietà
possession
at a particular time
a natural or special ability or strength to
Fähigkeit
forza, capacità
facultés
do something
a period of time when there is no
Stromausfall
mancanza di corrente
coupure d'électricité
electricity supply
a statement about what you think is
going to happen, or the act of making
Vorhersage
predizione
prédiction
this statement
to like someone or something more than
someone or something else, so that you
bevorzugen
preferire
préférer
would choose it if you could
the official leader of a country that does
Präsident
presidente (-essa)
président
not have a king or queen
a presidential candidate is someone who
Präsidentschaftskandidat
is competing in an election to become
/in
candidato alla presidenza candidat à la présidence the president
ziemlich
abbastanza
assez
fairly or more than a little
having happened or existed before the
event, time, or thing that you are talking
vorhergehend
precedente
précédent
about now

previously

116

adv

ˈpriːviəsli

vorher

pinpoint

94

v

ˈpɪnpɔɪnt

placement

65

n

ˈpleɪsmənt

plain

113

adj

pleɪn

planet
play an important
part

20

n

ˈplænət

97

n phrase

ˈpleɪ ə ˌpɑːt

point of view

95

n

ˌpɔɪnt əv ˈvjuː

pointless

53

adj

ˈpɔɪntləs

poison

108

n

ˈpɔɪzən

politician

62

n

ˌpɒləˈtɪʃən

population

103

n

ˌpɒpjəˈleɪʃən

possession

70

n

pəˈzeʃən

power

94

n

ˈpaʊə

power cut

65

n

ˈpaʊə kʌt

prediction

50

no

prɪˈdɪkʃən

prefer

57

v

prɪˈfɜː

president

23

n

ˈprezədənt

presidential
candidate
pretty
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90
26

adj
adv

ˌprezədenʃəl
ˈprɪti

prima, precedentemente auparavant

34

before now or before a particular time

Example

Agneta is good at picking up languages.
There was a pile of magazines on the
table.
It's difficult to pinpoint the cause of the
accident.
Students are sent out on placement for
training.
The uniform consisted of a plain white
blouse and black skirt.
Mercury is the smallest of all the planets.
Health education will play an important
part in preparing us for old age.
I respect your point of view, but I'm not
sure I agree with you.
It's pointless telling her to clean her room
- she'll never do it.
He swallowed some type of poison.
He is a Labour politician who has worked
very hard to help the disadvantaged in
society.
Most of the world's population doesn’t
get enough to eat.
He had sold all his possessions and left
the country.
After the accident she lost the power of
speech.
They couldn’t use the computers
because there was a power cut.
The data can be used to make useful
economic predictions.
I prefer to wear clothes made of natural
fibres.
The president of America is Obama.
What is the system for selecting a
presidential candidate?
I'm pretty sure he'll say yes.
I've met him before on two previous
occasions.
Almost half the group had previously
been heavy smokers.

Word

Part of
Page Speech

Pronunciation

price comparison
website

48

n

kəmˈpærəsən

print

91

v

probably

24

process

German

Italian

French

Preisvergleichsportal

portale di confronto
prezzi

site comparateur de prix

prɪnt

drucken

stampare

imprimer

adv

ˈprɒbəbli

möglicherweise

probabilmente, forse

probablement

107

n

ˈprəʊses

Prozess

processo

procès

procession

103

n

prəˈseʃən

Prozession

processione

procession

product

18

n

ˈprɒdʌkt

Produkt

prodotto

produit

professional

12

adj

prəˈfeʃənəl

professionell

professionale

professionnel

profit

55

n

ˈprɒfət

Gewinn

profitto

bénéfice

profited

102

v

ˈprɒfət

profitieren von

profittare di

bénéficier de

promotion

55

n

prəˈməʊʃən

Werbung

pubblicità

publicité

pro-rider

30

n

ˌprəʊ ˈraɪdə

Radprofi

ciclista professionista

cycliste professionnel

prospect

58

n

ˈprɒspekts

Aussicht

prospettiva

perspective

protect

56

v

prəˈtekt

schützen

proteggere

protéger

protein

72

n

ˈprəʊtiːn

Protein

proteina

protéine

proud

42

adj

praʊd

stolz

orgoglioso

fier

provide

21

v

prəˈvaɪd

bereitstellen

mettere a disposizione

fournir

psychiatrist

10

n

saɪˈkaɪətrəst

Psychiater / in

psichiatra

psychiatre

psychological

39

adj

ˌsaɪkəˈlɒdʒɪkəl

psychologisch

psicologico

psychologique

psychologist

9

n

saɪˈkɒlədʒəst

Psychologe / in

psicologo/a

psychologue
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Definition
a price comparison website compares
the prices for the same product from
different shops
to produce words, numbers or pictures
on paper, using a machine which puts
ink onto the surface
used to say that something is likely to
happen, likely to be true etc
a series of actions that are done in order
to achieve a particular result
a line of people or vehicles moving
slowly as part of a ceremony
something that is grown or made in a
factory in large quantities, usually in
order to be sold
relating to a job that needs special
education and training
money that you gain by selling things or
doing business, after your costs have
been paid
to get money from doing something
an activity intended to help sell a
product, or the product that is being
promoted
a pro-rider is someone who rides a bike
professionally

Example
Many people use price comparison
websites these days.
The printer's switched on but it won’t
print.
It will probably take about a week.
Getting fit again has been a long slow
process.
They marched in procession to the
Capitol building.
The London factory assembles the
finished product.
What professional qualifications does he
have?
The shop's daily profit is usually around
$500.
Some industries, such as shipbuilding,
clearly profited from the war.
The store's winter promotion will be
spectacular.

Danny is a Scottish street trails pro-rider.
I had no job, no education, and no
chances of future success
prospects.
to keep someone or something safe from Physical exercise can protect you
harm, damage, or illness
against heart disease.
one of several natural substances that
exist in food such as meat, eggs, and
beans, and which your body needs in
order to grow and remain strong and
Vegetarians need to make sure that they
healthy
eat enough protein.
feeling pleased about something that you
have done or something that you own, or
about someone or something you are
involved with or related to
Her parents are very proud of her.
to give something to someone or make it
available to them, because they need it
or want it
Tea and biscuits will be provided.
Carmen Mascaro works as a psychiatrist
so they are going on a special visit to
a doctor trained in the treatment of
Sigmund Freud’s home and its
mental illness
fascinating museum.
relating to the way that your mind works
and the way that this affects your
What was the patient's psychological
behaviour
state?
someone who is trained in the study of
the mind and how it influences people's Psychologists have identified a condition
behaviour
known as ‘NoMoPhobia'.

Word

Part of
Page Speech

Pronunciation

German

Italian

French

pump

89

n

pʌmp

Pumpe

pompa

pompe

punctual

11

adj

ˈpʌnktʃuəl

pünktlich

puntuale

ponctuel

put off

123

phrasal v

ˈpʊt ɒf

abschrecken

distogliere, scoraggiare

dégoûter, décourager

put pressure on

56

n phrase

ˈpreʃə

Druck ausüben auf

far pressione su

faire pression sur

pyramid

55

n

ˈpɪrəmɪd

Pyramide

piramide

pyramide

quantity

82

n

ˈkwɒntəti

Menge

quantità

quantité

railing

30

n

ˈreɪlɪŋ

Geländer

balaustra

balustrade

raised eyebrow

84

n phrase

reɪzd ˈaɪbraʊ

erhobene Augenbraue

sopracciglio alzato

sourcil levé

raising

27

v

reɪz

heben

(sol-)levare

lever

range

60

n

reɪndʒ

Sortiment

assortimento

gamme

rap

103

n

ræp

Rap

rap

rap

rate of pay

66

n phrase

ˈreɪts əv ˌpei

Lohnsatz

tasso di retribuzione

taux de rémunération

ray

61

n

reɪ

Rochen

razza

raie

reaction to

24

n

riˈækʃən

Reaktion auf

reazione versio, a

réaction à

realist

92

n

ˈrɪələst

Realist/in

realista

réaliste

reasonable

71

adj

ˈriːzənəbəl

vernünftig, akzeptabel

ragionevole, accettabile

raisonnable

rebuilding

22/23

v

riːˈbɪld

neu aufbauen

ricostruire

rétablir

Definition

Example

a machine for forcing liquid or gas into or
out of something
arriving, happening, or being done at
exactly the time that has been arranged
if you are put off something, you are
made to dislike something or not want to
do it
an attempt to persuade someone by
using influence, arguments, or threats

An Australian scientist has won the
Dyson prize for a new kind of pump.

a pile of objects that have been put in to
the shape of a pyramid
an amount of something that can be
counted or measured
a metal fence that is made of a series of
upright bars
if you raise your eyebrows, you move
them upwards in order to show surprise
or disapproval
to move or lift something to a higher
position, place, or level
a number of people or things that are all
different, but are all of the same general
type

Photographs of people with pyramids of
chocolate oranges quickly appeared.
The police also found a quantity of
ammunition in the flat.
He skateboards along railings and jumps
off roofs.

type of popular music in which the words
of a song are not sung, but spoken in
time to music with a steady beat
rate of pay is the amount paid every
hour, week etc
a large flat sea fish with a long pointed
tail
something that you feel or do because of
something that has happened or been
said
someone who accepts that things are
not always perfect, and deals with
problems or difficult situations in a
practical way

She's always punctual for appointments.
Don’t let your failures put you off trying
harder.
They are putting pressure on people to
vote yes.

This decision caused a few raised
eyebrows.
William raised his hat and smiled at her.
I work to select and build the perfect
range of clothes for our customers.

He loves listening to rap music.
Many workers in the catering industry
are on low rates of pay.
We put the sharks and rays into
seawater tanks and tag them.

What was Jeff's reaction to your news?

She has always been a realist, not a
dreamer.
It sounded like a reasonable excuse to
me.
The first priority is to rebuild the area's
manufacturing industry.

receptionist

63

n

rɪˈsepʃənəst

Rezeptionist/in

receptionist

réceptionniste

recharge

75

v

ˌriːˈtʃɑːdʒ

wieder aufladen

ricaricare

recharger

fair and sensible
to make something strong and
successful again
someone whose job is to welcome and
deal with people arriving in a hotel or
office building, visiting a doctor etc
to put a new supply of electricity into a
battery

recharge your
batteries

75

n phrase

riːˈtʃɑːdʒ yə ˌbætəriz

seine Batterien wieder
aufladen

ricaricare le batterie

recharger ses batteries

if you recharge your batteries, you rest or A week in the mountains should
relax in order to get back your energy
recharge my batteries.
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The hotel receptionist was extremely
helpful.
I'm just recharging my phone battery.

Word

Part of
Page Speech

Pronunciation

German

Italian

French

recommend

14

v

ˌrekəˈmend

empfehlen

raccomandare

recommander

recommendation

98

n

ˌrekəmenˈdeɪʃən

Empfehlung

raccomandazione

recommandation

recovered

45

v

rɪˈkʌvə

sich erholen, genesen

riposarsi

se remettre

reduction

52

n

riˈdʌkʃən

Preisnachlass

sconto

réduction

referee

77

n

ˌrefəˈriː

Schiedsrichter

arbitro, a

arbitre

regards

14

n

rɪˈgɑːdz

Mit freundlichen Grüßen

(con) distinti saluti

bien cordialement

region

88

n

ˈriːdʒən

Region

regione

région

relate

21

v

rɪˈleɪt

zusammenhängen

essere in relazione

se rapporter à

related to

7

adj

rɪˈleɪtəd tuː

verwandt mit

imparentato

de la même famille

release

61

v

rɪˈliːs

freilassen

(ri)mettere in libertà

relâcher

released

30

v

rɪˈliːs

herauskommen

uscire

sortir

relevant

71

adj

ˈreləvənt

relevant, entscheidend

rilevante, importante

pertinent

reliable

66

adj

rɪˈlaɪəbəl

zuverlässig

fidato

fiable

rely on

7

v

rɪˈlaɪ ɒn

sich verlassen auf

affidare

dépendre de

remain

39

v

rɪˈmeɪn

bleiben

restare

rester

remake

106

n

ˈrɪmeɪk

Neuverfilmung, Remake remake

remake

reminder

21

n

rɪˈ,aɪndə

Erinnerung

sollecito

rappel

remove

9

v

rɪˈmuːv

entfernen

rimuovere, togliere

enlever

rent

52

n

rent

Miete

affitto

loyer

reoffending

76

v

əˈfend

wieder straffällig werden recidivi

récidiver

repair

26

n

riˈpeə

Reparatur

réparation
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Definition
to advise someone to do something,
especially because you have special
knowledge of a situation or subject
a suggestion to someone that they
should choose a particular thing or
person that you think is very good
to get better after an illness, accident,
shock etc
a decrease in the size, price, or amount
of something, or the act of decreasing
something
someone who makes sure that the rules
of a sport such as football, basketball, or
boxing are followed
used when sending your good wishes to
someone or when ending a short letter
or message
a large area of a country or of the world,
usually without exact limits
if two things relate, they are connected in
some way
connected by a family relationship
to let someone or something go free,
after having kept them somewhere
to make a CD, video, film etc available
for people to buy or see
directly relating to the subject or problem
being discussed or considered
someone or something that is reliable
can be trusted or depended on
to trust or depend on someone or
something to do what you need or
expect them to do
to continue to be in the same state or
condition
a record or film that has the same music
or story as one that was made before
something that makes you notice
remember, or think about something
to take something away from, out of, or
off the place where it is
the money that someone pays regularly
to use a room, house etc that belongs to
someone else
if someone reoffends, they have already
committed a crime or crimes and they do
it again
something that you do to fix a thing that
is damaged, broken, or not working

Example
I recommend that you get some
professional advice.
The report offers several
recommendations for changing the
company structure.
He's in hospital recovering from a heart
attack.
There were substantial reductions on
children's clothes.
The referee blew his whistle to signal the
end of the match.

Hope to see you soon, Regards, Chris.
Flooding is likely in some coastal regions
during the week.
I don’t understand how the two ideas
relate.
John and David are related to each
other.
Police arrested several men, who were
later released.
The new version of the video game will
be released next month.

We received all the relevant information.
Miller was a quiet and reliable man.

You can always rely on Joan.
The psychological effects will probably
remain with them for a long time.
They went to see the remake of 'Cape
Fear'.
Occasional bursts of gunfire are a
reminder that the rebels are still active.
Reference books may not be removed
from the library.
I pay the rent at the beginning of every
month.
It is important to find ways of
discouraging prisoners from reoffending.
His job is to make minor repairs on all
the machines.

Word

Part of
Page Speech

Pronunciation

German

Italian

French

replace

86

v

rɪˈpleɪs

ersetzen

sostituire

remplacer

replacement

44

n

rɪˈpleɪsmənt

sostituzione

remplacement

represents

27

v

ˌreprɪˈzent

Ersatz
stehen für,
repräsentieren

stare per, rappresentare

représenter

reptile

80

n

ˈreptaɪl

Reptile

rettile

reptile

reputation

123

n

ˌrepjəˈteɪʃən

Image

immagine

réputation

research

7

v

rɪˈsɜːtʃ

recherchieren

ricercare

faire des recherches

residential

19

adj

ˌrezəˈdenʃəl

Wohn-

résidentiel

resort

106

n

riˌzɔːt

Urlaubshotel

residenziale
hotel per vacanze, hotel
turistico

resting place

10

v

ˈrestɪŋ pleɪs

Ruhestätte

riposare

dernière demeure

restrict

87

v

riˈstrɪkt

einschränken

ridurre, limitare

restreindre

result

9

v

rɪˈzʌlt

sich ergeben aus

risultare

résulter de

retired

10

adj

rɪˈtaɪəd

in Rente, pensioniert

in pensione

retraité

retreated
reusable

38
84

v
adj

rɪˈtriːt
ˌriːˈjuːzəbəl

sich zurückziehen
wiederverwendbar

ritirarsi
riciclabile

reculer
réutilisable

revise

122

v

rɪˈvaɪz

überarbeiten

ritoccare

réviser

rewarding

58

adj

riˈwɔːdɪŋ

lohnend, bereichernd

vantaggioso, arricchendo satisfaisant

rhino

88

n

ˈraɪnəʊ

Nashorn

rinoceronte

rhinocéros

ride

117

n

raɪd

Attraktion

giostra

attraction

risk

32

v

rɪsk

riskieren

rischiare

risquer

risky

60

adj

ˈrɪski

riskant

rischioso

risqué

robots

90

n

ˈrəʊbɒt

Roboter

robot

robot
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hôtel

38

Definition

Example

if you replace something that has been
broken or stolen etc, you get a new one
when you get something that is newer or
better than the one you had before
to be a sign, mark or symbol of
something
a type of animal, such as a snake or
lizard, whose body temperature changes
according to the temperature around it,
and that usually lays eggs to have
babies
the opinion that people have about
someone or something because of what
has happened in the past
to study a subject in detail, especially in
order to discover new facts or test new
ideas
a residential part of town consists of
private houses, with no offices or
factories
a place where a lot of people go for
holidays

I'll replace the vase I broke as soon as
possible.
Our old car is badly in need of a
replacement.
He hated the school and everything it
represented.

There are many different types of reptile
in this country.
Judge Kelso has a reputation for being
strict but fair.
He's been researching material for a
documentary.

We live in a quiet residential area.
Lagoon Reef is one of the best resort
hotels.
Highgate Cemetery is the resting place
the place where someone is buried
of many famous people.
to limit or control the size, amount, or
The new law restricts the sale of hand
range of something
guns.
if something results from something else, We are still dealing with problems that
it is caused by it
resulted from errors made in the past.
having stopped working, usually
because of your age
Both my parents are retired now.
to move away from someone or
He saw her and retreated, too shy to
something
speak to her.
can be used again
These containers are reusable.
to change something because of new
The college has revised its plans
information or ideas
because of local objections.
making you feel happy and satisfied
because you feel you are doing
Teaching can be a very rewarding
something useful or important
career.
a large heavy African or Asian animal
with thick skin and either one or two
Suddenly a rhino charged out of the
horns on its nose
bush straight into our vehicle.
a large machine that people ride on for
fun at a fair or theme park
We went on loads of rides.
to put something in a situation in which it He's prepared to risk everything to avoid
could be lost, destroyed, or harmed
this war.
involving a risk that something bad will
He's attending the annual sales
happen
conference in New York.
a machine that can move and do some
of the work of a person, and is usually
controlled by a computer
Most cars today are built by robots.

Word

Part of
Page Speech

Pronunciation

German

Italian

French

roller coaster

116

n

ˈrəʊlə ˌkəʊstə

Achterbahn

otto volante

montagnes russes

romantic

34

adj

rəʊˈmæntɪk

romantisch

romantico

romantique

roof

86

n

ruːf

Dach

tetto

toit

round

53

n

raʊnd

run out of

46

phrasal v

ˈrun aut əv

Runde
etwas geht jemandem
aus

giro, circolo

tournée

finire

ne plus avoir de

running

92

v

rʌn

betreiben

condurre

gérer

running a course

27

n

kɔːs

einen Kurs veranstalten

organizzare un corso

organiser un cours

salary

58

n

ˈsæləri

Gehalt

salario

salaire

sales

49

n

seɪl

Verkauf, Absatz

vendita

vente

salmon

80

n

ˈsæmən

Lachs

salmone

saumon

sank

104

v

sɪŋk

sinken

calare, affondare

couler

satisfied

28

adj

ˈsætəsfaɪd

zufrieden

contento, soddisfatto

satisfait

satisfy a need

27

v

ˈsætəsfaɪ

ein Bedürfnis befriedigen soddisfare un'esigenza

satisfaire un besoin

saviour

39

n

ˈseɪvjə

Retter

salvatore, salvatrice

sauveur

scale

80

n

skeɪl

Schuppe

scaglia

écaille

scan

73

n

skæn

Ultraschall

ultrasuono

échographie

scare
scared
scary

32
16
32

n
adj
adj

skeə
skeəd
ˈskeəri

Angst, Panik
ängstlich
erschreckend

paura, panico
timido, pauroso
spaventoso

peur
effrayé
effrayant

scene

33

n

siːn

Szene

scena

scène

scenery
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109

n

ˈsiːnəri

Landschaft

paesaggio

paysage

39

Definition
a track with very steep slopes and
curves, which people ride on in small
carriages at fairs and amusement parks
relating to feelings of love or a loving
relationship
the structure that covers or forms the top
of a building, vehicle, tent etc
if you buy a round of drinks in a bar, you
buy drinks for all the people in your
group
to use all of something and not have any
more left
to organise or be in charge of an activity,
business, organisation or country
if you run a course, you organise and
produce a course
money that you receive as payment from
the organisation you work for, usually
paid to you every month
sales are the total number of products
that are sold during a particular period of
time
a large fish with silver skin and pink flesh
that lives in the sea but swims up rivers
to lay its eggs
to go down below the surface of water,
mud etc
feeling that something is as good as it
should be, or that something has
happened in the way that you want
if you satisfy a need, you do what
someone or something needs
someone who saves you from a difficult
or dangerous situation
one of the small flat pieces of skin that
cover the bodies of fish, snakes etc
a medical test in which a special
machine produces a picture of
something inside your body
a situation in which lot of people become
frightened about something
frightened or nervous about something
frightening
a single piece of action that happens in
one place in a film, book etc
the natural features of a particular part of
a country that you can see, such as
mountains, forests, deserts etc

Example
The children loved going on the roller
coaster.
His new film is a romantic comedy.
They finally found the cat up on the roof.
It's my turn to buy a round. What do you
want to drink?
We ran out of oil.
For a while, she ran a restaurant in
Boston.
The course is run by the British Council.
The average salary for a teacher is
$39,000 a year.
Britain's retail sales jumped 3.2 percent
in April.

We had salmon for dinner last night.
Their motorboat struck a rock and
quickly sank.

They have plenty of satisfied customers.
Education must satisfy the needs of its
pupils.
He was seen by many as the saviour of
the organisation.
The scales on this fish are a silvery
colour.
The scan showed that she was
expecting twins.
Have you ever had any landing scares?
I've always been scared of dogs.
The book is both scary and funny.
The film contains some violent scenes.
The best part of the trip was the fantastic
scenery.

Word

Part of
Page Speech

Pronunciation

German

Italian

French

science fiction

34

n

ˌsaɪəns ˈfɪkʃən

Science-Fiction

fantascienza

science-fiction

screaming
sculptor

117
103

v
n

skriːm
ˈskʌlptə

kreischen
Bildhauer

strillare
scultore (-trice)

crier
sculpteur

sculpture
seabed

103
61

n
n

ˈskulprʃə
ˈsiː bed

Skulptur
Meeresgrund

scultura
fondo marino

seaman

20

n

ˈsiːmən

Seemann

marinaio

season

60

n

ˈsiːzən

Saison

stagione

seaweed

20

n

ˈsiːwiːd

Tang

fuco

second-hand

48

adv

ˈsekənd ːhænd

Second-Hand

seconda mano

second-hand book
section
51

n

ˈsekʃən

Abteilung für gebrauchte
Bücher
sezione per libri usati

section pour les livres
d'occasion

secure

adj

sɪˈkʊə

sicher

sûr

58

sicuro

Definition
stories about events in the future which
are affected by imaginary developments
in science, for example about travelling
in time or to other planets with life on
them
to make a loud high noise with your
voice because you are hurt, frightened
excited etc
someone who makes sculptures
an object made out of stone, wood, clay
etc by an artist
the land at the bottom of the sea

Star Wars is his favourite science fiction
film.

After the first few shots, people started
screaming.
Henry Moore was a famous sculptor.
He bought an amazing sculpture of an
sculpture
elephant while was on holiday.
fond de la mer
Some fish like to stay near the seabed.
Western European seamen didn’t know
someone who has a lot of experience of about the islands earlier because they
marin
ships and the sea
are in the middle of nowhere.
the time in each year when new styles of
clothes, hair etc are produced and
Buying a second-hand car is a risky
saison
become fashionable
business.
The only vegetation they could find was
algues
a plant that grows in the sea
seaweed.
if you get something second-hand, it is
not new and has been used by other
We got most of our furniture secondde seconde main, usagé people before
hand.
the second-hand book section is the part
of a shop that sells second-hand books
a situation that is secure is one that you
can depend on because it is not likely to
change
to choose something or someone by
thinking carefully about which is the best,
most suitable
a semi-precious jewel or stone is
valuable, but not as valuable as a
diamond, ruby etc
extreme excitement or interest, or
someone or something that causes this
if you have a sense of achievement, you
have a feeling that you have achieved
something good
reasonable, practical, and showing good
judgment
not living with your husband, wife, or
partner anymore
to divide or split into different parts, or to
make something do this

select

60

v

səˈlekt

auswählen

selezionare

sélectionner

semi-precious
stone

26

adj

ˌsemɪˈpreʃəs

Halbedelstein

pietra semipreziosa

pierre semi-précieuse

sensation

31

n

senˈseɪʃən

Sensation

sensazione

sensation

sense of
achievement

58

n

əˈtʃiːvmənt

das Gefühl, etwas
geschafft zu haben

successo

sentiment
d'accomplissement

sensible

95

adj

ˈsensəbəl

vernünftig

ragionevole

raisonnable

separated

9

adj

ˈsepəreɪtəd

getrennt

separato

séparé

separated

20

v

ˈsepəreɪt

getrennt

separato

séparé

serious offence in
her eyes

85

n

əˈfens

großer Verstoß in ihren
Augen

una grande offesa nei
loro occhi

when you offend or upset someone by
à ses yeux, un délit grave something you do or say

set off

10

phrasal v

ˈset ɒf

aufbrechen

partire per

se mettre en route
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Example

40

to start to go somewhere

I always visit the second-hand book
section of my local bookshop.

We want a secure future for our children.
I work to select and build the perfect
range of clothes for our customers.
You can learn how to make jewellery
from semi-precious stones.
He became an overnight sensation.
Even a small success gives a sense of
achievement.
It's sensible to keep a note of your
passport number.
We've been separated for six months.
They can be separated into two groups.
Forgetting to take reusable bags to the
shops is a more serious offence in her
eyes.
She is about to set off on a tour of
Hampstead and Highgate.

Word

Part of
Page Speech

Pronunciation

German

Italian

French

set out

30

phrasal v

ˈset aʊt

beginnen etw. zu tun

cominciare

commencer à faire qc.

setting

117

n

ˈsetɪŋ

Umgebung

ambiente

cadre

settle

settler

10

21

v

n

ˈsetl

ˈsettlə

sich niederlassen

Siedler

insediarsi

colono/a

s'installer

colonisateur

shake

116

v

ʃeɪk

zittern

tremare

trembler

share

10

v

ʃeə

teilen

(con-)dividere

partager

shark

39

n

ʃɑːk

Hai

squalo

requin

sharp

39

adj

ʃɑːp

scharf

tagliente

pointu

shelf

55

n

ʃelf

Regal, Regalbrett

scaffale

étagère

shock

40

n

ʃɒk

Schock

choc

choc

shoot

31

v

ʃuːt

filmen, drehen

filmare, girare un film

tourner, filmer

shopping

49

n

ˈʃɒpɪŋ

Einkaufen, Shoppen

fare shopping

courses, shopping

shore

39

n

ʃɔː

Küste

costa

côte

short-sleeved

113

adj

ˈshɔːt sliːvd

kurzärmelig

a maniche corte

à manches courtes

show round

10

phrasal v

ˈʃəʊ raʊnd

herumführen

portare in giro, mostrare

faire visiter qc. à qn.

shrieking

117

v

ʃriːk

kreischen

urlare

hurler

sights

10

n

saɪts

Sehenswürdigkeiten

monuments, attractions

sightseeing

106

n

ˈsaitˌsiːɪŋ

Besichtigungen machen

luoghi da visitare
(visitare) luoghi di
interesse

maßgeblich

determinante,
significante

significant
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77

adj

sɪgˈnɪfɪkənt

visiter des endroits

important

41

Definition
to start doing something or making plans
to do something in order to achieve a
particular result
the place where something is or where
something happens, and the general
environment
to go to live in a new place and stay
there for a long time
someone who goes to live in a country or
area where not many people like them
have lived before, and that is a long way
from any towns or cities
if someone shakes, or part of their body
shakes, they make small sudden
movements from side to side or up and
down, especially because they are very
frightened, cold or ill etc
to have or use something with other
people
a large sea fish with several rows of very
sharp teeth that is considered to be
dangerous to humans
having a very thin edge or point that can
cut things easily
a long flat narrow board attached to a
wall or in a frame or cupboard used for
putting things on
if something that happens is a shock,
you did not expect it, and it makes you
feel very surprised, and usually upset
to take photographs or make a film of
something
the activity of going to the shops and
buying things
the land along the edge of a large area
of water such as an ocean or lake
a short-sleeved jacket or shirt is one
where the sleeves don’t cover all of the
arm
to go around a place with someone
when they first arrive there, to show
them what is interesting, useful etc
to make a very high loud sound,
especially because you are afraid, angry
or excited, or in pain
famous or interesting places that tourists
visit
when you visit famous or interesting
places, especially as tourists
having an important effect or influence,
especially on what will happen in the
future

Example
They set out with the aim of becoming
the number one team in Europe.
Our holiday cottage is in a beautiful
setting.
He wants to find someone who knew his
great-uncle who settled in Melbourne 70
years ago.

My great, great grandfather was one of
the early settlers in East Africa.

Before I go on the roller coaster I shake
like a leaf.
They very kindly shared their knowledge
with the young people.

Sharks were circling around our boat.
Its teeth are very sharp.

I put the books on the top shelf.
The news of his death came as a great
shock to everyone.
The movie was shot in New Zealand.
She's gone on a shopping trip to New
York.
The hotel is on the shores of the Adriatic.
In the summer, the policemen can wear
short-sleeved shirts.

Harrison showed her around the house.
They were dragged from their homes,
shrieking and crying.
In the afternoon, you'll have a chance to
relax or see the sights.
She swam and sunbathed, went
sightseeing, and relaxed.
Please inform us if there are any
significant changes in your plans.

Word
silk

Part of
Page Speech
113

adj

Pronunciation
sɪlk

German
Seide

Italian
seta

French

Definition

Example

soie

a thin smooth soft cloth made from very
thin thread which is produced by a
silkworm

It was a beautiful red dress in raw silk.

silver
similar

26
10

n
adj

ˈsɪlvə
ˈsɪmələ

Silber
ähnlich, gleich

argento
simile

argent
similaire, semblable

simple

39

adj

ˈsɪmpəl

einfach

semplice

simple

site
situated

61
13

n
adj

saɪt
ˈsɪtʃueɪtəd

Ort, Standort
liegen

luogo, posto
essere situato, trovarsi

site
situé

skateboarding

27

n

ˈskeɪtbɔːdɪŋ

Skateboard fahren

scheitare

skateboard

skin

80

n

skɪn

Haut

pelle

peau

slave

84

n

sleɪv

Sklave

schiavo

esclave

slide

slippery

116

46

n

adj

slaɪd
ˈslɪpəri

Rutsche

glatt, rutschig

scivolo

scivoloso

toboggan

glissant

smart materials

97

adj

smɑːt

intelligente Werkstoffe

materiali intelligenti

matériaux intelligents

smelly

85

adj

ˈsmeli

übelriechend

puzzolente

qui sent mauvais

snake

80

n

sneɪk

Schlange

serpente

serpent

snowstorm

43

n

ˈsnəʊstɔːm

Schneesturm

bufera di neve

tempête de neige

soap opera

64

n

ˈsəʊp ˌɒpərə

Seifenoper

soap opera

soap

sociable

14

adj

ˈsəʊʃəbəl

gesellig

socievole

sociable

social network

6

n

ˈnetwɜːk

soziales Netzwerk

rete sociale / social
network

réseau social

soften

109

v

ˈsɒfən

weich machen

ammorbidire

adoucir

software

91

n

ˈsɒftweə

Software

software

logiciel
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42

a valuable shiny, light grey metal that is
used to make jewellery, knives, coins
etc. It is a chemical element: symbol Ag
almost the same
not difficult or complicated to do or
understand
a place that is used for a particular
purpose
to be in a particular place or position
the activity of using a short board with
two small wheels at each end, which you
can stand on and ride for fun or as a
sport
the natural outer layer of a person's or
animal's body
if you are a slave to something, you are
so strongly influenced by it that you
cannot make your own decisions
a large structure with steps leading to the
top of a long sloping surface that
children can slide down
something that is slippery is difficult to
hold, walk on etc because it is wet or
greasy
smart machines, weapons, materials etc
are controlled by computers and are
designed to react in a suitable way
depending on the situation
having a strong unpleasant smell
an animal with a long thin body and no
legs that often has a poisonous bite
a storm with strong winds and a lot of
snow
a television or radio story about the daily
lives and relationships of the same group
of people, which is broadcast regularly
someone who is sociable is friendly and
enjoys being with other people
a group of people connected to each
other via the internet so they can share
information
to become less hard or rough, or make
something less hard or rough
the sets of programs that tell a computer
how to do a particular job

The cup he won was made of solid
silver.
We have similar tastes in music.
They went on a simple diving trip near
Bali.
York was selected as the site for the
research centre.
The house is situated near the college.

My little brother loves skateboarding.
She had thick hair and smooth dark skin.

Maria is a slave to fashion.
The children were playing on the slide in
the park.
In places, the path can be wet and
slippery.
These will be made from so-called ‘smart
materials'.
They need to be washed so I'm putting
them in the washing machine.
A snake slithered across our path.
There was a terrible snowstorm that
night.

Her favourite soap opera is Eastenders.
He is an extremely pleasant and sociable
man.
Facebook is probably the most famous
example of a social network.
Use moisturiser to soften your skin.
She loaded the new software.

Word

Part of
Page Speech

Pronunciation

German

Italian

French

solar panels

86

n

ˌsəʊlə ˈpænəl

Solarpaneel

pannello solare

somehow

77

adv

ˈsʌmhaʊ

irgendwie

in qualche modo

panneau solaire
d'une manière ou d'une
autre

sort out

33

phrasal v

ˈsɔːt aʊt

klären

chiarire

régler

sounds
spare time

14
66

v
adj

saʊnd
ˈspeə taɪm

klingen
Freizeit

sonare, avere l'aria di
tempo libero

sembler, résonner
temps libre

special effect

116

n

ˌspeʃəl ɪˈfekts

Spezialeffekte

effetti speciali

effet spécial

speciality
spectacular

94
30

n
adj

ˌspeʃiˈælɪti
spekˈtækjələ

Spezialisierung
spektakulär

specialità
spettacolare

spécialité
spectaculaire

spectator

103

n

spekˈteɪtə

Zuschauer

spettatore (-trice)

spectateur

speed boat

39

n

ˈspiːdbəʊt

navire à grande vitesse

speeding

44

n

ˈspiːdɪŋ

Rennboot
barca di velocità
Geschwindigkeitsübertret
ung
eccesso di velocità

spin

117

v

spɪn

rotieren

rotare

tourner

splash

44

n

splæʃ

Spritzen

tonfo

éclaboussure

spotted

39

v

spɒt

erblicken

scorgere

repérer

spotted

113

adj

ˈspɒtəd

gepunktet

a punti

tacheté

spray

97

v

spreɪ

einsprühen, sprühen

spruzzare

vaporiser

springs

46

n

sprɪŋ

Quellen

fonte

source

excès de vitesse

spy

81

n

spaɪ

Spion / Spionin

spia

espion/ne

stage

60

n

steɪdʒ

Bühne

scena

scène

stage hand

109

n

ˈsteɪdʒhænd

Bühnenarbeiter

lavoratore dal teatro

machiniste

stamp

22

n

stæmp

Briefmarke

francobollo

timbre

standard of living
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71

n

ˌstændəd əv ˈlɪvɪŋ

Lebensstandard

tenore di vita

niveau de vie

43

Definition
a piece of equipment, usually kept on a
roof, that collects and uses the sun's
energy to heat water or make electricity
for some reason that is not clear to you
or that you do not understand
to successfully deal with a problem or
difficult situation
if something or someone sounds good,
bad, strange etc, that is how they seem
to you when you hear about them or
read about them
spare time is when you are not working
an unusual image or sound that has
been produced artificially to be used in a
film or television programme
a subject or job that you know a lot about
or have a lot of experience of
very impressive
someone who is watching an event or
game
a small boat with a powerful engine,
designed to go fast
the offence of driving faster than the
legal limit
to turn around and around very quickly,
or to make something do this
the sound of a liquid hitting something or
being moved around quickly
to notice someone or something,
especially when are difficult to see or
recognise
having small round marks of a different
colour on the surface
to force liquid out of a container so that it
comes out in a stream of very small
drops and covers an area
a place where water comes up naturally
from the ground
someone whose job it is to find out
secret information about another
country, organisation, or group
the raised area in a theatre which actors
or singers stand on when they perform
someone who works on a theatre stage,
getting it ready for a play or for the next
part of a play
a small piece of paper that you buy and
stick onto an envelope or package
before posting it
the amount of wealth, comfort, and other
things that a particular person, group,
country etc has

Example
They are thinking of having solar panels
on their roof.
Somehow, I just don’t think it'll work.
I'll be glad to get this misunderstanding
sorted out.

Istanbul sounds really exciting.
What do you do in you spare time?
John Wardley was once a designer of
special effects for James Bond films.
Preston's speciality was night
photography.
He performed some spectacular stunts.
The match attracted over 40,000
spectators.
They sent speed boats to save the
people.
She got stopped by the police for
speeding.
The plane's propellers were spinning.
Rachel fell into the river with a loud
splash.

I spotted a police car behind us.
She looked good in the red and white
spotted blouse.

She sprayed herself with perfume.
There are several hot springs in this
area.
The spy plane was shot down by a
neighbouring country.

She is on stage for most of the play.
The stage hands had put down so many
mattresses that they created a kind of
trampoline.

Richard collects stamps.
Everyone expects to have reasonable
standard of living.

Word

Part of
Page Speech

Pronunciation

German

Italian

French

staring

90

v

steə

starren

fissare

regarder fixement

starting out

61

phrasal v

ˈstɑːt aʊt

die Karriere beginnen

mettersi a fare qc

débuter

starting up

60

phrasal v

ˈstɑːt ʌp

beginnen

cominciare

créer, lancer

starving

43

v

stɑːv

hungrig

avere fame, affamato

affamé

statistic

77

n

stəˈtɪstɪk

Statistik

statistica

statistique

status

58

n

ˈsteɪtəs

Status

stato

statut

stay ahead

60

adv

əˈhed

voraus bleiben

davanti

rester à l'avant-garde

steep

106

adj

stiːp

steil

scosceso, ripido,

escarpé

stick with it

27

phrasal v

ˈstɪk wɪð

bleiben bei

continuare, mantenere

s'en tenir à

sticky tape
stood out

82
103

adj
phrasal v

ˈstɪki
ˈstænd aʊt

Klebeband
sich hervorheben

nastro adesivo
distinguersi

ruban adhésif
se démarquer

store

81

v

stɔː

speichern

salvare

stocker

strawberry

110

n

ˈstrɔːbəri

Erdbeere

fragola

fraise

streamlined

81

adj

ˈstriːmlaɪnd

stromlinienförmig

aerodinamico

fuselé

street market

48

n

ˈmɑːkət

Straßenmarkt

strengthen

109

v

ˈstreŋθən

stressful

42

adj

stretched

20

strict

Definition
to look at something or someone for a
long time without moving your eyes, for
example because you are surprised,
angry or bored
to begin your life or profession, or an
important period of time
if you start up a business, company etc,
or it starts up, it begins to exist
if you are starving, you are very hungry
a set of numbers which represent facts
or measurements
your social or professional rank or
position, considered in relation to other
people
if you stay ahead of something, you are
doing better than others in your job,
education etc
a road, hill etc that is steep, slopes at a
high angle
to continue doing something the way you
did or planned to do before
tape etc that is made so it will stick to
surfaces
to be very easy to see or notice
to keep facts or information in your brain
or a computer
a soft red juicy fruit with small seeds on
its surface, or the plant that grows this
fruit
if something is streamlined, it is formed
into a smooth shape, so that it moves
easily through the air or water
a street market is one where a lot of
different people sell things from tables in
the street
to become stronger or make something
stronger
a job, experience, or situation that is
stressful makes you worry a lot
to continue over a period of time or in a
series, or to make something do this
expecting people to obey the rules or to
do what you say

Example

She stared at me in disbelief.
When the band first started out, they
played at small clubs.
Tax breaks help new companies start
up.
We were exhausted and starving by the
time we got home.
Statistics show that 50% of new
businesses fail in their first year.
Doctors have traditionally enjoyed a high
social status.
Staying ahead of our competitors is vital
if we are going to survive.
The road became rocky and steep.
Let's stick with the original plan.
Have you got any sticky tape I can use to
hold these together?
She always stood out in a crowd.
All the data is stored on our computer.
Then there is a big traditional meal with
different sorts of fish, new potatoes and
fresh strawberries.
All these new cars have been
streamlined.
Let's visit the street market in town this
afternoon.
Our friendship has steadily strengthened
over the years.
Moving to a new house is a very
stressful experience.
Berg's career as a government official
stretched over 20 years.
This company is very strict about
punctuality.

marché de plein air

stärker werden

mercato di strada
dieventare più forte,
rinforzare

ˈstresfəl

stressig, anstrengend

stressante

stressant

v

stretʃ

sich erstrecken

estendersi

s'étirer

65

adj

strɪkt

streng

rigido, severo

stricte

striped

113

adj

straɪpt

gestreift

a strisce

rayé

structure

123

n

ˈstrʌktyʃə

Struktur

struttura

structure

having lines or bands of colour
He liked the blue and white striped shirt.
the way in which the parts of something
are connected with each other and form
a whole, or the thing that these parts
A new management structure has been
make up
introduced.

sforzarsi

avoir du mal à, être en
difficulté

to try extremely hard to achieve
Millions of people are struggling for
something, even though it is very difficult survival.

struggled
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39

v

ˈstrʌgəl

kämpfen

se renforcer

44

Word

Part of
Page Speech

Pronunciation

German

Italian

French

stunt

30

n

stʌnt

Stunt

stunt

cascade

stuntman

30

n

ˈstʌntmæn

Stuntman

controfigura, stunt-man

cascadeur

subheading

98

n

ˈsʌbˌhedɪŋ

Untertitel

sottotitolo

sous-titre

succeeded in

45

v

səkˈsiːd

Erfolg haben mit

avere di successo

réussir dans qc.

suitable

10

adj

ˈsuːtəbəl

geeignet

adatto

qui convient

summarise

98

v

ˈsʌməraɪz

zusammenfassen

riassumere

résumer

sunstroke

46

n

ˈsʌnstrəʊk

Sonnenstich

colpo di sole

insolation

supernatural

117

adj

ˌsuːpəˈnætʃərəl

übernatürlich

soprannaturale

surnaturel

supporter

123

n

səˈpɔːtə

Unterstützer/in

sostenitore(-trice)

sympathisant/e

surf the internet

6

v phrase

sɜːf

im Internet surfen

navigare

surfer (sur internet)

surface

21

n

ˈsɜːfəs

Oberfläche

superficie

surface

surfing

30

n

ˈsɜːfɪŋ

Surfen

praticare il surf, navigare faire du surf

surprised

16

adj

səˈpraɪzd

überrascht

sorpreso

étonné

survival

39

n

səˈvaɪvəl

Überleben

sopravvivenza

survie

swept

39

v

swiːp

davontragen

muovere, spingere

emporter

switchback

116

n

ˈseɪtʃbæk

Serpentine, Achterbahn

serpentina

route sinueuse

tag

61

v

tæg

markieren

marcare

marquer

take advantage of

13

n

ədˈvɑːntɪdʒ

jmd. ausnutzen

exploiter, tirer profit de

take ages

22

n

teɪk ˈeɪdʒəz

ewig brauchen

sfruttare qu
avere bisogno di troppo
tempo

take notes

75

n phrase

nəʊt

Notizen machen

notare

prendre des notes

prendre un temps fou

take steps

21

n

step

Schritte unternehmen

adottare misure

prendre des mesures
pour faire

take up

31

phrasal v

ˈteɪk ʌp

anfangen mit

iniziare con

se mettre à
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45

Definition

Example

a dangerous action that is done to
entertain people, especially in a film
Not many actors do their own stunts.
a man who is employed to take the place
of an actor when something dangerous He worked on a Hollywood film as a
has to be done
stuntman.
a short phrase used as a title for a small Each section of the report has three
part within a longer piece of writing
subheadings.
Scientists say they have succeeded in
to do what you tried or wanted to do
finding a cure for cancer.
having the right qualities for a particular
person, purpose, or situation
We are hoping to find a suitable school.
to make a short statement giving only the
main information and not the details of a The authors summarise their views in
plan, event, report etc
the introduction.
fever, weakness etc caused by being
She spent too much time in the sun and
outside in the sun for too long
got sunstroke.
impossible to explain by natural causes,
and therefore seeming to involve the
Her mother is an amateur supernatural
powers of god or magic
investigator.
someone who supports a particular
Jane became a passionate supporter of
person, group or plan
animal rights.
to look quickly through information on the I spend a lot of time surfing the internet
internet for anything that interests you
every day.
Gas bubbles in any liquid tend to rise to
top layer of an area of water or land
the surface.
the activity or sport of riding over the
When we were in Hawaii, we went
waves on a special board
surfing every day.
He looked surprised to see Cassie
having a feeling of surprise
standing by the front door.
A lot of small companies are having to
the state of continuing to live or exist
fight for survival.
to force someone or something to move
in a particular direction
The wind surfer was swept out to sea.
a road that goes up and down steep
The first ‘switchback’ gravity railway was
slopes and around sharp bends
built in 1827.
Each bird was tagged and released into
to attach a tag to something
the wild.
if you take advantage of somebody you
treat someone unfairly in order to get
Don’t lend them the car - they're taking
what you want
advantage of you.
if something takes ages, it takes a long It took me ages to get home last night
time
because the car broke down.
if you take notes, you write down
information during a lesson, from a book
etc
I read the first chapter and took notes.
If you take steps, you do a series of
things in order to deal with a problem or The president took immediate steps to
to succeed
stop the fighting.
to become interested in a new activity
Roger took painting up for a while, but
and to spend some time doing it
soon lost interest.

Word

Part of
Page Speech

Pronunciation

German

taken over

84

phrasal v

ˈteɪk ˌəʊvə

erobern

takes a lifetime

27

n

ˈlaɪftaɪm

ewig dauern

takes place

103

n

pleɪs

stattfinden

Italian
conquistare
durare per sempre/tutta
la vita

(aver) luogo

French
envahir
prendre toute une vie

avoir lieu

tale

22/23

n

teɪl

Geschichte

storia

conte, récit

tango

10

n

ˈtængəʊ

Tango

tango

tango

tank

61

n

tæŋk

Behälter, Tank

cisterna, serbatoio

réservoir

tasty

106

adj

ˈteɪsti

lecker, wohlschmeckend gustoso, appetitoso

savoureux

tax

23

n

tæks

Steuern

tasse

impôt

team

14

n

tiːm

Team

team

équipe

tekˈnɪʃən

Techniker/in,
Facharbeiterin

technician

44

n

tecnico, a

technicien/ne

Definition
to take control of something
the period of time during which someone
is alive or something exists
if something takes place, it happens,
especially after being planned or
arranged
a description of interesting or exciting
things that happened to someone, often
one which is not completely true about
every detail
a fast dance from South America, or a
piece of music for this dance
a large container for storing liquid or gas
food that is tasty has a good taste, but is
not sweet
an amount of money that you must pay
to the government according to your
income, property, goods etc and that is
used to pay for public services
a group of people who have been
chosen to work together to do a
particular job
someone whose job is to check
equipment or machines and make sure
that they are working properly

Example
His wife’s passion for recycling has
taken over family life.
It takes a lifetime to acquire these skills.
The next meeting will take place on
Thursday.

She often tells tales about her life before
she arrived in England.
Both Sylvie and Stéphane are keen on
tango.
They kept the fish in tanks on deck.
She made a simple but tasty meal for the
whole group.

He already pays 40% tax on his income.
Our success lies in working together as
a team.
She works in a hospital as a laboratory
technician.

technology

97

n

tekˈnɒlədʒi

Technologie

tecnologia

technologie

tectonic plate

21

n

ˌpleɪt tekˈtɒnɪks

tektonische Platte

placca tettonica

plaque tectonique

temporary

58

adj

ˈtempərəri

befristet

a termine

temporaire

tempt

108

v

tempt

verführen zu

indurre

tenter

new machines, equipment, and ways of Modern technology makes moving
doing things that are based on modern
money around much easier than it used
knowledge about science and computers to be.
The Galapagos Islands lie on one of
those great lines of weakness below the
the large sheets of rock that form the
oceans of the world, the edges of
surface of the Earth
tectonic plates.
continuing only for a limited period of
She was employed on a temporary
time
basis.
The new programme is designed to
to try to persuade someone to do
tempt young people into studying
something by making it seem attractive engineering.

tendere
terribile

avoir tendance à
effrayant

if something tends to happen, it happens People tend to need less sleep as they
often and is likely to happy again
get older.
extremely frightening
He told her of his terrifying experience.

tend to
terrifying

61
39

v
adj

tend
ˈterəfaɪ-ɪŋ

the middle of
nowhere

20

n phrase

in ðə ˈmɪdl əv ˌnəʊweəam Ende der Welt

in mezzo al niente

auf fin fond de nulle part

theory

21

n

ˈθɪəri

teoria

théorie
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neigen zu
schrecklich

Theorie

46

if something is in the middle of nowhere,
it is a long way from the nearest big town
an idea or set of ideas that is intended to
explain something about life or the world,
especially an idea that has not yet been
proved to be true

They live miles away, in the middle of
nowhere.

Everyone has heard of Darwin's theory
of evolution.

Word

Part of
Page Speech

Pronunciation

German

Italian

French

therapy

84

n

ˈθerəpi

Therapie

terapia

thérapie

thermostat

84

n

ˈθɜːməstæt

Thermostat

termostato

thermostat

thinking

122

n

ˈθɪŋkɪŋ

Ansichten

maniera di pensare

opinion

thinking up

30

phrasal v

ˈθɪŋk ʌp

sich ausdenken

inventare, immaginarsi

inventer, trouver

threat

84

n

θret

Bedrohung

minaccia

menace

thrill

116

n

θrɪl

Nervenkitzel

brivido

frisson

thriller

34

n

ˈθrɪlə

Thriller

thriller

thriller

alla ricerca di un brivido

à la recherche de
sensations fortes

thrill-seeking

116

adj

ˈθrilsɪːkɪŋ

auf der Suche nach
einem Nervenkitzel

throughout

86

adv

θruːaʊt

in ganz…

in tutto

à travers de

tide

39

n

taɪd

Flut, Gezeiten

alta marea

marée

tied

39

v

taɪ

binden

legare

attacher

tight

113

adj

tait

eng

stretto

serré

tiny
tiny

39
123

adj
adj

taɪni
ˈtaɪni

winzig
winzig

piccolissimo, minuscolo
piccolissimo, minuscolo

to a certain extent

71

adj

ˈsɜːtn

in gewissem Maße

in una certa misura

minuscule
minuscule
dans une certaine
mesure

to start with

97

v phrase

tə ˈstɑːt wɪð

als Erstes

prima

tout d'abord

toddler

32

n

ˈtɒdlə

Kleinkind

(piccolo) bambino

tout-petit

toes
tons of

74
22

n
n

təʊ
tʌnz

Zehen
jede Menge

dita del piede
sacco, mucchio

orteil
un tas de

tool

123

n

tuːl

Werkzeug

arnesi

outil

top

19

adj

tɒp

sehr gut

molto buono, migliore

supérieur

torch

103

n

tɔːtʃ

Fackel

fiaccola

torche

touch screen
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108

n

ˈtʌtʃ skriːn

Touchscreen

touch screen

écran tactile

47

Definition

Example

the treatment or examination of
someone's mental problems by talking to
them for a long time about their feelings Ron was in therapy for years.
She turns down the thermostat on the
an instrument used for keeping a room central heating even when it’s snowing
or a machine at a particular temperature outside.
your opinion or ideas about something or The Administration's thinking changed as
your attitude towards it
the war progressed.
to produce a new idea, name etc by
thinking
She was trying to think up an excuse.
someone or something that is regarded The fighting is a major threat to stability
as a possible danger
in the region.
a sudden strong feeling of excitement
and pleasure, or the thing that makes
Winning first place must have been quite
you feel this
a thrill.
a book or film that tells an exciting story
about murder or crime
He only reads thrillers.
doing things that are dangerous because
you like the feeling of excitement it gives In the afternoons, thrill-seeking
you
passengers paid 50 cents a ride.
The disease spread rapidly throughout
in every part of a particular area
Europe.
the regular rising and falling of the level We went for a walk and got cut off by the
of the sea
tide.
to fasten things together or hold them in
a particular position using a piece of
They tied themselves together in order to
string, rope etc
survive.
tight clothes fit your body very closely,
My shoes were so tight that I could
especially in a way that is uncomfortable hardly walk.
They spotted a tiny island in the
extremely small
distance.
extremely small
She worked in a tiny room.
to a certain extent means partly but not I do agree with his ideas to a certain
completely
extent.
to start with is said to emphasise the first
of a list of facts or opinions you are
There are problems. To start with,
stating
neither of us likes housework.
a very young child who is just learning to He was just a toddler when he first dived
walk
off the board.
one of the five movable parts at the end
of your foot
He stubbed his toe on the big stone.
a lot of
I get tons of homework every night.
something that you hold in your hand
I don’t have the right tools to start fiddling
and use to do a particular job
around with the engine.
very good
a long stick with burning material at one
end that produces light
a type of computer screen that you touch
in order to tell the computer what to do or
to get information

London is a top place to live these days.
Many people had the chance to carry the
Olympic Torch in 2012.
First you order your meals from a touch
screen at your table.

Word

Part of
Page Speech

Pronunciation

German

Italian

French

Definition

Example

tough

27

adj

tʌf

hart, schwierig

duro, difficile

dur

She's had a tough life.

tour

10

n

tʊə

Tour, Reise

giro, viaggio

voyage, tour

towers

19

n

ˈtaʊə

Turm

torre

tour

difficult to do or deal with
a journey for pleasure, during which you
visit several different towns, areas etc
a tall narrow building either built on its
own or forming part of another building

track

20

v

træk

nachverfolgen

seguire

suivre

trade show

60

n

ˈtreɪd ʃəʊ

Messe

fiera

exposition commerciale

tradition

26

n

trəˈdɪʃən

Tradition

tradizione

tradition

traditional

10

adj

trəˈdɪʃənəl

traditionell

tradizionale

traditionnel

tragic

109

adj

ˈtrædʒɪk

tragico

tragique

trainee

107

n

ˌtreɪˈniː

tragisch
Auszubildende/r,
Praktikant/in

apprendista

stagiaire

The trainees start next week.

trampoline

109

n

ˈtræmpəliːn

Trampolin

trampolino

trampoline

treated

95

v

triːt

behandeln

trattare

traiter

trendy

113

adj

ˈtrendi

schick, trendig

trendy, alla moda

branché

trick

60

n

trɪk

Trick

trucco

pli

someone who is being trained for a job
a piece of equipment that you jump up
and down on as a sport. It consists of a
metal frame with a piece of strong cloth
stretched tightly over it.
to deal with, regard, or consider
something in a particular way
influenced by the most fashionable
styles and ideas
a skilful set of actions that seem like
magic, done to entertain people

tried out

103

phrasal v

ˈtraɪ aʊt

ausprobieren

provare

essayer

truly

13

adv

ˈtruːli

echt, wirklich

veramente

vraiment

try out

60

phrasal v

ˈtraɪ aʊt

ausprobieren

provare

essayer

tunnel

117

n

ˈtʌnl

Tunnel

tunnel

tunnel

turn down

84

phrasal v

ˈtɜːn daʊn

leiser machen

abbassare

baisser

turn into

39

phrasal v

ˈtɜːn ˌɪntuː

sich verwandeln in

trasformarsi in

se transformer en

turn up

11

phrasal v

ˈtɜːn ʌp

auftauchen

arrivare

arriver, venir

turned down

123

phrasal v

ˈtɜːn daʊn

ablehnen

rifiutare, respingere

rejeter

tutor

27

n

ˈtjuːtə

Tutor, Lehrer

tutor, insegnante

tuteur, professeur
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48

We met on a coach tour in Italy.
They’ve built some amazing towers, like
those in Canary Wharf
They mainly sleep on boats, so the
to follow the movements of an aircraft or organisers can track where they are and
ship
plan to keep them separated.
a large event when several companies
shows their goods or services in one
During these fashion seasons I travel to
place, to try to sell them
trade shows.
a belief, custom, or way of doing
something that has existed for a long
time, or these beliefs, customs etc in
By tradition, it’s the bride's parents who
general
pay for the wedding.
being part of the traditions of a country or
group of people
My mother cooks traditional Italian food.
a tragic event or situation makes you feel
very sad, especially because it involves The parents were not to blame for the
death or suffering
tragic death of their son.

The kids love going on the trampoline.
Any complaint about safety standards
must be treated very seriously.
She works in a trendy restaurant.
My uncle was always showing me card
tricks when I was a kid.
He tried out graffiti writing for the first
time.

to learn or practise a skill
used to emphasize the way you are
describing something is really true
His work is truly original.
to test something such as a method or a
piece of equipment to see if it is effective
or works properly
I'm trying out my new computer.
The Channel Tunnel was built beneath
a passage that has been dug under the the English Channel to link France and
ground for cars, trains etc to go through England.
to turn the switch on a machine such as
an oven, radio etc so that it produces
Can you turn the TV down? I'm trying to
less heat, sound etc
work.
to become something different or to
They had no idea their short dive would
make someone or something do this
turn into a terrifying 48-hour ordeal.
to arrive at a place, especially in a way
that is unexpected
You can’t just turn up and expect a meal.
They offered her the job but she turned it
to refuse an offer, request, or invitation down.
a teacher in a British university or
college
She was my tutor at Oxford.

Word

Part of
Page Speech

Pronunciation

German

Italian

French

twisted ankle

46

v

twɪst

verstauchtes Fußgelenk

articolazione del piede

cheville tordue

typical

11

adj

ˈtɪpɪkəl

typisch

tipico

typique

ultimate

116

adj

ˈʌltəmət

höchster, größter

suprême

unaware

39

adj

ˌʌnəˈweə

sich nicht bewusst sein

ultimo
non essere a
conoscenza

understanding

77

n

ˌʌndəˈstændɪŋ

Verständnis

comprensione

compréhension

unfashionable

113

adj

ʌnˈfæʃənəbəl

unmodern

fuori moda

démodé

ne pas conscient de

uniform

65

n

ˈjuːnəfɔːm

Uniform

uniforme

uniforme

uninhabited
unique

22/23
31

adj
adj

ˌʌnɪnˈhæbətəd
juːˈniːk

unbewohnt
einzigartig

disabitato
unico

inhabité
unique

unrealistic

10

adj

ˌʌnrɪəˈlɪstɪk

unrealistisch

irrealistico

pas réaliste

unsurprisingly

72

adv

ˌʌnsəˈpraɪzɪŋli

up to a point

85

n

pɔɪnt

nicht überraschend
poco sorprendentemente pas surprenant
bis zu einem bestimmten
dans une certaine
Punkt
fino a un certo punto
mesure

upmarket

96

adj

ˌʌpˈmɑːkət

gehoben

elevato

haut de gamme

upset

16

adj

ˌʌpˈset

verärgert, aufgebracht

adirato, arrabbiato

fâché, contrarié

uranium

123

n

jʊˈreɪniəm

Uran

uranio

uranium

username

49

n

ˈjuːzə ˌneɪm

Benutzername

nome utente

nom d'utilisateur

values

27

n

ˈvæljuː

Werte

valore

valeurs

vegetarian

85

adj

ˌvedʒəˈteəriən

vegetarisch

vegetariano

végétarien

vegetation

20

n

ˌvedʒəˈteɪʃən

Vegetation

vegetazione

végétation

vending machine

96

n

ˈvendɪŋ məˌʃiːn

Verkaufsautomat

distributore automatico

distributeur automatique

version

106

n

ˈvɜːʃən

Version, Fassung

versione

version

vertical

116

adj

ˈvɜːtɪkəl

senkrecht, vertikal

verticale

vertical
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Definition
if you twist your ankle, you hurt it by
pulling or turning it too suddenly while
you are moving
having the usual features or qualities of
a particular group or thing
better, bigger, worse etc than all other
things or people of the same kind
not noticing or realising what is
happening
knowledge about something, based on
learning or experience
not popular or fashionable at the present
time
a particular type of clothing worn by all
the members of a group or organisation
such as the police, the army etc
an uninhabited place does not have
anyone living there
being the only one of its kind
ideas or hopes that are not reasonable
or sensible

not making you feel surprised
If you do something up to point, you do it
partly, but not completely
designed for or used by people who
have a lot of money
unhappy and worried because
something unpleasant or disappointing
has happened
a heavy white metal that is radioactive
and is used to produce nuclear power
and nuclear weapons. It is a chemical
element: symbol U
a name or special word that proves who
you are and allows you to enter a
computer system or use the internet
your ideas about what is right and wrong,
or what is important in life

Example
Harriet slipped on the stairs and twisted
her ankle.
The advertisement is a typical example
of their marketing strategy.
The Rolling Stones are the ultimate rock
and roll band.
Mike seems unaware of the trouble he's
causing.
How does this add to our understanding
of the problem?
She didn’t want to look unfashionable.

He was still wearing his school uniform.
Some people would like to live on an
uninhabited island.
Each person's fingerprints are unique.
It is unrealistic to expect these changes
to happen overnight.
The students’ favourite, baked beans, is
unsurprisingly top of most supermarket
lists.
I agree with you up to a point.
They're opening a new upmarket
restaurant in the town centre.
She was deeply upset about the way her
father treated her.

She managed to split the uranium atom.
I keep forgetting my username, so I can’t
get into my online bank account.
It represents values that I admire.

a vegetarian meal is a meal for someone We found a fantastic vegetarian
who does not eat meat or fish
restaurant in town.
Lefkas has an abundance of lush green
plants in general
vegetation.
a machine that you can get chocolate,
The future of shopping is the vending
drinks etc from by putting money in
machine.
a copy of something that has been
changed so that it is slightly different
I preferred the original version of the film.
These included both Nemesis and
pointing up in a line that forms an angle Oblivion which is the first vertical drop
of 90º with a flat surface
roller coaster.

Word

Part of
Page Speech

Pronunciation

German

Italian

French

Viking

103

n

ˈvaɪkɪŋ

Wikinger

vichingo

Viking

violent

76

adj

ˈvaɪələnt

gewaltsam

violento

violent

virtual

10

adj

ˈvɜːtʃuəl

virtuell

virtuale

virtuel

virus

91

n

ˈvaɪərəs

Virus

virus

virus

visual

81

adj

ˈvɪʒuəl

visuell

visuale

visuel

voice

91

n

vɔɪs

Stimme

voce

voix

voices are raised

84

v

reɪz

Stimmen werden lauter

rialzare

des voix d'élèvent

volcanoes

21

n

vɒlˈkeɪnəʊ

Vulkane

vulcano

affaiblir
faiblesse

portable

if something is wearable, it can be worn
on the body

volcan

27

adj

ˈvɒləntəri

Freiwilligenarbeit

volontariato

travail bénévole

volunteer

10

n

ˌvɒlənˈtɪə

Freiwillige / r

volontario/a

volontaire

wage

58

n

weɪdʒ

Lohn, Gehalt

stipendio

salaire

war

34

n

wɔː

Krieg

guerra

guerre

wasting his time
watch out
weak

73
46
33

v
phrasal v
adj

weɪst
ˈwɒtʃ aʊt
wiːk

seine Zeit verschwenden prodigare
achtgeben
stare attento
schwach
debole

weaken

109

v

ˈwiːkən

schwächer werden

weakness

21

n

ˈwiːknəs

Schwäche

debolezza

wearable
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97

adj

ˈweərəbəl

tragbar

portabile

a member of the group of Scandinavian
people who sailed in ships to attack
areas along the coasts of northern and
western Europe from the 8th to 11th
centuries
involving actions that are intended to
injure or kill people, by hitting them,
shooting them etc
made, done, seen etc on the internet or
on a computer, rather than in the real
world
a set of instructions secretly put onto a
computer or computer program, which
can destroy information. When a
computer that has a virus makes a
connection with another computer, for
example by email, the virus can make
copies of itself and move to the other
computer.
relating to seeing
the sounds that you make when you
speak, or the ability to make these
sounds
if you raise your voice, you speak loudly
or shout because you are angry
a mountain with a large hole at the top,
through which lava is sometimes forced
out
work that is done by people who do it
because they want to, and who are not
paid
someone who does a job willingly
without being paid
money you earn that is paid according to
the number of hours, days, or weeks that
you work
when there is fighting between two or
more countries or between opposing
groups within a country, involving large
numbers of soldiers and weapons
if you waste time, you do not make full
use of the time
used to tell someone to be careful
not physically strong
to make someone or something less
powerful or less important, or to become
less powerful
a fault in someone's character or in a
system, organisation, design etc

voluntary work

diventare più debole,
indebolire

Definition

perdre son temps
faire attention
faible

50

Example

The festival celebrates the island's
Viking history.
The riots ended with the violent deaths
of three teenagers.
The website allows you take a virtual
tour of the art gallery.

We seem to have a virus in the
computer.
Artist can translate their ideas into visual
images.

He recognised her voice immediately.
I could hear raised voices in the next
room.
Pompeii was destroyed when the
volcano erupted in 79 AD.
She does a lot of voluntary work for the
Red Cross.
I need some volunteers to help with the
washing-up.

He earns a good wage.

He served as a pilot during the war.
The doctor said I was wasting his time.
Watch out, the stones are slippery.
The illness left her feeling weak.
Over the last two years the president's
positions has weakened.
The plan has strengths and weaknesses.
These will be made from so-called ‘smart
materials’ that use something called
wearable technology.

Word

Part of
Page Speech

Pronunciation

German

Italian

French

website

26

n

ˈwebsaɪt

Webseite

website

site internet

wedding
weekly
weigh
well before
well-paid

60
98
13
50
58

n
adj
v
adv
adj

ˈwedɪŋ
ˈwiːkli
weɪ
ˈwel bɪˌfɔː
ˌwelˈpeɪd

matrimonio, nozze
settimanale
pesare
molto tempo avanti
ben pagato

mariage
hebdomadaire
peser
bien avant
bien payé

went into

61

phrasal v

ˈgəʊ ɪntə

Hochzeit
wöchentlich
wiegen
lange vor
gut bezahlt
gehen in …, etwas
werden

andare in, diventare

se lancer dans

went on to

123

phrasal v

ˈgəʊ ɒn

später etw. tun/werden

fare qc più tardi

puis + faire qc. …

western

34

n

ˈwestən

Western

western

western

what a shame

103

n

ʃeɪm

wie schade

che peccato

quel dommage

wheel

44

n

wiːl

Steuerrad

volante

volant

whisper

117

v

ˈwɪspə

flüstern

bisbigliare

chuchoter

white-water rafting
whole
widely

42
20
123

n
adj
adv

ˌwaɪt wɔːtə ˌrɑːftɪŋ
həʊl
ˈwaɪdli

Wildwasserfahren
ganz
weithin

rafting in acque bianche
intero
notevolmente

rafting
entier
largement

wing

80

n

wɪŋ

Flügel

ala

ail

wire

95

n

waɪə

Draht

filo metallico

fil de fer

without a doubt

20

n

daʊt

zweifellos

dubbio

sans aucun doute

witnesses

44

n

ˈwɪtnəs

Zeuge

testimone

témoin

work out

39

phrasal v

ˈwɜːk aʊt

berechnen

calcolare

calculer

work-life balance

58

n

ˌwɜːk ˈlaɪf ˌbæləns

Verhältnis zwischen
Arbeit und Freizeit

conciliazione vita-lavoro

conciliation travail-vie
personnelle

workplace

64

n

ˈwɜːkpleɪs

Arbeitsplatz

posto (di lavoro)

lieu de travail

worry-free

33

n

ˈwʌri

sorglos

spensierato, senza
preoccupazioni

sans soucis

die Mühe wert sein

vale la pena che è
faticoso per

en valoir la peine

worth working for
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31

prep

wɜːθ

51

Definition

Example

a place on the internet where you can
find information about something,
especially a particular organisation
a marriage ceremony, especially one
with a religious service
happening or done every week
to have a particular weight
a lot, or to a great degree
providing or receiving good wages

For more information on weight loss and
healthy eating, visit our website.
She's busy planning her daughter's
wedding.
The magazine is published weekly.
How much do you weigh?
We’ll be back well before 9.30.
He's a very well-paid executive.

to start to do a particular type of job
to do something after you have finished
doing something else
a film or book about life in the 19th
century in the American West, especially
the lives of cowboys
what a shame is used when you wish a
situation was different, and you feel sad
and disappointed
the round piece of equipment that you
turn to make a car, ship etc move in a
particular direction
to speak or say something very quietly,
using your breath rather than your voice
travelling on a raft over the part of a river
that looks white because the water is
running very quickly over rocks
all of something
by a lot of people or in a lot of places
one of the parts of a bird's or insect's
body that it uses for flying
thin metal in the form of a thread, or a
piece of this
if something is without a doubt then there
is a feeling of absolute certainty
someone who sees a crime or an
accident and can describe what
happened

I always wanted to go into nursing.
She went on to become a successful
surgeon.

to calculate an answer, amount, price etc
the ability to give a sensible amount of
time and effort to your work and to your
life outside work, for example to your
family or to other interests

See if you can work this bill out.

the room, building etc where you work
if you are worry-free, you do not have a
problem that you are anxious about or
are not sure how to deal with
if something is worth working for, it is
something that you believe to be
interesting, useful or helpful

John Wayne acted in a lot of westerns.

What a shame we missed the wedding.
John was behind the wheel when the
accident happened.
You don’t have to whisper. No one can
hear us.

He absolutely loves white-water rafting.
You have your whole life ahead of you!
The view is not widely held.
The pheasant flapped its wings
vigorously.
A wire is used to send electricity through
a body.
I knew without a doubt that I was going
to win the competition.
One witness said that the driver
appeared to be drunk.

You can’t have a proper work-life
balance if you're in the office for 12
hours a day.
It's important to feel comfortable in your
workplace.

Kids deserve a worry-free childhood.

This qualification is worth working for.

Word

Part of
Page Speech

Pronunciation

German

Italian

French

worthwhile

58

adj

ˌwɜːθˈwaɪl

lohnend

redditizio

rentable

wrong

55

adv

rɒŋ

schief, falsch

storto, sbagliato

faux

youngster

27

n

ˈjʌŋstə

Jugendliche / r

adolescente

jeune

admired

123

v

ədˈmaɪə

bewundern

ammirare

admire

witch

123

n

witʃ

Hexe

strega

sorcière

x-ray

123

n

eksˈreɪ

Röntgen

fare una radiografia

radiographie
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Definition

Example

if something is worthwhile, it is important
or useful, or you gain something from it He wanted to do a worthwhile job.
if something goes wrong, there is a
mistake during a process so that you do
not get the right result, or a plan which
you have made fails
The promotion went wrong.
But not all the youngsters want a career
a child or young person
in the arts.
to respect and like someone because
they have done something that you think His work is admired by many of his
is good
peers.
a woman who is supposed to have
One colleague used to call her ‘Rosy the
magic powers
witch!’
a beam of radiation that can go through
solid objects and is used for
She fell over and had to have an x-ray of
photographing the inside of the body
her leg to see if it was broken.

